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GIANTS SMOTHER YANKS
13 TO 5, RUNNING EIGHT

Canton Republic Fights Japanese
"Taint" at Disarmament Parley

LUCKY SEVENTH"

BRINGSRUIN TO
TRIBE

HUGG1NS

1

THIRD

GAI

After Going Runless for 20
Frames of World Series,
McGraw's Crew Makes
Thirteen inJJext Six.

-

CROWD BREAKS RECORD
FOR PRESENT SERIES

Frisch Has Another Perfect
Day at Bat and Scores 3
Runs; Burns Makes Circus
Catch Against Fence.
(By The Associated TreM.)

New York, Oct. 7 (by the Associated Press.) The Giants awoke
from their two fays of lethargy
the green
today and sprinkled
sward at the Rplo grounds with
such a shower of hits that the
Yankees were swamped under a
score of 13 to 5, in the third game
of the world series.
The National loagrers had gone
to
runless for twenty innings up
tho third session of this afteroutThen the
noon's struggle.
break ot hitting started.
Yankees'
thunder,
Stealing the
as the latte:- - had stolen theirs in
the previous garnet: of the series in
speed and daring on the bases,
John McGraw's men, after spotting their American loaguo opponents to a four run lead, promptly
driving
cancelled this advantage,
Bob Shawkey, who had Btarted for
Miller Huggins' team, off the
mound in tho third inning. Then,
after the score had run along In
a tie "'or three more innings, they
broke out with an orgy of bitting
against second string Yankee
pitchers, in the traditional "lucky
seventh" Inning, putting over eight
runs in this chapter and piling up
a total of thirteen runs and twenty hits in their eight innings at the

tat

the
Despite its
game was of the sort that tickles
baseball
the
of
average
the fancy
crowd, and today's throng, despite
tho partisan leanings of a goodly
portion of it, was ;io exception.
The game was full of thrills, brilliant catches, daring base running,
and, on the Giants' Ude, long distance hitting.
The crowd with perfect baseball
weather to bring It out, was a record breaker for this series. More
than 36.500 fans jammed the
stands and bleachers. They broke
the series record for noise and enthusiasm as well. The turn of the
Yankee adherents came first, but
as
the hubbub they kicked up was tho
nothing to that letthelooso by
opportunity
Giant fans when
arrived.
With the McGraw clan riding
rough shod over their opponents
the National league partisans un- --
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5

d

-

Americas
Protesting against
failure to recognize the republic
of China (South China), whose adherents are said to number
lf
people, more than
the Chinese nation, 4,000 supYat-sen
of
President Sun
porters
gathered recently in New Y rk
City and passed resolutions urging
the United States to admit repreof the eonstitutl.infil
sentatives
government 'as bona fide delegates
to the disarmament conferenca In

Washington on November 11.
Pekin Dolcjrntcs "Tainted."
It is openly charged by the Chinese liberals that th delegates
from the Pekin government
who
have been Invited by the United
States to represent China at the
peace conference will be "tainted"
by Japanese money. It Is interesting to read a recent dispatch that
"President Hsu Chih Chang's cabinet has appropriated 800,000 yen
to pay the expenses of the Pekin
in
delegation to the conference
Washington." The question which
the liberals among the Chinese
are asking today is: If the Pekin
government is using Japanese yen,
whv does it not send to Washington Japanese representatives?
now president
Dr. Sun Yat-seof the constitutionalist government
of South China, resided in America for a period of ten years, was
converted while hero to our own
ideas of popular government, returned to his native land and became the "Father of the Chinese
Republic."
Dr. Wu Ttng-fnnWith Him.
Dr. Wu Ting-fantwloe Chinese minister to the United States,
who, as minister of foreign affairs,
's
is now, Dr.. Sun
most
powerful associate In the fight to
liberate China from foreign ex- -'
jr

Yat-sen-

,

I

'

V

Eugene Kempenich left his horn

POISON TALE IS
RELATED DURING
SOUTHARD TRIAL

'

IS MOST IN DEMAND,
PARIS PAPER FINDS
(Br The Aasorlnted Prem.)

Paris, Oct.

PRESS.)
tato tax rates to a maximum of 50
0
on tho excess over
cent
per
in lieu of the present max$10,000,-00imum of 25 per cent over
iiuu,-000,00-

0.

7.

Tho voman with

an apartment, preferably a fur
nished one, is most in demand as
a fiancee, says the Excelsior in its
account of an interview with the
manageress of a Paris matrimonial
agency characterized as one of the
better sort. The war widow, if
remarries
young and agreeable,
much more easily than a young
on
venture
girl making her first
matrimonial seas.
A physician between the ages of
30 and 40, well educated and of
good physique, was called tho first
Parents deprize among men.
manded engineers, architects, proor lawyers
fessors
for their
daughters' husbands, while the
girls themselves, wished above all
for an artist but thy cupid broker
repoi-iemis numu gemus us extremely rare.
The fortunes offered with the
French women varied from 60,000
to 250,000 francs. Tho dlrectoress
proudly stated that she had arranged a marriage between an engineer and a country girl where
the bride brought 400,000 francs fb
her husband.
Daughters of rich peasants who
have retired and wish to live In
town formed the largest cllentole
of the bureau, Iri which the women applicants outnumbered the
'
men two or three to one.

rs

(By The Aiuoclated TrcM.)

'

Twin Falls. Ida., Oct. 7. That
the body of Edward F. Meyer contained more than enough poison to
cause dcath, was the statement on
the witness stand of Edward F.
state chemist
of
Rodenbaugh,
Boise, in the case of Lydia Meyer
Southard, charged with the mur
der by poisoning of her former
husband, Meyer.
The statement by the witness
was based upon his analysis ot
specimens taken from various or
gans of the Meyer body during a
examination
postmortem
made
tho day following the death
of
Meyer, September 7, last year, and
came as tho sequel to long hours
of quiet but gruelling
of witnesses as a
of
the routine of the state topart
establish the chain of circumstances by
which it is hoped to prove the de-

5,505

at Peralta Thursday morning at 9
o'clock, according to Henry
who manages Ills store at
Peralta. He started for Albuquerque, where he was to meet his
Wort-man-

Leaders in the rival factions in
'China. Above: Dr. Alfred Sao
Sze, Chinese ambassador to the
U. S- - left; President Sun Yat-se- n
of the republic of South China,
center, and Dr. Wu Ting Fang,
former ambassador to the U. S.
and now foreign minister of

South China. Below: President
Hsu Chih Chang of the Pekinese
government, left, and Ma Soo.
representing South China at
Washington.

ploltation and from the Chauvinistic, monarchical tendencies of the
government at Pekin. whose representatives will attend the disarmament conference.
This conference was called primarily on account of the exploitation of North China by the Japanese and of South China by Great
Britain. But Pekin has continuously catered to both Lo don and
Toklo; also the foreign policies of
North China and Japan are In
general opposed to the principles
for which, our state department
has always contended. The government, .of South China, dttukires
Itself irr perfect accord
with

America In nil tho vital issues
which aro Involved.
"IntUt upon a direct invitation
for South China in the Pacific
conference," cabled Dr. Wu Ting-fan- g
to Ma Shoo, iho representative In Washington.
"Emphasize
Intho danger of
trigue, if Pekin alone Is represented Pekin, which signed the
demands and
infamous twenty-on- e
secret agreements,
giving away
nu .ierous concessions to Japan.
Pekin is too far committed to Japan to make a strong case in the
Washington conference. The Canton government, if it Joins the Pekin delegation, would be tained.
Canton must, send an independent
delegation, to xome. to conrt. with
clean lands."

FIRE

RUM

debe-

longing to the Elephant Uutte Alfalfa association at Fabens this
morning, and for a time threatened
the entire town, which is twenty-eigmiles east of El Paso. Tho
loss is estimated at $50,000.
Insurance of $20,000 was carried.
ht

WOULD FORCE SLICE
IN FREIGHT
RATES
ON FARM PRODUCTS

BABE RUTH MAY
NOT PLAY TODAY
DUE TO ABSCESS

BRUMFIELD CASE
(Br The AMoclatrd Frets.)

Roseburg,
Ore., Oct. 7. The
second panel of veniremen summoned to obtain a Jury to try Dr.
. m.
ijrumneid for the alleeed
murder of Dennis Russell was In
attendance when court opened today. Attorneys and court officials
expected to complete the working
of fining the Jury box with talesmen subject to challenge by the
state and defense.
Ten tentative Jurors were in the
box as a result of questioning the
first panel of twenty-fou- r

.

BALANCE OF SEASON
Plerry. S. D., Oct. 7. Governor
McMaster left this morning for the
state and federal parks in the Black
Hills region to ii.vesti. te personally tho necessity for closing the
hunting season In that locality for
the remainder of the season, numerous forest and trush fires alleged to have been started by the
carelessness of hunters resulted In
a plea to the governor by forestry
n
officials to close the hunting
and keep hunters off.
tea-so-

ROBBERY FAILS.
Miles City, Mont., Oct. 1. An
unsuccessful
attempt to hold up
the express messenger and rob the
express car on train No. 17 of the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
railway today while the train was
standing in the yards at Mushel-shel- l,
Mont., In which shots were
fired by the bandits at a baggage
RANCHEB SUICIDES.
Omaha. Neb.. Oct. 7. Ernest A. man, was reported to railroad ofCarlson, 43. of Omaha, whose wife ficials liere tonight.
said he was despondent because of
HEADS RESTAURANT MEX.
wildcat Investments' was found
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 7.
dead In a shed at the home of a
neighbor today. His throat and Harry S. Baldwin,' of Springfield,
wrist had been cut. A razor was Mass., second vice president, today
gripped in his right hand. Accord was elected president of the Naing to his wife's belief Carlson had tional Restaurant Men's association
Inst between $20,000 and $30,001. and Washington, D, C.,' chosen as
He formerly was a rancher at the next convention city, at the
A Ins worth,
Neb., coming here closing session here of the associationa c,Q,ncren.co,
about a iear agq.
--

the state highway department

L0STJNS0UTH

(By The AsMirlatrrt Prni.)
Now York, Oct. 7. Disbelief

under-sherif-

f

CHANGE

OF SUICIDE

m

lance and the coroner's jury came
to this cit;- to be present at the
autopsy.
Suicide Theory Scouted.
From the first, the suicide theory
was scouted by a large number of
persons at Peralta, including Sheriff Joseph F. Tondre.
The examination, which was conducted by Dr. J. F. Pearce, assist
ed by Dr. W. F. Wlttwer, of Los
Lunas, a member ot the jury, and
only added to the mystery as to the
d 'ails
tho death.
The body showed a very small
hole in the back, just to the right
of the spino and slightly above the
waist line. A large Jagged l.de
was foun at the front of tho chest
in the region of the heart.
Silk pajamas worn by Mr. Kempenich at the time of his death
showed a small hole in the back
and a large hole In the front. The
inside of the front tf the pajamas
was stiff with bits of flesh and
blood clots.
For some time the suicide or
murder theory rested, In the minds
of the officials, Jury and the few
spectators, on whether the bullet
had penetrated from the front or
the back. Many exports on this
Dr. Wittwer,
subject, including
formed the deduction that the bullet had entered the small hole In
the back and crashed through the
-

'

1

front.

Dr. riorce later arrived ' and
probed both holes. He stated that
the bullet had entered from the
fro-.- t.
This was questioned
by
Dr. Wittwer and after more hard
probing with his finger, Dr. Pierce
decided to open the wound at Dr.
Wittwer's suggestion. One of the
splintered ribs showed the splinters pointing inward. It was suggested by some of the witnesses
that this direction might have
been caused by tho probing.
Examination
of the revolver,
which had been found under Mr.
Kempenich's right hand as he lay
n:. his back on tha floor,
enshrouded tho case with more mystery.
llcvohor Adds to Mystery,
The revolver was cocked with
greaso on the end and at least a
dozen black hairs were wedged
between the gun barrel and the
ejector rod chamber. The grease
at the end of the barrel was
slightly dirty, conveying the Impression that it had accumulated
dust. Tho insido of the barrel carried no gun powder, but, before
handled very much, appeared to
bo dusty.
Two chambers of tho gun were
empty and an exploded shell was
under the hammer. There was no
smell of burned powder about the
gun.
"Mr. Kempenich
always kept
this revolver in a drawer at his
store," Demetro Jaramlllo, his
clerk stated. "But about three
weeks ago he took it to his bed
room."
,
A bullet thought to be the one
(Continued on Page Two.)

ADAMSON RAILROAD

ACT SUGGESTED AS MEANS TO
READJUSTMENT OF INDUSTRY

.

SECOND JURY IS
SUMMONED UPON

of

for Thursday noon, but did not
keep the appointment.
Arriving home Thursday night or
while it was still dark yesterday
morning, he did not drive his automobile into his garage, but left it
In a corral near a store shed. Here
It was found yeeterday morning'
ALLEGED
about 9 o'clock by Demetro Jara- mlllo. who started from the store
to find why his employer had not
been there yet that morning. He
was Joined by Mr. Wortmann.
to have
Kempenich
appeared
had trouble opening the gates to
Into
as
them.
the corral
he bumped
The car was in a disorderly condiIN CLQVIS tion in the rear, the Beats being
out of place and the contents ot
the tool cheft being strewn about
back of tho car.
the
tIPtClAl OIIPA1CH TO MOBNINft JOUHNAL1
After noticing these things.
7.
M..
N.
Oct.
Tucumcaii,
Wortmann went into the house,
"Bos" Jackson and "Jack"
where Mr. Kempenich lived alone.
Lewis, two of tho three men
He examined the house and not
in
wero
who
Jail here,
lodged
finding his employer in any of the
arrested in connection with
living rooms, went Into his bedthe killing of Roy Lackey,
room,
rancher, who was found dead
Kempenich clothed in his pa
near Rana last Monday with
was lylnj; dead on the floor
jamas,
a bullet wound through tho
at the side of his be.l. A forty-fiv- e
heart, were carried today to
caliber revolver was on the floor
the Clovis Jail on advice of the
under his right hand, which was
district attorney.
bent back under his head.
An undercurrent of growing
Sheriff Joseph F. Tondre, of I.os
sentiment against the accused
was summoned immediately
Is given as a reason,
and no examination was made un
til his arrival. Sheriff Tondre
made a swift
examination and
then telephoned Chief of Police J.
R. Galusha. asking him to assist
in the examination.
Chief Oaliishfi
suggested that Undersherlft Fred
Fornoff be secured.
The
and Deputy
Sheriff Charles Banghart Immedi
went to Peralta. A coroner's
ately
(Br Th Aunrliilrd Vrm.)
was empanelc
and part of
New York, Oct. 7. Babe Ruth jury
the
taken there. The
was suffering tonight from a se- body testimony
was then brought to Albu
vere abscess on his left arm, which querque In Strong Brothers' ambu
his physicians said would make It
doubtful If he could get into the
game tomorrow and which might
prevent him from playing for several days.
During Thursday's game Ruth
stole second and then third, sliding
Into tho latter bag and bruising his
elbow. Tho 'Injury became Infected while he was playing. It caused
him so much pain in today's game
that he withdrew after getting a
base on balls in the eighth inning,
leaving Chick Fewster to run for
him.

(Bj The Aaanclnted 1'rest.)
Washington, Oct. 7. A resolution directing the interstate commerce commission to order a 25
per cent reduction In freight rates
on grain, grain products, livestock,
coall. .hav and cotton, wn.q intro
duced today
by Representative
Dowel!, republican, Iowa. Once the
reuueuon was maaj eticetive, no
increase could be made without acr
of congress.
The resolution
declared
that
freight rates were so high producRodenbaugh and gave no evidence ers could not profitably ship their
of any unusual strain and anxiety. products and that such failure had
The court room was filled to over- resulted in serious economic deflowing much of the day, many re- pression with farmers as the greatfusing to leave their scats even est sufferers'.
during the noon recess. Most of
the spectators were women and MAY CLOSE HUNTING
DOUBT IF YACHT IS
gtris.
IN BLACK HILLS FOR

fendant's guilt.'
' Dr. Rodenbaugh
declared half a
grain or upward to? constitute a
lethal or deadly dose of those particular poisons and the amount
contained In Meyers entire body,
based upon the results of the
analysis and accepting tho theory
of an even distribution
of the
poison throughout the system,
would be 9.8 grains.
The defendant sat unmoved
throughout tho testimony of Dr.

here

not reach Albuquerque Thursday
or Thursday night. He is reported
to have been In Moriarity, although
no one seems to be sure of this. He
had an engagement with a member

JAIL

ALFALFA FIELD
NEAR PASS CITY
(Ity The Awiclutrd PrraiO
Oct. 7. Fire
stroyed 140 acres of alfalfa

who was to arrive

MUHDERERSTQ

BIG

El Paso. Tex.,

mother,

n,

from Portland, Ore., where she
had been visiting her other son,
Henry Kempenich.
No one has been located by the
authorities who saw Kempenich
alive since that time.
Instead of coming to Albuquerque, his automobile tracks have
been traced through a road on the
mesa toward the mountains.
He
appears to have stopped several
Jara-mlllto
Demetro
times, according
who clerks at his store and
traced the auto tracks, and at one
time nearly
ran Into Hubbell
springs, but stopped his car and
backed out.
As far as can bo learned he did

!UE

OIL
TILTED.
Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 7 North- Texas oil was advanced $1.75
In quotations announced here
today. The Prairie Oil and
Gas company met the $1.50
price on Oklahoma oil by
ad- a
announcing
vance.

.

SENATE

...........

!

49$
PRICE

'

BHi'5

...

EFUSES

State Highway Commissioner Eugene Kempenich,
found dead in his bedroom at his home at Peralta yesterday morning with a bullet wound through his chest, may
have been murdered.
The Valencia county coroner's jury which' met in
Albuquerque late yesterday afternoon and viewed the
autopsy, refused to return a verdict of suicde.
The case unless cleared up by the finding of the
murderer, if there is a murderer, promises to be one of
the most mysterious deaths in New Mexico.

one-ha-

."'

itla.m..,

A'JD

By JOHN S. GOTSHALL

MmtllSSneK

tit

........

AUTOPSY

State Highway Commissioner Left Home
Thursday Morning and Was Not Seen Alive
Since As Far As Authorities Learn; Auto
Tracks Show He Was In Sandia Mountains.

,iSC0

;

.

COUNTY DEL GATIOH

TO GIVE VEBDICT

S.r.imissioner

Kepeal of tho excises on sport
goods, chewing gum, perfumes, essences, tooth and mouth washes
and pastes, dentrlficcs, toilet pow-doand soap and soap powders
and other miscellaneous taxes sufficient to make up a cut of
annually.
Elimination ot the proposed tax
000.
on hotel accommodations.
Repeal of the express, freight,
Reduction in the tax on candy to
passenger and Pullman transpor S per cent with elimination of the
tatlon taxes, effective at the pass committee proposal for a 10 per
ace of the bill.
cent tax on candy selling at wholeAn Increase from $2.20 a gallon sale for mote
than 40 cents a
' WOULD BAR KLAX.
to $4 a gallon in the tax on distill pound,
Houston. Texas. Oct.
ed spirits produced, imported or
The other excise provisions of
withdrawn from bond for use for tho senate bill would stand, includ- tenant Governor Davidson today isIndustrial, medicinal or other pur ing repeal of the excess profits tax sued a statement in which he sug- poses.
Juiiiinrv 1 a flnt tax of lBlgested the calling of a special scs- Restoration of the capital stock per cent on
Incomes sion of the Texas legislature to
'
tax of $1 on each $1,000 of invest- - and increasedcorporation
for enact a law preventing parades of
exemptions
ed capital.
account the Ku Klux Klan.
ot
on
heads
families
and
A graduated Increase In tho es- - of dependents.
While repeal of the $2,000 ex
emption allowed
corporations Is
LEAD
notiincluded in the program as announced, leaders were endeavoring
tonight to work out a plan which
would protect small ' corporations
IN
DACE
and at the same time remove the
FORECAST.
exemption from large corporations.
Oct. 7. New The suggestion
Colo.,
Denver,
meeting 'with the
Mexico: Saturday fair, warmer; most favor was to allow the ex
Sunday partly cloudy, slightly emptlon In the case of corporations
"' warmer
FINALLY
extreme southeast portion.
net incomes of less than
Arizona: Saturday and probably having
$20,000 or $25,000.
Sunday fair, not much change In I Opposition to the proposed In
come in tne surtax rates aeveiopea
temperature.
,
(PIOIAl OltPMOM Tr MORNINfl JOUftNlU
'
Santa Fe, Oct. 7. The comtoday among a group, of senators
LOC-Ifrom eastern states, and thev were
i REPORT.
returns of the
plete
Conditions for the' twenty-fou- r
understood to be preparing td
September 20, election, a vail '
6
60
m.
a
ended
at
hours
p.
able at Secretary of State Manyesterday, wage an active Jght against
recorded by the university:
per cent maximum. There also was
uel Martinez's office today for
66 some opposition among these senHighest temperature
the first time, give Bursum's
..
state
Increase
Lowest
63 ators to Increase
plurality 6,605.
13 tax rates.
Range
vote was: Bursum, 86,- Mean
., . 60 House leaders also declared 856;TheHannn, 81,360;
6ena, 2,
... , . . . " Kg against Increasing the surtax rate
Humidity
Hidalgo
885; Bmith. 671..
38 beyond the $2 per cent maximum
one In, reportHumidity at 6 p. in........
the
last
county,
-.None fixtd In the bill as It passed the ed today. The official canvassPrecipitation
Maximum
ind velocity. , ; , 28 holise. Representative Mondell of
ing board probably will begin
. "East
Direction of wind
Wyoming,! the republican leader.
the official count next Mon- '
Ch.ata.ctex fit sJayJ'.art.Ijr Cloudy
S4 Two.).
.(Continue pa
flay.
'

VIEWS

i
Aiance

THIC ASSOC1ATKD

WEATHER

VALENCIA

a.

Freight, Passenger and Pullman Taxes and
Repeal of Sport Goods Charges Are Included

I

IS

BOP77 .PART!

Maximum Surcharge and Fifty Per Cent on Incomes Over $200,000; Repeal of Express,

(B?

MURDERED

S

cr

EDERM. CHARGE

UPON BY REPUBLICAN LEADERS

7. Amend
Oct.
Washington,
ments to the pending tax revision
bill agreed to by republican leaders
In the senate were made public today formally in advance of their
consideration tomorrow by majority members of the finance committee. They would provide for:
surtax rate of 50
", A maximum
per cent on that part of Incomes in
excess of $200,000, In lieu of the
committee plan for a' 32 per cent
maximum on tho excess over $66,- -

BEEN

HAVE

MAY

i

ARRESTED

REVISION BILL ARE AGREED
.

KEiEH

EUGEN

ARBUGKLE

TO PENDING TAX

AMENDMENTS

Washington, Oct. 7. (Special.)
Declaring that the Pckln government is 'Under the control of
a foreign power and that its president, Hsu Chih Chang, sacrificed
China's vital rights by negotiating
loans to Japan and conceding the
demands.
twenty-on- e
President
of the South China reSun Yat-sc- n
public, has sent a cable to Washington advising officials that unless a delegation from the republic
of China, whose capital Is at Canton, takes part in the deliberations
of the disarmament conference
"none of tho decisions relating to
China shall be recognized as hav-lnnnv validity or force."
Of the 70,000 Chinese now in
America, nea.ly 90 per cent are
from South China, adherents of
this now republic point out at this
time. This is owing to the fact
that the people of the north have
scant seaport contact and are more
.ind less progressive
provincial
500, Bond than
the Inhabitant! of the south.
Blmost every Chinese
Accordingly
Before one
meets Is an tumirer and supand so
at porter of Dr. Sun Yat-soat their public meetings resolutions
are passed calling upon the United
States government to afford the
Canton government a voice at the
BOAT FOR
disarmament conference.

Hmbcred their vocal chords, their
bells and rattles, heretofore
subdued, and played the game as FATTY
hurd from their seats as their
favorites did on tho diamond. At
times whole sections of tho stands
seemed to bo composed of seeth15
ing waves of yelling humanity. The
Yankee supporters were dumb
after the third Inning and the close
of the conflict became a Giant carF
nival.
fielders stood up
The Yankee
well under the bombardment of
hits and Incidentally turned in notable defensive feats. One of these
F OR
was a Jumping catch in tho second
Yankee
tho
Inning by Aaron Ward,
second Backer, which resulted in a
double play.
Released
It was George Burns, the Giants
center fielder, however, who turnAfter
ed in. tho most remarkable feat of
U,
the game and also of the series.
In the seventh inning he started
San
Pitcher
of
back with the crack
Quinn's bat against the ball and
while still on the run hauled down DEPAr
tho drive over his shoulder, close
W
'lN LOS ANGELES
to tho center field fence. It was
a marvelous piece of fielding and
J
it drew a big .demonstration from
Crowes Lacking at Hearing
the crowd.
,
All the Giants with the exception
Yesterday: Few Members
of Toncy and Kelly figured in the
.of Women's
Committee
hitting. Toney was taken from the
game before he had a chance to
Are
Present.
the
divided
bat. Burns and Snyder
batting honors, each making four
(By The Asiocinted PreM.)
hits. Burns' hitting included a
double and a triple. Young had a
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 7.
"Irish"
while
double and a triple,
who
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle,
Meusel had two singles and a camo to San Francisco today to be
on
double.
a manslaughter
arraigned
Babe Ruth had another colorless charge, was arrested as he left the
his superior court on a federal warday compared with some ofcamwork during the season's
rant, charging him having possesplate sion of liquor on September 6, the
paign. In four trips to the
he struck out twice, made a single date of the Hotel St. Francis parwhich scored two Yankee runs and ty which led to the death of Miss
drew a base on balls, Fewster runVirginia Rappe.
He was brought before Thomas
ning for him and scoring a run.
It was said the home run king was E. Hayden, United States commisarm.
Infected
sioner, and released on $500 bond.
suffering from an
In the fielding side he had but one Late today he departed for his
sacBancroft's
home in Los Angeles by boat.
chance, capturing
rifice fly.
Superior Judge Harold Lauder-bac- k
Bet October 13 as the date for
The game which endeu so
it
might pleading on tho
manslaughter
started out as if
be another one like tho pitchers' charge, Arbuckle'a attorneys, C.Mil-H.
Toney, who Brennan of San Franciso and
battle of yesterday.
of Los Angeles, saystarted for the c:.'.nts, breezed ton M. Cohen,
ing they wished extra time given
along comfortably for two Innings.
The Yankees got to him in the them in which to consult other
third, however, and he was taken counsel.
Commissioner Hayden also set
out with the bases full, none out,
for hearing the Voland three ins in. Another run October act13 violation
charge, alwas scored by the Yankees before stead
agreed at Brennan's
"Jess" Barnes, who relieved him, though he to
continuance
a
grant
suggestion
could retire the side.
of a few days at that time if the
Shawkey met his fate, like Toney, defense desired
it.
in this same Inning. His wlldness
the same
After he had setArbuckle's face borethat
was responsible.
it did
expression today
forced two runs over the plate by
the police court hearing of
nassinc batters. Jack Quinn was aduring
ogalnst him,
called to the mound. Two of the butmurder accusation
broadly when &
Giants Shawkey fpft- on the bases :
P
subsequently tallied, but there I w"-Vedcra?
no more scoring off Quinn unt the
tho small eroun Dresent.
Dc'"""'.'.
empirauuu.
was twining a startline
while Barnes
Arbuckle's arrest on tho liquor
and
holding
game,
headv, Bteady
charge resulted from an investithe Yankees safe as he did to the gation Robert McCormack, a speend.
.. . , cial assistant to tho United States
Then cam.3 the Yankees' tinra attorney eeneral in charge of pro
Innlnir.
Schane drew a base on hibition prosecutions, is making
balls and . cached third' on ShaW- - intq the source of liquor consumed
nit at Arbuckle's
key's single to right. Miller and
party.
for
base, scoring Schang
The crowds that attempt to gain
second.
to
Toney
moving Shr.wkey
to
admission
the police court for
gave Pcckinpaugh r. base on balls Arbuckle's hearing on a murder
and all corners were filled. Cheers charge were absent today. Most of
n."
..n Yanken
fans rocKea me the spectators at the proceeding
stands as the home run king walked were prospective Jurors called to
to the plate. Ruth slammed Toney's appear in other cases, but a few
sixth pitch ana drove it io cemer members of the women's vigilante
for a single, sending noma uuui conjmittee were present.
Shawkey and Miller. Pecklnpaugh
(Continued on Page Two.)
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Passage of Railway Funding Bill for Financial
Relief of Carriers Regarded By Unemployment Conference As Important Step Toward
Economic Betterment.

any mishap has overtaken Captain
(BY THE ASSOCI ATED PRESS.)
Albert Y. Goewn s motor yacht
commission
Oct. 7. Practical Interstate commerce
Washington,
Speejacks In the Pacific ocean was
expressed today by W. G. Wood, an competition of a majority report was regarded favon bly.
otflclals of the company, which on permanent measures for the bet
Legislation changing the Adam-so- n
r
built the pleasure craft.
law, was underterment ot business throughout the stood eight-houto be suggested as a means of
was
effected
the more readily accomplishing induscountry
today
by
NEWBERRY l. SENATE.
On the sub7.
Oct.
Senator manufacturers' committee of tho trial
Washington,
conference on i..iemploy-men- t. ject of taxation the report was unNewberry, republican,' Michigan, nationalWhether
a
to
derstood
favor a program lightminority report
today took his scat in the senate will be
submitted to the full con- ening unnecessary burdens while
for the first time since the filing
Tues- at the same time providing amplo
of committee reports on tho con- ference when it
revenues for the federal governday was not disclosed.
test brought by Henry Ford.
On the question of business re ment.
Lack of unanimity upon various
the
of
the
majority
adjustment,
committee was understood to hold features .of the report was indithe view that
of cated by committee members who,
wages and prices downwards was however, declined to discuss the
a necessary precedent to a com- report until it was made public at
mercial
out of which the full conference.
a revival of the nations industry
Emergency measures for the recould spring.
In connection with lief of unemployment adopted by
re
the
conference were said to be in
the
process the
port was understood to favor lower operation In all parts of the coun(By The Antnelnttd
of the railroads
Muskogee, Okla., Oct. 7. Appli freight rates to permit of a greater try.
in making effective the conference's
cation for a receiver for the Bull flow of commerce.
understood
was
Head Oil company was filed in the
Pasiuge of the railway funding recommendations
United States district court today bill for the financial relief of the to have been tendered by a number
by A. F. Jones and others. The carriers, now pending in congress, of railway executives in conference
today with Secretary Hoover. The
company is said to own a half mil was understood to be regarded
lion dollars worth of property In the report as an Important step in executives were understood to have
while tho evidenced their willingness to
tho Ilcaldton field and Is controlled economic betterment,
as many as posaihle on mainby tho estate of the Into Jake I discontinuance of functions of tho
owns railroad labor board which come in tenance to aid In meeting the feu- Hamon of Ardmore,-whic18,009 shares. lUq petition alleges. eonJJUul, wiU the activities of, the e,rai situation.

SEEK RECEIVER
FOR OIL FIRM
OF JAKEHAMON
Fr.)

cm-pl-

LIBELSUIT HELD
OVER SE II
'

HIS

to the present time. With Judge
Hanna in bed the plaintiff had suddenly become In a terrible hurry,
Mr. Magee declared.
"I decline to moot the Issue of
contempt which Mr. Wood raises,"
said Mr. Magee. "Let
here with a citation for contompt
and I will meet it, I assume full
responsibility for all I have heretofore said or many hereafter say,"
"I have remained
he continued,
silent as to the publications comin
of
the original complaint
plained
but this amended
complaint at
tacks the freedom of the press In
a way which the publlo welfare
can not tolerate. I Intend in every
way possible to protect the free,
dom of the press by crystallising
public sentiment against assaults
upon it. It any ons wants to try
to stop me let him bring me before
the bar of this court and we will
have it out," exclaimed the speaker.
Mr. Vases declared the argument of Mr. Wood to be entirely
novel in view of the fact that he
was asking for no relief. He
that the sole question before
the court was whether or not a
sick lawyer should be given time
in which to plead.
Jildge Hickey made the order as
requested.
hinv-xom-

DUE TOJLLNESS

Judge Hickey Grants Request of Defendants for
Time Because of Inability
of Hanna to Appear.
Judge M. E. Hickey of the district court yesterday granted the
application of Carl C. Mages and
the Journal Publishing company
for seven davs' additional time in
which to plead in the libel suit
brought by J. M. Raynolds against

them.

two-bagg- er

Pain In Muscles
And Joints Caused
By Rheumatism
To Get Genuine Relief You
Must Clear Your Blood

.

of Waste Products

f' If we could keep our human
todies clean of the poisons which
accumulate in them daily, and give
them the full benefit of proper
diet, we should live far beyond the
Average span of human life.
We realize only too
1, But alasl
often that we have an excess of
.

.

.,

rrVtfa

t

poisonous waste matter not only
causes a lowered vitality and many
forms of skin disorders, but It also
causes rheumatism a disease that
has no equal for pain. Genuine relief from the agonies of rheuma-tltscan be had only by correcting
the baBio trouble waste products.
; Thousands and thousands of men
and women during the past BO
of
years have cleared their blood
waste products with S. S. S. It Js
Ideal
remedy for rheumatism,
ths
lecause it removes the poisonous
waste matter which is causing the
trouble. There are no bad after effects and the result is wonderful.
and
Begin taking S. S. S. todaybook-Jet,
write for 66 page illustrated
"Facts About the Blood" free.
without
medical
advice,
Personal
Charge, may also be had by sendof your
a
description
complete
ing
Address Chief Medical DiCase.
738
S. 6.
rector, 6wift Specific Co.,
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga. All
ft,
drug stores sell S. S. S.
m

out Bancroft at firs', base. Frlsch
up. Strike one. Ball one. Foul,
strike 2. Foul. Frlsch shot a single Into right Young up. Foul,
strike one. Ball one. Foul, strike
two. It ws the hit and run play
and Frlsch had to go back to first
on Young's foul. Ball two. Ball
three. Young walked. Kelly up.
Strike one. McNall threw . out
Kelly at first.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
SECOND INNING.
Yankees Meusel up. Strike one,
Meusel got a two base hit Into left
field He made it by fast base run
ning. Plpp up. Strike one. Ball
one. Pipp sacrificed, Toney to
Meusel went to third.
Kelly.
Ward up. Meusel was out at the
plate, when Rawltng's took Wsrd's
grounder and threw to Snyder. McStrike one. McNally
Nally up.
s.
forced Ward, lancrot. to

e

Richard H. Hanna. sole attorney
for the defendants, is confined to
his home following an operation
performed on his throat a week
ago. Mr. Raynolds had refused to
consent to the necessary additional
time needed because of Judge LUCKY SEVENTH
Hanna's illness. Mr. Magee rep- n
BRINGS RUIN TO
resented himself and his corpora-lioin the hearing before Judge
HUGGINS TRIBE
Hickey. The plaintiff was represented by Francis E. Wood of the
(Continued from Page One.)
law firm of Marron & Wood.
Mr. Magee presented a request
third. Here Toney was waved
took
and
time
for the needed
supported
was
It with the affidavit of the attend- oft the mound and Barnes Ruth
brought out of the bull pen.
ing physician of Judge Hanna.
Bob
In resisting the application Mr. went out trying to steal.
Peckinpaugh
Wood said that the defendants had Meusel wai: ;d and
two places to try their cases the scored on Plpp's out. This ended
the inning.
courts and the columns of the the Yankees' scori g in
four run lead looked big to
Morning Journal, while the plain- theThe
Giants as they went to bat.
tiff had but the courts. He cona single
tended that the defendants were Barnes, first man up, poked
Burns went out on a fly to
guilty of contempt of court in per- to left. but
laced
Bancroft
Capta'.i
sisting in discussing the case while center,
It was pending In the courts. He a single to right, Barnes stoppingto
declared that the plaintiff did not at second, Shawkey threw wide
the
deem it safe to bring contempt pro- inisch, who walked, filling
to lose
ceedings In the present state of bags. Shawkey appeared
control
forcing
tnd
be
Young,
passed
public sentiment as it would
considered as added evidence of home Barnes with the Giants first
'
series.
of
i
r.
the
the
Shawkey then
of
on
plainthe
part
attempts
tiff to coerce and intimidate the passed Kelly, racing home Bancroft.
Shawkey,
he
replaced
Quinn
He suggested that
defendants.
with the bases still loaded. Frlsch
might call upon the bar association
to pass on. the Question of con- scored while "Irish" Meusel was
being put out at first, Young and
tempt.
Young came
t Mr. Wood expressed the fear that Kelly moving up.
h me with the tying run when
the minds of prospective Jurors and
of the court might be adversely at-- i Rawllngs hit a grounder to Peckt handle the
fected by the comments of the inpaugh, who could
Morning Journal. He urged that ball in time to throw out the
Snyder
nn early trial was the only recourse Giants' second baseman.
of his client. Therefore he refused fouled out to PIpd and left the
score tied in a knot until the Giants'
to assent to additional time.
Replying, Mr. Magee stated that hectic seventh inning. .
The National league leaders
the- complaint was filed on August
defendants cited to made more hits In the seventh
17 and that
plead in answer by September 7; than in the two previous games at-of
that on that date the defendants the series. Frlsch began the
answered, without any Intervening tack by slashing a single to center
proceedings of a dilatory character, and went to third on Young's
to right field. Kelly walked
and that the case then stood ready
for trial. Mr. Magee said that Mr. and the bases were filled. There
was
tremendous
a
as
for
was
cheering when
not
eager
Raynolds
trial as he now professed to be. for "Irish" Meusel slammed a double
an to right, sending home Frlsch and
18 he filed
on. September
amended complaint which -- eopen-ed Young. Kelly stopped at third on
the hit Rawllngs came through
was
the
the issues; that today
single to center, scoring
statutory time to plead and that with aand
Meusel.
the defendants were not responsi- Kelly
Collins took up the pitchHere
ble for a single hour of delay up
burden
for the Yankees, but
ing
was unable to sweep back the at-

.

After Rawllngs
tacking Giants.
went out trying to steal, Snyder,
Barnes and Burns hit out singles
With the
amid frenzied rooting.
bases full, Bancroft lifted a sacrifice fly to Ruth, scoring Snyder.
Frlsch walked and the National
league followers broke Into tumultuous cheering as Young swept the
bases with a tremendous
to left center. Collins then
waved good night to the crowd.
Pitcher Rogers, his rescuer, threw
out Kelly ..t first, ending the
slaughter, to the great relief of
Yankee rooters, some of whom began to "ride" the American league
champions Twelve Giants were et
bat in the inning, getting eight hits
and two bases on balls for a total
of eight runs. One man, Young,
was left on base.
Each team added a run to their
totals in the eighth inning. Frank
Baker, home run king of other
days, was given a cheer when he
batted for Pitcher Rogers lh- the
Yankees' ninth, but the best he
could do was to give "Irish" Meusel a long :ly.
The official figures showed an
attendance of 34,609, with gross
the latter
receipts of $119,007,
again a new record. The advisory
board's share of the receipts Is
$17, 851. OB, the players share
and the two clubs' share
three-bagg-

er

7,

$10,462.33.

FIRST INNING.

Raw-ling-

No runs, one hit, no errors.
Giants Meusel up. Foul, strike
one. Meusel single
past Ward.
Bob Meusel nearly caught his
brother off first base with a quick
throw.
Rawllngs
Rawllngs up.
lined out to Ward, who made a
wonderful leaping catch and then
doubled Meusel with a quick throw
to Plpp.
Snyder up. Strike one.
Snyder singled Into left. Toney up.
Snyder tried to steal second on a
short passed ball but went out,
Hchang to Peckinpaugh.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
THIRD INNING.
Yankees Bchang up. Ball one.
Strike one. Ball two. Strike two.
Ball three. Shang walked. Shawsingled into
key up. Shawkey
right and Bchang went to third.
Miller up. Bchang scored on Miller's single into right, Shawkey
going to second. Peckinpaugh up.
Ball one. Ball two. Ball three.
Strike one. Peckinpaugh walked
and the bases were full. Ruth up.
Ball one. Foul strike one. Ball
two. Foul, strike two. Ball three.
Shawkey and Miller scored on
Ruth's single to center, Peckinpaugh stopping at third. Ruth's
hit blew Toney off the mound and
went In box. Meusel
Barnes
up. Ball one. Ball two. Strike
one. Ball three. Ruth went out
stealing, Snyder to Rawllngs. Meusel walked. Plpp up. Ball one.
s
Peckinpaugh scored while
Raw-ling-

was throwing out Plpp at
Meusel went to second.
first.

Ward up. Ball one. Strike one.
Foul, strike two. Ball two. Ward
struck out.
Four runs, three hits, no errors.
Ball one.
Giants Barnes u'.
two.
one.
Ball
Strike
Foul,
strike two. Ball Ball three. Foul,
Barnes got a single Into left.
Burns up Strike one. Burns filed
out to Miller, Bancroft up. Bancroft slrfgled Into right, Barnes going to second. Frlsch up. Ball
one. Ball two. Ball three. Frlsch
walked, nd the bases were filled.
Young up. Ball one. Ball two.
Ball
Strike two.
Strike one.
three. Barnes scored when Young
was given a base on balls. It was
the first run the Giants have made
In the series. Kelly up. Ball one.
Foul, strike one. Ball two. Ball
Bancroft
three. Strike two.
a base on
scored when Kelly-go- t
balls. Shawkey had no semblance
He was taken from
of control.
the box, Quinn replacing htm.
Frlsch
Meusel
up Ball one.
scored when Meusel went out to
to
went
unassisted.
Young
Plpp,
third and Kelly to second. Raw-lins'
up. Young scored on
infield hit Snyder up. Snyto
fouled
out
der
Pipp.
Four runs, throe hits, no errors.
FOURTH INNING.
Yankees McNally up, McNally
was hit by a pitched ball and went
to first. Bchang up. Ball one.
Strike one. Foul, strike two. Ball
two. Bchang singled Into right but
was thrown out trying to stretch it.
Young to Bancroft. McNally went
to third. Quinn up. Strike one.
Strike two. Foul. Quinn fanned.
Miller up. Strike one. Ball one.
Ball two. Ball three. Foul, strike
two. Foul. Miller struck out.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Giants Barnes up.. Foul, strike
one. Strike two. Ball one. Ward
tossed out Barnes. Burns up. Foul,
strike one. Ball one. Burns got
a three-bas- e
hit up against the
Ball
right field wall. Bancroft up. Banone. Strike two. Ball two.
croft whiffed. Frlsch up. Ball
one. Strike one. Strike two. Foul.
Ball two. Ball three. Frlsch got a
base on balls. Youjig up. Strike
one. Strike two. Frlsch stole second. Schang threw to Quinn.
Burns held third. Ball one. Ball
two.
Peckinpaugh threw out
Young at first.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
Yankees Peckinpaugh up. Ball
one. Strike one. Ball two. Foul,
strike two. Ball three. Peckinpaugh filed to Meusel. Ruth up.
Strike one. Foul, strike two. Ball
one. Ruth fanned. Meusel up.
Ball one. Meusel hit a hot one at
Bancroft and it went for a hit.
Pipp up. Foul, strike one. Meusel
went out stealing. Snyder to BanRaw-ling-

these two

$2.00 ALARM

The Journal carried a story a
few days ago of the filing of a
damage suit against Dr. W. T.
Murphey for 14,000. Quotations
were jnade from the complaint
which reflected upon the honoi
and integrity of Dr. Murphey.
The Journal did not comment
on the case and knows nothing
of the merits of the allegation)
made in the suit.
It is always just to accompanj
any quotations from a complaint
with a statement of the contention of the defense. In view of
the fact that Dr. Murphey
to make any statement at
this time, we are unable to indicate his defense,
The best we can do undei
these circumstances is to state

8.

es

that the allegations of the complaint should not be taken by
the publlo as true. Judgment

splt-balle-

should be suspended pending the
trial of the case.
The Journal has no desire tt
create any unfavorable opinion
of Dr. Murphey.
Anyone can
file a complaint against a defendant and allege what he
pleases. Proving It is quite another matter. Upon the lattei
the public should base it j
opinions.

AMENDMENT TO TAX
REVISION BILL AGREED
Rawllngs went out, rtoallng, Schang
to Peckinpaugh. Jail uie. Ball
UP0NJ3Y; LEADERS
two. Snyder slngl' . intj center;
(Continued from Page One.)
Barnes upBarnes singled into
left. The Giants were on a batting
Chairman
Fordney, of the
and
rampage. Burns up. Strike one.
Foul strike two. Ball one. Burns ways and means committee, ex-on
very grankly
singled into center, Snyder going pressed themselves
to third and Barnes to second. this subject before going into a
PenChairman
with
conference
Bancroft up. Ball one. Strike one.
comSnyder scored on Banc.oft's sacri- rose, of the senatethefinance
as
fice fly to Ruth. Barnes held sec mittee, to.dlaiuss senate changes
leaders.
to by the
ond.
risn up. Dd.il one.
jan agreed
said
"The
Representahouse,"
two.
Strike one.
Ball
three.
Mondell, "determined upon a
Frlsch walked.
Young up, Bali tive
and
one. 32 per cent rate after full comtwo.
Strike
Ball
oi.e,.
consideration in the
Barnes, Burns and Frlsch scored on careful in
on
and
the
conference
Collins mittee,
hit.
Yjung's tl.ree-bas- e
floor. The vote was overwhelming
left the box.- Rogers took his and
now
for
reason
I know of no
place. . ell;- up. Ball one. Strike any change in that decision. The
one. Ball two. Ball .hree. Strike view of
the house was that this bill
2. Rogers ihrew out Kelly at first.
was to remove the extraordinary
ElK't ru j, eight hits, no errors. emergency
war taxes, and after deEIGHTH INNING.
the house
consideration
liberate
one.
Yaukocs Ruth up. Ball
decided a 32 per cent rate was a
Ball two. Strike one Ball three. reasonable peace-tl ne tax."
Walked. Meusel up. Fewster ran
Representative Fordney also defor Ruth. Foul strike one. Few- clared
he favored the house
that
ster went to second on a wild pitch. figure, but dded that he was "deBall one. Strike two. Meusel lighted to so the senate bill finalfanned. Pipp up. Barnes threw ly being brought around very closeout Pipp at first, Fewster going to ly to ths form of the original
third, ward up. torn strike one. house measure."
Ball one. Fewster scored on Ward's
Neither he nor Mr. Mondell had
new
to center.
Mc.Vally up. examined
the
single
proposed
Strike one. - Ball one. McNally amendment and declined to disforced Waid, Rawllngs to Ban- cuss them In detail but Mr. Moncroft.
dell did say that he saw no reason now for the house to change
Quo run, one li.v, o errors.
per cent
Giants Devormer went to catch Its opinion on the 13
Ho
for the Yankees
and Fewster corporation Incomethattax rate.
many of
however,
left field, Meusel up. added,
played
theee matters would have to be
-

1-

RawMeusel ningled to center.
llngs up. Foul strike one. Ball
one. Foul strike two. Ball two.
Rawllnrs struck out. Meusel stole
second.
Snyder up. Strike one.
Foul strike two. Meusel scored on
Snyder's single to left. Barnes up.
Foul strike one. Ball om. Peckinpaugh to Barnev, short fly into
left. Burns up. Burns doubled to
left. Snyder wei.t to third. Bancroft up. Ball one. Ball two. Ward

threw out Bancroft.
One run, three hits, no errors.

LAST DAY AT THE
EXCHANGE BIDDING
Today is the last day In which
you can bid on the. Moore's Range
that The Exchange will sell this
evening at 7:30 to the highest bidder. Some one will get a new

kitchen range at their

$178

big Anniversary

SIXTH INNING.

....
...

...

......

Totals

1

0

0

0

0

Burns, cf
Bancroft, ss
Frlsch, 3b
Young, rf
Kelly, lb
E. Meusel, If...
Rawllngs, 2b . .
Snyder, o
Toney ,p
Barnes, p . ., . .

...

.....

5
2
3

1
3
2
1
2
0

1
2
2
0
3
2
4
0
2

8
2
0
7
2

2
1
1
1
0
6
2
1
1

LOS ANGELES

I

Yankees Plpp up. Ball one.
Foul, strike one. Ball two. Plpp
went out on a grounder, Kelly to
Barnes. Ward up. Ball one. Strike
one. Ball two. Ball three. Ward HAD MADE
up.
singled Into right, McNally two.
Strike one. Ball one. Ball
Foul.
two.
McNally
Foul, strike
struck out. Schang up. Strike one. Ml
TO GIVE UP
Ball one. Bchang sent up a high
one which Bawling took.
No runs", one hit, no errors.
Giantsr-Snyd- er
up. Strike one.
"For fifteen years I was botherBall one. Snyder hooked a single ed with a bad stomach," said S.
one.
Into right. Barnes up. Strike
Wallack, of 2181 W. 29th St., Los
Ball one. Ball two. Strike two. Angeles, cal a
city
Barnes hit into a double play, salesman for the Superior Bakery,
Quinn to Peckinpaugh to Pip?. "and during the past two years I
Burns up. Ball one. Burns slip- Just suffered all the time.
ped a single past Peckinpaugh.
"My stomach pained me terribly
Bancroft up. Strike one. Ball
after eating and seemed to stay
one. Ball two. Burns stole sec- sour all the time. Gas formed unBall til it caused my heart to
Foul.
ond. Strike two.
palpitate
three. Ward threw out Bancroft. fiercely and at times even the sight
No runs, two hits, no errors.
of food nauseated me. In fact I
SEVENTH INNING.
got to where I was afraid to eat
Yankees Quinn up. Strike one. even the special dishes that inj
ni.ii nn. Burns robbed Quinn of wife prepared for me, and I behit, running to center came so nervous and weak I could
a three-bas- e
field fence to get His onve. muier hardly drag one foot after the
up. Strike one. Ball one. Ball other. I tried all kinds of meditwo.
Strike two. Ball three. cines, and went to several stomach
wiMi Vnni vnul. Miller fanned on specialists, but could get no relief
a third called strike. Peckinpaugh and made up my mind to give up
up. Ban one. butk on.
my work and go to a sanitarium,
two. Ball three. Strike two Foul
"However, one of my neighbors
out
Peckinpaugh.
threw
Bancroft
got me to try Tanlae and what this
.Vn mm. nn lilts, no errors.
medicine
has done for me is nothGiants Frlsch up. Frish slng- - ing less than remarkable. I eat
UD.
"
tA Intn jiantur. YjUIII
good and hearty at every meal now
one. Bull two. Strike one. Foul and never feel a sign of stomach
etrike two. Young got a ooudib vo trouble. I am no longer bothered
moved to third. with nervousness and I have reright and Frlsch strike
one. Ball gained
and
my full
Kelly up. Foul
three. Foul energy. I have also strength
Bali
i.
tiii
gotten rid of
walked,
no
filling
me
two.
end
caused
Kelly
strike
constipation that
oui sinus of worry and I feel fine In every
Meusel up.
the base
on
scored
ithw1i ana Younsr
way. In fact Tanlac has made a
Meusel's double to right. Kelly new man of me and I keep a bottle in the house all the time."
went to third. Kawjings up.
Tantao Is sold in Albuquerque by
one. Belly and Meusel scored on
Rawllngs single to center. Quinn the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
left the box snd wss replaced by other leading druggists everywhere.
Collins
Snyder, up. Strike ons.

This morning at
place on sale 100
Standard American made Alarm Clock, a real
$2.00 value. While they last, only
....$1.00
9 o'clock, we

$17.50 Bracelet Watches, $5.50

This morning at 9 o'clock we place on sale 50
Ladies' Gold Filled, High Grade Swiss Movement,
Bracelet Watches. Values up to $17.50 for $3.50

Gottlieb & Beer
Opposite Y. M. C. A. Jewelers
"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"

X

Uneeda Biscuits, 3 pks. for 5c

is

We only have 100 doz. to sell

at this price.

$1.49
Pail New Alfalfa Honey
79c
Pail New Alfalfa Honey.....
79c
No. 10 Apricots
$4.23
No. 10 Apricots, 6 to the case
79c
No. 10 Hawaiian Grated Pineapple
$1.62
No. 10 Red Pitted Cherries
79c
No. 10 Apples
79c
No. 10 Peaches
.....68c
No. 10 Grapes
All the No. 10 Fruits are priced under the present market.
10-l- b.
5-l- b.

M 1FHtk

' :K

V

rT

I

SHELLS
Led All Other

Makes in

j
l

Popularity and
Wins at the
A II Tournament

G

Chica
1921

22-2- 7,

Aug.

The South Shore

Introductory

?

Won by Harry ThomanlOOxlOlf.
Mr. Thoman showed the reliability
of the "Kield," In this event bv
breaking 78 straight In shoot-of- f.

The Women's
Chamnionshin

Won hv Tnnt Rnnriall
Two other ladies tied for second
with the good score of 96, and like
the winner, both used the "Field"
shell.

-

the

shoot-of- f.

,

Won by Mark Arie 93x100. Mark
was tied by J. It. Jalin, who also
used the "Field,"
and in four
shoot-off- s
he broke 76x80. defeat
a
ing Jahn by
single target Les.
German landed into third place
with 91 (tie). Homer Clark and
Guy Ward finished with 90 each.
Duck hunters will not overlook

the adaptability of the "Field"
shell to the repeating gun.

"

The American Amateur
Championship

r.

("Champion of Champions" Event)
State champions Only can compete
for the "Champion of Champions''
title. This most coveted and greatest of all trapshooting events was
Won By Nic.
Arie--198x2-

7J
Wl

,

Using the "Field" shell. Mr. Arie
qualified for this event by winning
the championship of Arizona.

The American Professional;
Championship--16Yard-

s:

till, event. JUarlr Arie tied wlbfc
one other contestantscore, 1984
200.
It took three strings of JS
targets to decide In the shoot-olJMark's result being 74x75.
Tn

205 North First Street

J,

The American Amateur
Championship

other Macaroni Products

jj

Won .by Nic. Arie
(18 Yards)
198x200. Three big championship
in the same season is some record
for a single Individual. It's some
tt
record for a Bhell, too.

The American Professional;
Championship 18 Yards

In this event, Fred Gilbert, using
the "Field" shell, nearly tied t&e
world's record scora made by Baft
Lewis In 1919 200 straight. Fred
broke 199x200, and 24x25 In shoot-of-

f.

The same day and same year
that Bart broke them all In tBf
professional race, Frank Troeh puj
up a perfect score in the
Amateur championship. Both use&

fhs

super-shootin-

g

"Field."

',(

The Preliminary Handicap

.

Won by M. L. Fox 99x100 lb
Vards. Mr. Fox chose the "Fieldf
ihell. G. H. Griffith, also shooting
the "Field," tied for second.- wlt
98, and broke 46x50 in two shoots
offs 19 yards. In the Grand Amei!-Ica- n
handicap, Mr. Griffith, frot!
the
mark, again tied for
second, and with a run of 49
after
missing his first tarstraight,
get, won the shoot-of- f.
jj
-

"".

The Classification
Competition

'

PARIS

:

SHOE STORE
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
107 North First St

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
and Written
nllrmakm
Xel. 1MT
a.
second at.

:

'

t

H. Nnnl SVnnte TTtiehpH anil Ttt.
V. Hootman, shooting the "Field,!'
broke 100 straight in Class One.
with
Mr. Noel won the shoot-of- f
'
99x100.
T.

x "The Sweetest Day of All"

I

"Perfect from
Primer to Crimp9'

On afecaunt of "Candy Day" we announce a cash
discount of 10 per cent on all candies purchased
;

today.

'

1100

,,ti

ft

In

The Highest Crads Macaroni
Egg Noodles Spaghetti and

Here . You Will Find
The Latest Stylet at
The Most Reasonable
Prices

f

n

The American Professional!
Doubles Championship

We are showing one of
the most complete lines of
Shoes ever shown in Al-

y

'

Won by It. A. King 92x100. JK.
King was tied for this big honor,
but, as is usual In the "tight"
place, the "Field" saw him through

Shoes that' will give you
real service ; shoes that fit
you correctly; shoes with
style. Then come here
and familarize yourself

THE

I

The American Amateur
Doubles Championship

Shoes

well-kno-

$1.00

Piggly Wiggly Fosters the Spirit of Independence the soul of Democratic Institutions. Teaching men and women and chil- dren to do for themselves.

good

buquerque

Western
f$!ff

er

If you want

with our stock.

Same Old Story
The

won-derf- ul

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

It's The

Kem-penic-

MARSHALLS AT WHITE HOUSE.
31 5' 8 24 13 0
Washington. Oct. 7. Former
Nationals.
Vice President and Mrs. Thomas R.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Marshall were guests of honor to6 1 4 1 0 0
night at a White House dinner.

.

CLOCKS,

own

price, as this one will be awarded
to the highest bidder, no matter
NINTH INNING.
how low that bid is.
.'
Yankees Devormer
Ball v"We want every one "interested
up.
one. Foul, strike one. Rawllngs in a range to see this one," said
threw out Dovormer. Baker baited Mr. McSpadden.
"It costs nothfor Rogers. Baker up, Ball one. ing to bid."
Baker filed to Meusel. Miller up.
Ball one. Frisch threw out Miller.
BANDITS GET $15,000.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Pasadena, Calif., Oct. 7. WillThe Box Score.
iam Booker, negro messenger for
Yankees.
a bank here, reported late today
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. that he had been held up by two
6
1
2
1
0
0 men and robbed in Pasadena of a
Miller, cf
Peckinpaugh, ss 8 1 0 4 2 0 satchel containing $15,000 in cur
3
0
1
1
0
0 rency which he had received at a
Ruth, If
0
1
0
0
0 0 Los Angeles bank to bring here. He
Fewster, If
R. Meusel, rf... 3 0 2 1 0 0 was taken into custody by the po0
3
0 12
0 0 lice
Pipp, lb
pending an Investigation,
6
4 0
1
2
0
Ward, 2b
3 0
0
2 0
0
Mcrsally, 8b
BANKER FOUND DEAD.
2
1
1
2
2 0
Schang, e
Conyers, Ga., Oct. 7. The body
Devormer, c . . 1 0 0 1 0 0 of Charles E. Reagln, president of
1
1
0
0
1
0
Bank of Rockdale, was found
Shavjkey, p
the
z
u 1 u
0
0
wumn, o
The
today in the Yellow river.
0
0
0
0
0
0
Collins, p
authorities believe that he was
0
0
0
1
0
0
......
robbed.
Rogers, p
murdered and

xBaker

that time the son has managed the
business aside from taking an ac
tive part in politics and in the
business.
OFFICIALLY PROBED ranching
In 1900 he opened a trading post
at White River, Aril., and conducted this business for several years.
(Continued from Page One.)
After traveling for some time, he
which passed trtrough Mr.
returned to Peralta and. as a partbody, was found under ner of his brother Max Kempehis bed, slightly grooved where It nich, operated the Peralta store.
seemed to have struck a bed His brother died during the flu
spring. When fitted into a .45 epidemic.
caliber empty cartridge, it, seemed
Ho has been active In publlo afto fit too loose and indicated that fairs and after serving In a numit was possible a .41 or .44 caliber ber of Sandoval
county official
bullet.
capacities was placed on the state
"When fired at close range a highway commission by Governor
bullet always goes into ia body Larrazolo. His activity in thle line
making a large wound, and comes of publlo development wss so great
out making a small
one," Dr. that he was
by GovPearce stated, In expounding the ernor Mechem.reappointed
It is to him that
of
and
bullet
theory
a great amount of the credit bepractice
wounds from regular revolver bul- longs for the progressive road work
lets.
in New Mexico during the past few
"I am an expert with this sort
of thing," he added when several years.
He was a member or me jtsenev.
persons In the autopsy room ap- olent and Protective Order of Elks,
peared to question this theory.
his membership being In this city.
"If that bullet entered Mr.
Kempenlch'e breast, leaving the
wound it did, and passed out his ROOSEVELT COUNTY
back, leaving the small hole there,
FAIR HAS STRIKING
It has upset all the theory and
practice of bullet wounds which I
DISPLAY OF PRODUCTS
have ever studied or heard of," declared Dr. W. F. Wlttwer last
(Special CorrepniilMics In The JoornM
night.
Portales, N M., Oct.. 7. The
Working on ths theory that the Roosevelt
county fal; which was
wounds were
from
na
on lonaay
the front, officials expressed in- held at Portales
of the past week, was a
terest In how the long barreled re- Tuesdaysuccess
The
in every way.
volver had been held so that the great
wa narfect rnd a large
bullet took the course It did, grant- nf.a(h.)
in
was
attendance. The
crowd
ing that the bullet went from front
display of farm products was comto back.
to look at. Richland
Sheriff Tondre's Opinion.
display of dry farming
After the return of the coroner's munity's received
fiist prize and
Jury was made, not specifying sui products commounlty display
reRodgers
cide, Sheriff Tondre stated:
second
ceived
prize.
even
not
are
"We
considering
Wilhelm Drorlts of Portales rethe suicide theory."
on, his disMrs.
Abraham
Kempenlch, ceived offirst premium
FairIrrigated product
mother of Eugene Kempenich, ar- play
received
schools
consolidated
field
rived here from
Portland, Ore., first premium on their school
where she had been visiting her work
(
display.
Not being
other son. yesterday.
met at the station by Eugene Kempenich, she went to the home of L.
Kempenlch, West Central avenue,
I
and stayed there all' night. She f Wind Shield Glass-Lumbthen started to Feralta yesterday I J n RAI.DRIIXIB LUHHEB CO401 I
rboBS
422 Booth Flnl Street,
morning Rnd learned of her son's
death on the way.
Henry Kempenlch, brother of
the deceased, was notified of the
tragedy last night and will probably come; here for the funeral and
MIMtiOUKAI'H
No
to assist in the investigation.
TYFKWKITtCH
funeral arrangements will be anCAKUON PAPERS
nounced by Strong Brothers until
his arrival.
Albright
Lived Active Publlo Ufe.
Eugene Kempenich, state high
&
way commissioner at the time of
his death, was 38 years old and
Anderson
had taken an active part in the
development of New Mexico. Ho
PIUNTERB
was born in, Nanhelm, Prussia, and
BINIJUKS
came here in 1892 with his parents,
STATIONERS
Abraham and Jennie Kempenlch.
His father established a store at
208 West Gold Ave.
Peralta and conducted the business
until the time of his death. Since

MYSTERY DEEPENS AS
KEMPENICH DEATH IS

worked out In conference.

Two-bas-

SPECIAL
FOR TODAY
Don't overlook
Special Sale items.

Stolen bases Frlsch. Burns,
E,
Ban
Meusel.
Sacrifices Plpp,
croft. Double plays Ward to Plpp;
Quinn to Peckinpaugh to Pipp,
Left en bases Americans 5. r.a
tlonals 10. Base on balls Off
Shawkey 4, off Toney 2. off Barnes
2, off Quinn 2, off Collins 1. Hits
Off Toney 4 In two innings, none
out in third: off Barnes, 4 to 7 In
nings; off Shawkey, 5 in 2 3 in
nings; otf Quinn. 8 in 3 3 In
nines, none out in seventh: off Col
11ns. 4 in
off Rogers, 3 In 1
HHit by pitcher By Barnes (Mc
BtrucK
out tsy Money 1,
Nally).
by Barnes 7, by Quinnv2, by Rog
ers 1. Wild Ditches Barnes, win
Losing
ning
pitcher Barnes.
At
Umpires
Quiun.
pitcher
base.
Chill;
first
Qulgley;
plate,
second base, Rlgler; third base,
Morlarlty. Time of game 2:40.
Manager McGraw said tonight
call upon
he would probably
r,
"Shuffling" Phil Douglas, the
tomorrow's
game
to twirl
and that Snyder, whose work
pleased him today, would catch.
Harry Harper, the Hackensack,
N. J., 'left hander, may get the
call for the Yankees, with Schang
at the receiving end. There is a
that Carl
however,
possibility,
Mays, who won the opening contest for the Yankees, may be selected at the last moment , for
mound duty.

THE MURPHEY SUIT

3
Yankees Miller up. Strike ons.
6
Strike two. Miller lined out to
5
3,
Frlsch. Peckinpaugh up. Strike
S
8
I
one. Ball one. Foul, strike two.
0 0
0
Rawllngs threw out Peckinpaugh
2
6
1
at first. Ruth up. Ban one. Ball
two. Strike one. Strike two. Ruth
39 13 "20 27 14 0
Totals
struck out and Toney got a good
x Batted for Rogers in ninth.
cheer as he walked to the bench. croft
By innings:
No runs, no bits, no errors.
No runs, one hit. no errors.
5
004 000 010
Americans
Giants Burns up. Ball one. Ball
Giants Kelly up. Strike one Nationals
004 000 81x 13
two. Ball three. Strike one. Strike Strike
Ball one. Foul. Kelly
two.
e
hits R.
two. Burns filed out to Meusel. Ban- fanned'. Meusel up. Ball one.
Summary:
croft up. Strike one. Ward threw Meusel sent a high fly to Miller. Meusel, Young, E. Meusel. Burns.
Three-bas- e
hits
Burns,
Young.
Rawllngs up. Strike one. Strike
two. McNally threw out Rawllngs

at first.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

,
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RAABES

SPECIAL TODAY AND SUNDAY

Sweet Chocolates, regular 60c per lb. fori . .. . .40c
We have just received a Fine Assortment of
California Glace Fruits. Something extra good.
Come in and get a box.
; ,

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST! IN OCVLAII
'
REFRACTION.
107 8.

Fourth.

Pbont

I0&7.W

'"If. It's Hardware

Hew Mexico Candy Kitchen
Phone 1520

204 West Central

Have It."
v

W
;.

JFirst and Copper.
'
Phone 74.

'

A
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FIRST DISTRICT COilVEflTIGIi
OF KIWANIS CLUBS IS LIVELY

AFFAIR WITH FULL PROGRAM
Delegates From Ten Southwestern Clubs Meet
ing for Business and Fun; Banquet at Y. M.
C. A. Last Night Great Success; Convention
Closes Today With Election of Officers.
won some curlers
Today's Program.
Earl Drake,
Lieutenant
Governor, Phoenix, presiding.
Address, the Klwants District, Glenn Curtis, president,
Gallup.
Business meetlnsr. Koneral
district.
Election of officers.
Convention city for 1922. '
Luncheon 12:15 Y. M. C. A.
George Kitt, president, Tuc- son, presiding.
Music, French Quartet.
Address, Royal W. Lescher,
president, Phoenix.
Short Talk John Morrow,
president, Raton. 2 O'clock Baseball.
Reception at Country club
for Kiwanlans and ladles.
8:30 P. M. nt Elks Home.
Kiwanis vs.
Albuquerque
combined team of Kiwanlans
from Roswell and Clovis.
4 O'Clook.
Dancing for all Kiwanlans.
Informal.

J

given by P.

The

culmination
day's program of the district convention of Kiwanis clubs was the
banquet for all members and their
ladles in the gymnasium of tne Y.
M. C. A. last night. The affair was
a rousing success with a full evening's entertainment. About 800
persons were present.
The meeting was presided over
ty Governor H. M. Bowers, who

Introduced the speakers and musicians and made announcements. A
blessing was asked by the Rev. 8.
Alonzo Bright. Talks were made
by Henry G. Coors, Jr., president
of the Albuquerque club, and Dean'
Clark of Chicago, assistant secretary of Kiwanis. Each spoke of
the growth of Kiwanis In the six
years of Its existence from a single club of fifty members to an
association of 600 clubs with 600,- 000 members and of the unselfish
Ideals by which tha club has
grown In Influence.

A number of attendance prizes
were given, the drawing of them
exciteconsiderable
occasioning
ment during th.e dinner. Dean
a
won
Clark
Navajo blanket; E. B.
Cristy won an electric heater
by Charles Twogood of the
Gas and Electric
Albuquerque
company;

Mrs. D. K. B. Sellers

by-la-

Vandersypt; Mrs. D. W. Faw, a
rolling pin given by Roy Ball of
Koroer company; Mrs. F. w.
Baser, a bouquet of dahlias given
by C. T. French; B. Spitz, a suit
or ciotnes given by Eubank Broth

ers; and, Guy Laiiderbaugh, can
dlestlcks given by Strong Broth'
ers. Silent boosts were tiny sacks
of salt given by E. N. Boule of
Gross Kelly company and apples
rrom the Pecos valley given in
' the Roswell way."
Music was furnished by Miss
urace stortz, who sang two pleas
lng vocal numbers, and by the
Apollo club, twenty men singers
under the leadership of Maurice
Klein, who made their first ap.
pearance in public last night. Their
selections, "winter Song" (Bui
lard), "Sorter Miss You" (Smith),
and "Viking Song" by Coleridge-Taylowere well received.
The
Kiwanlans themselves under the
direction of Louis llesselden sang
popular air with great gusto
during the evening. A moving
picture show of New Mexico scenes
and a stunt collection of money
for the day nursery by Sidney Weil
completed the program.
KiThe following
first
of the
r,

wanlans are attending the convention: Dean Clark, of Chicago; J.
B. Lapham, Winnipeg, Canada; H.

J. E. Lindler,
O. N.
Dobbs, R. M. Bishop, R. G. Yost.
J. O. Howard, W, H. Duckworth,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Scwartz, A.
L. Dillon, all of Clovis; B. O Beall,
J. D. Mel, of Roswell; B. M. Cutting, Herman G. Baca, B. W. Marble, O. W. Lassater, W. H. Martin.
R. E. Twitchell, of Santa Fe; D.
r,
of Raton; C. W.
Baldwin,
of Las Vegas; Jack Martin,
of Phoenix; O. C. Parker, G. F.
Kitt, of Tucson; Dr. A. C. Pratt,
Gallup; W. R. Blair and Bob Mul-liof El Paso.
The first day's program of the
first annual district convention of
Kiwanis clubs of the southwest was
opened at the chamber of commerce yesterday
by Dr. H. M.
Bowers, of this city, district gov
delernor. There were twenty-tw- o
egates from other cities present as
number
a
of Albuquerque
well as
This did not in
club members.
clude representation of all ten clubs
In the district, some delegates not
having arrived In the city in time
for the opening session.
The address of welcome was
made to the visitors by City Attor- A. Miller,

ney W. A. Keleher, who turned
over the city and a moderate
amount of police protection to all
Colonel Bronson F.
Cutting, president of the Santa Fe
club, responded to the welcome,
expressing an appreciation for the
nospitality extended the visitors.
The official report of Governor
Bowers and District
Secretary
of Phoenix,
Royal W. Leacher,
were then given, the latter being
made by John Martin, of Phoenix,
in the aDsence of Mr. Leacher.
The matter of new
for
the district was then taken up and
a committee appointed to study
the subject and to report at the
morning session today. The committee consists of Judge John D,
Mell, of Roswell; Dr. M. K. Wylder,
of Albuquerque; Dr. A. L. Dillon,
of Clovis; Robert Mullin, of El
Paso, and George Kitt, of Tucson.
A Kiwanis
luncheon
extraor
dinary which was attended by club
members from all over New Mex
ico, Arizona and EI Paso, as well
as Albuquerque members was held
at the Y. M. C. A. at noon in the
gymnasium especially decorated in
the club colors and imblems for
the occasion.
The luncheon was
presided over by Byron O. Beall, of
uoswell.
The principal speaker was Dr.
A. S. Dillon, president of the Clovis
club, who talked on the undeveloped opportunities in New Mexico
and the part that the civic clubs
His
could play in development.
talk was interpolated with, funny
which
were
much
enjoyed.
yarns
Sidney Weil also told a number of
amusing stories to the audience.
Chester Byrne, accompanied
by
Mrs. Herbert Gallcs gave some
numbers.
vocal
pleasing
The attendance prize, a Datn- room stool, given by Fred Fisher,
of the O'Fallon Supply company,
was won by John O'Laughlln. Two
silent boosts were given, a quart of
Moro oil by Wilbur Rhea, of the
Sinclair OH company, and a speed
automobile
signs for
warning
windshields by the Evening Her
ald. After having their pictures
taken in front of the Y. M. C. A.,
the delegates repaired to the ball
fi Id where they watched the Ki
wanis team Gefeat the Rotarians,
22 to 7.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Phil-hou-

?1

The Highland merchants are all
great benefitting by the delay of
the Santa Fe Railroad company in
permanently fixing the Central
avenue crossing, at the expense of
lowland merchants. The damage
to automobiles alone In broken
springs, nail bruises on tires and
general racking probably amounts
to several hundred dollars a day.
No wonder the highland people are
reluctant to trade east or tne
tracks.
Twelve different water taps were
ordered Tuesday on the Heights,
more new
which means twelve
homes.

Howard E. Shlmmel started a
concrete foundation yesterday for a
Pueblo type bungalow.
five-roo-

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Funeral services for
John Patton were held at Strong
Brothers' chapel yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock, Rev. McKean, of
the Presbyterian church, officiating. Enterment was in Fairview
PATTON

Our First

Anniversary Sale
In order to show our appreciation of your

valued patronage during our first business
year which was fetter than expected
we will open the Fall and Winter season
giving you an opportunity to secure the
latest, newest and most exclusive styles in

MILLINERY and
cost.
manufacturers'
SHOES for less than
READY-TO-WEA- R,

One Week

Only-Begin- ing

Saturday October 8th

pdJ

arrivals made of velours,
Ladies' Coats.
Wonderful
cloth
fabric fur.
Boliva
and
plush,
(JA AA
workmanship and styles.
Anniversary price, up from
All Wool Jersey Tuxedo Coats, for sport wear
&4 QO
colors, black, brown .
.
and navy
vO
Silk Minunette Tuxedo Sport Coats, all colors,
either one color, or combination with white ; also a
few Peter Pan styles in the lot.
QQ
Anniversary price
pUVO
All Wool Jersey Jumper Sleeveless Dressesr Very
practical and stylish. All the popular sizes 14
to 44.
Anniversary
Off
New

tj)lall
dr

dP

VtJaOt)

e
for
Jersey Suits, sold regularly
1
(JDuring our
. ... ... ... . .
JLXVt)
Anniversary sale
Ladies', Misses' and Children's Pink Cotton Jersey
Three-piec-

$19.95.

Qr

$

Bloomers, 50c values.

... ... ... ... .

OQ

.
Anniversary price.
Wool finish Plaid Blankets, full size, and heavy
weight. Just the thing for these cool nights, a
splendid $6.00 value v
Anniversary price
Ladies' pure thread Silk Hose, lisle top and mock
seam back.
Colors, black brown, grey, white.
A $2.00 values.
(JnQ
Anniversary
Women's Brogue Oxfords, black or brown; Kid or
Calfskin.; Sold formerly for $9.
; . . . .
Anniversary, price
,r tvDOu
Misses' Elkskin Scuffers. Just the thing for school
wear. Have broad nature toes, low heels and
heavy soles. Worth fully $4.00.
O.Q
.

....

y.

qq
tO

-j

price..................

$JLt.
or

C0

tpiVO

Special

sanatorium.

Mrs. William Bucher, sister of
Mrs. W. 8. Hopewell, arrived In the
city last night from a visit to New
York. She will Join her husband
here and return shortly to their
home at El Paso.
Pay Poll Tax at M gh School.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Chavez, of 426 West Santa Fe ave
nue, a daughter yesterday morning
at the Woman's and Children's hos
pital,
Oscar He! wig, of San Francisco,
who has been the guest of Richard
P. Woodson, Jr., has returned to
his home. He is district auditor of
the Pathe exchange in San Fran
cisco.
G. W. Knight of Cincinnati, O.,
is In the city on business.
Four dollars, run wagon loan
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 81.
John Mcintosh, a brother of
William 'Mcintosh, the extensive
sheep raiser of the Estancia valley.
whose death occurred a lew years
ago, is in the city on business from
his present home in Los Angeies,
Calif. Ed Haines, formerly of thH
city, now of Las Cruces, Is here
with Mr. Mcintosh.
David Weinman,
accompanied
by Mrs. Weinman, Miss Bertha
Weinman and David Weinman, Jr.,
after a long stay In Philadelphia
and other cities of the east, re
turned to the tfity last night to their
home at 708 West Copper avenue.
Mrs. Charles Zelger, formerly or
this city, now of El Paso. Tex., Is
here visiting her relatives, the E.
Stelner
H. Becker and Edward
famillee on North Fourth street.
Mrs. Zelger will remain some time
In Albuquerque.
Mrs. Joseph Barnett. who spent
the summer In southern California,
has returned to the city.

The funeral of Jose
died Thursday
J. Estrada, who
morning, will be held this morninB
from the family residence. Burlaw
will be at Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott is in charge.
of
funeral
MONTOYA The
Maria Isabel Montoya, who died
Thursday morning will be held
this afternoon from the family residence. Burial will be at Santa Barbara cemetery. Crollott will have
charge.
MTTNIZ The funeral of Mrs.
Maria Nunlz, who died last Thursday at her residence at Old Albuquerque, will be held this morning
at 8 o'clock from the family residence to the San Felipe de Neri
mass
church, where high requiemWeeks
will be said by Father
Burial will be at Santa Barbara
Crollott . will have
cemetery.

Patrons are requested to' place
orders for shelled plnon nuts wen
In advance In order to be promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz. 323 North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mall orders
given careful attention.
CITI

SHOE SHOP
Pbone M7-tlS South Second.
Free Call and Delivery.
ELKCTR1C

BITTNER

HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 221-Ji South First.
W

you know that
the Liberty Army
Store has a com
plete line of army
Do

goods

Size 12 ft. by 54
ft.
Also Large Show Window
Spnco same as now occupied
by Allen Shoe Co.
We offer this space for lease
0110 year or longer ut a very
reasonable price.
Only parties with first grade
credit rating need apply.

Satin Charmuese
One of the Greatest Favorites Among Silks
this season at a price that is amazingly low.
Shades of African, Navy and Black.

R. F. MEAD, Mgr.

THIS SATIN CHARMUESE HAS

BATHS

For Salesman
Saturday

$5.95

v

7:45 am
10:45 am

On Sale Saturday Only

4:J0pm
7:30 ptn

Phone 600

We have them in Black and Tan Calf, Kid,
Patent and Black Satin.

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office
Singer Cigar

Onlral

The styles
t.P.BEEO

m

Fit, Workmanship

Quality,

Tp a Flight

Woolwortu Bldg.

For Your
FRESH SPRINGS
AND HENS

Guaranteed
Save $10 to $20

Mutton

Veal

30 to 50 per cent reduction on all goods

,
can..........
-

jvst' rsr

Pure Preserves, Strawberry,
Pure Preserves, Strawberry,
Pure Preserves, Assorted Fruits,
Sugar, 15 pounds for
Fine White Colorado Potatoes, 8
Demonstration of Libby's Mince
served hot. Crop in you will enjoy
24-o- z.

Jar
Jar
16-o- z.

jar. . . ,:.

Meat,
It.

t..
,
...

.'flOc

floe
. . . ,3."ic

,

lbs...

$1.00

25c
and

Plum Pudding

Sk

Highland gfGrocery
GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

SHOP

PACIFIC

To look over the new goods we are placing on our shelves.
These goods are new pack and the best that money can buy.
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
18o
'
Aunt Jemima Buckwheat Flour
2c
82c- Quaker Oats, larpe size pkg
Columbia Solid Pack Tomatoes, per
lOo
Rosedale Solid Pack Tomatoes, No. 2 can....
,.Mc:

Beef

Fruits
Vegetables
and Groceries

SALE

MOVING

sell-

IT WILL PAY YOU

24-o- z.

Pork
BIG

or

Furnlsned

Phone 199

Clothes Shop

The Upstairs

They are all up to the minute models
ing up to $8.50.

FOR SALE.

Five-roo-

Gents' Suits or Overcoats

Coats

include one strap models,
Cuban heels, one inch college rubber heels,
wing tips, welt and flexible soles.

brick, sun parlor
screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1301 East Cen'ra)

$20.00 - $24.50 $16.50 - $23.50
Ladies'

'rs.

JICO--

805-- J

Phone 114
Until 9 p .m.

TUIIIgf
I II 111 it

Open

-'

OXFORDS and PUMPS

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Phone

FINISH

The Seasons Smartest Styles In

STAGE

West

A BEAUTIFUL

AND IS A QUALITY WHICH WE THOROUGHLY RECOMMEND FOR GOOD WEAR.

Turkish. Sulphur and Medicated
Ihampooinfc and Scalp Specialist
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TKIt. V DEAMKR, Prop
50H'j West Central.

210

36 inch

$1.95 yard

Special

We deliver any size any

where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

avenue.

Corner Coal and Amo.

Phone 323

219 WEST CENTRAL
(Barnum Studio)

Now located

About the 15th
at 109 "West Central

201

.'hone

'

0.

K.

Phone

Saturday Specials
Good Pot Roast,.

.x

Pork Sausage
Hamburger

2 lbs. for.
20c
Rib Boiling Meat, 3 lbs. for..,......,
Pork Chops, lb
Lamb and Veal.

Extra Special

.....

.wr.
Today only XXXX Coffee, lb..
As many pounds as you like at this price.
CALL US TOM AND CHARLIE

13c
20c
35c
25c
..,.30c

... .20c

Breeches. . . . .$2.00
Reclaimed Wool Under
wear, per suit.... $1.50
Wrapped Leggins. . . .75c
Field, Hobnail and Russet
shoes..., .......... .$1.95
Navy Blankets. ... .$3.50
Blankets,

B

...$2.25

Prompt Attention to
Mail Orders.

E. MAHARAM & SON

Store

TUESDAY

Sold at this Store.

we seii

AT Y. M.

Skinners

NIGHT

C A., 6 P. M,

Lets begin now and make Bernalillo county
Democratic in 1922.
Every Democrat
should come.

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles am?
other Macaroni Products

TICKETS,

WW

I
"UNITED
'

DAILY'S KASII AND HARRY

$1.00

See Oestreich, Seller, Frank Butt
or Charles Roehl.

ALWAYS MAKE
A HIT.

fmmmmmm-mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm-

Every Pound Strictly

Fresh

10c
Caramels, 4 lb
Lemon Drops, 14 lb. 15c
Mixed Candy, '4 lb. 15c
Imperials,
lb.... 10c
H lb.. 15c
Peppermint,
Wrlgley's Gum, 2 for 6c
WATCH OUU
WINDOWS.
--

--

delivered without charge.
Highest Grade Kansas City Meats

--

--

--

60c
Carton Swift's Premium Bacon
S2c
Swift's Premium Hams...,
"
Swift's Empire Bacon, lb. 82o I lbs. Wedding Breakfast
00c
Coffee
Swift's Plcnio Hams, lb... 22c
99c
Extra good Baby Beef Boast 8 tall Pet Milk...
99c
ISo 10 pkgs. Jello...
per lb.. .
...99c
Pure Beef Hamburger lb.. 20c IB lbs. Sugar
..
.99c
30c t 85 lbs. Best Spuds.
Loin Pork Roast, lb
30c 17 boxes Matches. .,f ,99c
Loin Pork Chops, lb
OUc
S
Peaches
cans
25c
lb
large
Pure Pork Sausage,
13 Palm Olive Soap....... 93c
Lamb, , Mutton, Springers.
990 17 Clrvscal White Soap.... 99c
Apple
15 P. & O. Soap........ ,99c4 pounds bulk Seedless
..99c
99c IS Sodate Soap
Raisins
99c
12 Toilet Paper
10 Large Can Pork and
99o 7 cans Prince Albert
Beans
99o
9o
Tobacco...
3 lbs. Meadow Gold Butter
.
.... .Soo
ins. xams. oweei bduub
.10o
1 lb. Table Grapes
..Sflc
1 lb. Chocolate Bon Bon
......... 26c
1 lb. Nut Ola.......;
b.

b.

...

10-lb- s.

-

D.

L

Changed from Monday to

COFFEE

CANDIES"

206 East Central Ave.
customers
Our
get what they can not carry

O. D.

DEMOCRATIC DINNER

Wim

421 South Broadway
Phone 839--

29-- J

North First Street.
I'hone 199
l!s Your Order We
Will do me Rest.

CHOCOLATE

MARKETS

501 North First

at reason

SPECIALS

Class

Beautiful Quality

Hardware Co.

Leaves Albuquerque. .
Arrives in Santa Fe...
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque

SPIRIT

Extraordinary Offering Saturday

Are you from North Carolina, Nebraska or Montana If so, call
Saturday from 2 to 4 and get 25 per cent. Remember the time.
33c
Some more Hill's Loose Coffee, lb
We grind this for you It's the best quality
25c
Nice Bananas
Do to 8c Bunch
We have nice celery
48c
Butter, the very best, per lb
Ranchers we pay 50c in trade for eggs. Please call and see us.

able prices

O.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

Will move to

Liberty Army

Near Fifth St.

For Rent
West Half Storeroom
305 W. Central Ave.

612 North Fifth

BORBOA Mrs. Petrlta Borboa,
aged 70, died yesterday morning at
her residence In Parjarlto. She Is
survived bv two sons. Mrs. Borboa
lived all her life at Parjarito. Funeral arrangements are still pending.
Crollott Is In charge.

819

LAST CALL

BOSWELL GROCERY CO.

ESTRADA

THE LADIES SPECIALTY SHOP
West Central Avenue

y,

cemetery.

-.

Ladies'

Coal Supply Co Phon 4 and E.
S. I Lopes will go to Santa Fe
today for a few days on business.
Pythian sisters will meet at 8
o'clock tonght at the Knights pf
Pythias hall.
Special conclave of Pilgrim
No. 8, Knights Templar,
this afternoon at 2 o'clock for work
in the K. C, M. and K. T. degrees.
There will be a general meetinu
of the school teachers of the city
at the high school at 10 o'clock this
morning. C. M. Botts, president of
the board of education, will speak.
Mrs, N. R. Galther, of Memphis,
her brother,
Tenn., is visiting
Withers White, at the Presbyterian
.

charge.

NEW FALL SUITS $26.75
All our newest numbers, in tricotines, serges and
velours. Straight lined, box effects, and mannish styles, self or fur trimmed, exclusive models.
Values up to $42.50.
R9fi I O
Anniversary price

price...

LOCAL ITEMS

Page Three

UN TE
le to

$1.00 Store
321 W. Central

10-lb- s.

Potatoes.

25.c

40 Pounds Potatoes
Those Sweet, Juicy Oranges, per doz

Silverleaf Lard,'
Silverleaf Lard,
Silverleaf Lard,
15-lb-

s.

2-l- b.
5-l- b.

10-l- b.

bucket.
bucket.
bucket

Sugar

.,...$1.00

.40c
............... ,35c
.93c
,.

,....$1.79

.S1.CS

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY
i
Albuquerque Stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.

Corner Broadway and Central.

,
Phone

18

... ......

XnSKIFWEE&S

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

CATARRH
ef the
BLADDER
Each Camule
Ii'illlBI Ibows
name

Wa

Sell

Tha Highest Crada Macaron.
Efg Noodlas, Spat hettl and

other Macaroni Products

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

CONWAYSPEAKS

FIGHT REPUBLIC

University

Students

That Purpose of Education Is to Enable Them to
Do More and Better Work.

"The purpose of education Is to
enable you to do the work of
more men," John V. Conway, state
superintendent of public education,
told the students of the state university at the weekly assembly
"A recent Invention
yesterday.
which Is now in nee by the army
to lift easily more
man
one
enables
than a ton. A college education
might be compared to (such a device; It enables a man to do the
work which would otherwise reten or twenty men."
"'quire
the
"People often say co me isthatkerp-Inir
eost Of publlo education
tor.
them
that
state
I
poor:
the
that js a sad state of affairs, if
true, but there is one thin which
would be worse, and that would be
to allow Ignorance to continue un
'
checked."
Mr. Cunwav nninted a vivid pic
Is beng
which
ture of the work
- done by the teachers in tne rural
Hrhools. and told of the improve
ment In rual education In New
Mexico since the days when "tne
floors ot the country schools were
of bare dirt, cracker boxes conof
stituted the furniture, and mostwho
the teachers were children
should have been going to school
themselves."
The ideal teacher, Mr. Conway
told the students, Is one who
knows her subject thoroughly, who
can communicate this knowledge
to the pupils, and who Is, above
all, fair. "There are too many
teachers." he said, "who will not
admit the possibility that they
may be mistaken. They should
realize that the Important thing
' is not who is right, but what is the

truth."
'

Mr. Conway spoke enthusiastically of the work which the state
university is doing, and pledged
himself to aid in every way in his
power to enlarge the scope of the
university's activities.
Prior to Mr. Conway's address,
the Rev. Charles F. McKean sang
two solos which were much en- Joyed by the students.

There's nothing that reduces
profits as much as
Use International Hog
"Worm Powder and drive them out.
Then fatten your hogs with International Hog Tonic. Sold by Valo
Bros., 307 North First street.
'

hog-raisi-

worms.

(By The Amociatrd PreMl
Berlin, Oct. 7. The third year
of the German
republic has
wrought no change of heart among
irreconcilable
monarchists
the
whose argument that "the old
times were better," is apt to ap
peal to the people of a large sec
tion of the community who are
the attenuated
from
suffering
purchasing power of the mark.
Somo agitation appears in the
ultra republican press in favor of
banishing all Honenzolierns rrom
German soil forever, as France did
after 1870 with her royal house,
in order to consolidate the repub'

--

--

lic.

Emblems of tin old imperial
and royal regime are still surprisingly plentiful, which moves
the Vorwacrts to hitter complaint
against the authorities who tolerate them. The social democratic
party organ declares that the higher ranks of officialdom are still
honeycombed with reactlcn.
"In many government
departments of our republic," the paper
of
or
the
busts
says, "pictures
Hohenzollorns, especially of the
former kaiser, are still in evidence,
decorated with the old Prussian
colors and wound with crape, anil
the stationery of some of these
public offices, printed this year,
still bears the imprint 'Imperial' or
'royal.'
"All these officials," the Vorwacrts goes on, "took the oath of
allegiance to the republic, but
those of them who would survive
the acid test would be alarmingly
few."
The paper also points out that
at the celebration of the anniversary of the constitution, no republican flags were flown from the
In
majority of public buildings.
other papers, correspondents complain that none but the old regime
colors were procurable anywhere.
"Many people Imagine that the
monarchy Is coming back Just because they see some prince or other on horseback," Chancellor Wlrth
remarked in a speech yesterday.
He referred to the appearance of
Kltel Frledrlo:-- , in full uniform,
at a patriotic function the other
day.
Recent activities of other members of the formly Imperial family are passed under revlev.' by the
Welt Am Montag, which laments:
would
"If the Honenzolierns
only keep qtiiet, the Impression
abroad that the republic only constitutes a passing phase would be
removed. But to keep quiet is an
attainment they do not possess."
The former Emperor William, the
paper says, is still conferring, from
his retreat at Doom, the order of
the house of Hohenzollern on some
of his adherents in Germany.

lira.

HE HERE

AT RATON FAIR

Minnesota Meets Northwest
ern; Chicago Will Battle
Purdue; Indiana Journeys
to Cambridge.

Three Bureaus of the Department of Agriculture

(Dy The AMoriated Vrett.)

The department of agriculture
exhibit at the Northern New Mexico fair at Raton is attracting a
It is the
good deal of attention.
first exhibit which the department
has ever had in the northern part
of the state end it is therefore
proving to be of great Interest to
the people, many of whom have
only a slight knowledge of what
the government is doing in the
state. Three bureaus of the department, the biological survey,
the bureau of public roads and the
forest service ere exhibiting.
The work of exterminating prairie dogs, coyotes and other predatory animals is shewn in the biological surv-- y exhibit, both through
artinted pictures attractively two
and by
ranged in panels stuffed
animals,
mounted groups of
one showing prairie dogs and the
her
with
mounted
coyote
other a
pups devouring a lamb, A, collection of skulls of predatory animals
found in New Mexico is also atattention.
tracting a great deal ofwho
is in
Mr. Charles F. Bliss,
of the excharge of this portion
to
a
large
hibit, is explaining it
interested audience each day of
the fair.
liond Conditions Shown.
The bureau of public roads has
on exhibition three very interestof roads. One shows a
ing models
A,.t -- nor! in t YCBfiri i n ffl V BOOT COn- dition, and the same road after it
i,u irmrlari un and dragged.
Another model shows the successive
a
steps necessary in constructing
mttA while a. third shows
first-clathe steps taken to make a
gravel road. These models are
proving to be very Instructive and
large crowds surround mcui i
of the day.
also a
. The bureau is exhibiting
.,f churls allowing the
.im,h
status of federal road
a utatoa rt the UHiOn
- .h ,n
and many pictures in colors shown
in trout ot electric nKua
crowds dally. Here are shown
large
tvnn of railroad
n,
!,,
crossings and also methods ot
eliminating danger and preventing
accidents at such places. Questions
concerning this exhibit are cheerfully answered by Mr. Flint, of the
bureau.
Complete Hanger Station.
The forest service is exhibiting a
complete lookout station in minia-of
ture. Here is a lookout tower
and
latest design with top encldsed lookThe
telephone connection.
a 12x14 log cabin,
out's
near the
..,,..residence,
-- --hill
OlAUUO
'
uni.Li tha
tower and both are surrounded byv
a beautiful pine torest. jrruim-n.nti- is
in tha foreground also,
the standard forest service fire tool
box containing all necessary toois
tn M,f nut a firA fthotild one occur.
The exhibit is surrounded by a
number or pictures tiiuwwg i
results of fire in the forest. on ex
rvha tnvaat acrvtOA aIko hflS
hibit a collection of native woods
and a number of specimens of
rots and defects in timber caused
by fungi. The work of the forest
products laboratory at Madison,
Wis., where numerous experiments
wncta nnnei nllln..- etc..
are being conducted, is also shown.
A large panel tnowms tne native
locos and their effect on live stock
Mf. J. C
ntn(a. (ha vhlblt
Klrcher, In charge of the exhibit,
is frhding mucn interest aisyiayou
in the work of the forest service.
At the close of the fair, all of
the material will be sent for storage to Albuquerque, where It will
.vallnhlA for exhibit throughout
the state as occasion arises.

Chicago, Oct.' 7. Western con
ference football elevens tomorrow
will face tlijir strongest opposition
thus far this season when four
teams will meet each other in con
tests affecting the championship,
and the others will complete tun
ing up for titular battles by tack
ling
aggregations
to furnnh
which are expected
strenuous competition.
Minnesota
eleven
university's
will meet its first test in the game
nit Minneapolis with Northwestern.
Thl.1 contest Is expected to definitely determine Just what chances
tho Gophers, looked upon as the
dark horse of the conference race,
will have in the battle for tho big
ten title.
The other conference game will
find Chicago facing Tunlue at
Stagg field here in a game which
should give strong Indications of
whether the maroons are going to
be a real factor in- middle west
football this year.
Indiana's "team has journeyed
east to Cambri'.go, Mass., to take
on Harvard In the first
intersectlonal clash of the season.
obWhile middle west football
servers have little hope for an Indiana victory, they will watch the
game closely.
Iowa university's eleven, another
team of unknown strength but
ability,
possibly of considerable
will tackle Notre Dame, always a
Iowa
at
City, In the
great t"am,
most Important of the
games. While the game
does not affect the conference
race, it will prove the strength of
each eleven.
Illinois goes into its first game
of the season, meeting South Dakota university at TJrlmna, 111.
Michigan and Wisconsin, believed to be unusually strong this
year, will meet Case at Ann Arbor,
Mich., and South Dakota State at
and
Madison; Wis., respectively,
both tho conference elevens are
for
tough games.
ready
Ohio State, 1920 champions, face
Oberlln at Columbus in a game'
that should not greatly bother the
conference eleven.
Hooslera Are Invading.
New York, Oct. 7. Among the
great number of gridiron conflicts
between the leading eastern colleges elevens tomorrow, the intersectlonal affair tha brings Indiana univeralty r.galnst Harvard
stands out as the most interesting.
The Hooslers are making their
first invasion of thj east. North
Carolina will be pitted against Yale
for another intersectlonal affray.
Thi southerners were defeated by
Yale last year, 21 to 0, and the
bulldog formation this season is
considered more powerful than in
-

east-we-

Ilevvest Styles in

Fall Hats
Brims
are narrower
Crowns smaller. Grays

and browns are the popular colors. A style here

that will

taste.
too.

please

every

Prices are lower

$5 to $10
GUARANTEE

Clothing Co.
"Correct Clothes for Men"

dlBcuss the European situation;
Mrs. N. C. James, president of the

Dr.
Women's Missionary union;
B. C. Henning, of Atlanta,
Ga.;
and Dr. E. C Routh, editor of the
Baptist Standard, of Dallas, Tex.
Mornings will bo devoted to special conferences,
afternoons to
transaction of church business,
be
and the nights will
given over to
addresses, which will be of great
interest and importance.
On the night of November 9, a
banquet will be given for the
King's teachers of New Mexico.
An attendance of about 125 Sunday school teachers is expected.
Because of the limited capacities
of all of the local Baptist churches,
the convention will probably be
held in the Methodist church. Rev.
W. K. Hill of Roswell will deliver
address
the annual convention
sermon, on the night of November 8.
Threads of gold used in India
for making lace are drawn out so
fine that 1,100 yards of it only
weigh one ounce.

st

1920.

I

FJ

IRS

Gill

PUBLIC

SHOOTING
Smoker. Well Attended Last
Night; Bird Refuge Below
Bridges to Be Posted;
Boundaries Discussed.
'

Game Protective
Albuquerque
association members voted favoring the federal public shooting
grounds bill at their meeting last
night. The passage of the bill Is
regarded by many local sportsmen
as to the only solution to tho
shooting question in New Mexlcn.
The bill provides for the establishment of
shooting
publlo
grounds and carries a provision for
a federal license of $1 to purchase
the grounds and maintain them.
Forty-fiv- e
per cent of the revenue
from the licenses would go for
an
purchase,
equal amount for supervision and 10 per cent for administration.
The new game and bird refuges
were discussed atthe meeting, and
the lines ot the boundaries were
pointed out to the sportsmen from
specially prepared maps.
Members from the association
volunteered to post the signs below the Barelan and Alameda
bridges for the two miles which
have been declared a bird refuge.
The recent rules of ttie game commission declare two miles below
each bridge a refuge.
A committee was appointed to
investigate whether the black tail
deer in the game refuges are being given ample protection.

Exhibits
Federal Work.

Have

Walter

C. Kelly.

Walter Kelly, veteran sport
writer and referee, was the third
man ,in the ring in the Johnny KiU
y
Frush battle at Clevee
land.
When Frush claimed
had fouled him in. the first
round Kelly decided Frush was not
seriously hurt and was "pulling
bane-Dann-

Kil-ban-

something-.-

Kelly announced from

the ring that he was paid "to protect the fans who had paid good
money to see the bout" and therefore the fight would bo continued.
Frush soon forgot about the foul.

KiwflliismsA
CRIMP 11

Fall Styles in Suits and Overcoats offer you many new designs and materials to choose
v
from

Showing

Suits

SIS

Overcoats

Kiwanis baseball stars snowed
under the Rotary boys at Barelas
field yesterday
afternoon bv a
score of 22 to 7. The game was
one of the features of the South
west District Kiwanis convention
and the proceeds went to the Boy
scouts of the city.
jaome run tionorg were even.
Lauderbaugh, of Kiwanis, and Ray
of Rotary, each clouting
r.
out a
Kverything was- - going fine until
the seventh inwing when the Ro
tary balloon went up one run higher
tnan the Yankee ship blew earlier
in the day. In a batting feast.
which the Rotary boys were helpless against, the Kiwanis sluggers
scorea to a man.
Considering that the Giants, pos
sible world champions, were only
anie to get eight scores in one inning from the Yankees, those who
did not witness the game can have
an inkling of the real class of the
winning Kiwanlan aggregation.
Although the score was far from
close, the fans had their money's
worth of action. Heavy hitting
featured the day, the Rotary boys
slugging out eight hits against the
seventeen of the Kiwanis.
Aside
from the .slugging, there was plenty
of excitement in the way of breath
catching errors. Rotary furnished
twelve of these moments to tho
Kiwanis three. This is probably
the key to the rsulEant score.
Although Lemb'r.e and Lea, pitchers for the Rotary and Kiwanis, respectively, allowed the batters to
have a lot of fun at times in getting hits, they tightened up at other
periods of the game and both are
credited with a goodly number of
"one, two, three, and you're outs."
In fact if a batter did not get a hit,
he usually fanned.
With an overwhelming vlotery to
their credit, the local Kiwanis boys
will enter tho game today against
tho combined Ciovls and Roswell
Kiwanis teams, ready for further
honors.
Mct-'ann- a,

.

We can always give you better
values for your money. We buy
in large quantities for our two
stores. This means that we get
better prices and can give "you
the same.
No garment leaves our shop ur-ti- l
you are satisfied.
EVERYTHING MADE IK

POPULAR GEORGIA

MINSTRELS SUNDAY
The unending popularity ot the
Famous Georgia Minstrels who are
scheduled for an appearance here
at the Crystal opera house, Sunday,
October 9, matinee and night, is
one of the wonders of stageland.
Whatever of the secret of its magic
success, it is a positive and
fact. Now in its thirty-thir- d
year ot its career, it throngs
the theaters from Maine to California and from Winnipeg to New
Orleans in a manner that is truly
marvelous. Always kept up to a
high degree of excellence, one Is always sure of an
and satisfying performance.
nt

ALBUQUERQUE

r

GALLUP SHRINE CLUS
PLANS CEREMONIAL
THERE OCTOBER

24

ll Sll'll

Own Price

Wes-leya-

TERMS

"B" Theater Constance Blnney
will be at the "B"- - today for the
last time as the leading star in
"Such S Little Queen," a Realart
corporation pi:':ure; also repeating
"The Son of Tarzan" episode.
Lyrio Theater ror the list
time today, "Wet Gold," the great
tloldwyn picture, is being repeated for the last time today; the
"Holy Smoke" Mermaid
comedy,
is also being repeated today.
Pastime Theater Tom Mix Is at
the Pastime today for the last
time as the star in "The Niftht
Horsemen;" also repeating for the
last time the "Fox News" pictures,
and the "Mutt and Jeff"

NO CCB-SOGAME.
Chicago, Oct. 7. Wet grounds
(Special Crrwpondenee te Th JonmsU caused the postponement of the
Gallup, N. M Oct. 7. The Gal- baseball game between the Chicago
lup Shrine is planning to stage a Americans and the Chicago Nationbig ceremonial here on Monday, als today.
October H. It is tnticipated at
this time that there will be from
NOTICE.
four to six hundred visiting nobles
Mr. G. T. Brown is now connectfrom all" parts of New Mexico, Ari- ed with the James grocery store at
zona and western Texas at this 1419 South Edith, as clerk, and
There will probably will be
celebration.
glad to have all his old
JaA OftrltS'l thft Tint
MnirlnA
friends call ana see him there. He
sands and admitted to membership la prepared to make them attracor Ballut ADyaa tempie. m
tive
and promises them fair
The commltteer on program and and prices
courteous treatment.
an
avranttamBntl TlllVA TtrAllATed
GROCERY CO.
JAMES
will begin
outdoor
program which
...
J
eu
wltn a grana pHrauo
To Gain a Good Reputation.
which will lnolude all of the pros- to gain a good reputannrliui AarnrfltAn1 with tionTheis way
to endeavor to be what you
false- mustaches', fashionable frock
That is precisely
the
coats of the sixteemn
century, appear."
manner In which Chamberlain's
bald heads, and historic red noses Cough Remedy has gained its rept h. inv rtt n free country. No utation as a cure for cougn. colds,
ble Horace C. Moses has been croup and whooping cough.
Every
eleoted marshal or tne aay, ana u bottle that has ever been put
out
Is reported that he has ordered a
has been
Sells- - by the manufacturers
t pamnU from the
unwA
to
of
standard
the
high
fully up
Floto circus, but In the event they
excellence claimed for
People
fail to arrive, suDsuiutunn win uo have found that It can beit depended
made of wheelbarrows, highwheel upon for the relief and cure of
tTAP
hoota and shoes.
these ailments and that it is pleasfor conveyances for the novices.
to take.
The Shrine band, potentate, pa- ant and safe
and members
trol, shrine offlees
of Ballut Abyad are expected to
LEGAL NOTICE
help prepare for the reception of the
Initiates. An open air band concert State of New Mexico, State Corpois scheduled lor ssaturuay evening,ration Commission of New Mexnn. r,r twn nther social funcico. Certificate of Comparison.
tlons to take care of the visiting United States of America, State ot
nobles ana tneir lamiues ior me
New Mexico, ss.
will be
the time they COnClUd
balance of wrhton.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the
bA
Will
ntt.r
.....
HI
' " viv;, .1
annexed is a full, true and comed with a grand ball at the City plete- transcript of the Amendment
club Monaay evening.
to Certificate of Incorporation of
N. W. Pratt, Incorporated. IncreasGRAYS PLAY ESTANCIA
ing capital stock from 110,000.00
to
000. 00
extending corpoLAST GAME OF SEASON rate$50,existence and
from twenty-fiv- e
to
fifty years (No. 1117), with the
ink. laai tr mmm nf tn local base endorsements thereon, as same apball season will be played Sunday pears on' file and of record in the
office of the State
at :16. oeiween me uuh
Corporation
Grays, snd the Bstancia team. Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
This will be the first game between
these two teams, in spite of re- Corporation Commission ot the
peated efforts for the last eighteen State ot New. Mexico has caused
vears, toward arranging a game. this certificate to be signed by its
and the seal of said
Kstancia has a nttie neirer tnnnw Chairman
this week of winning, because their Commission Xo be onaffixed at the
this 8rd day
team is stronger now than it has City ,ot Santa- Fs
been any time during ths season, of October, A. D. 1921.
HUGH
WllAIAMS,
H,
of
three
(8eal)
stldltion
league
due to the
Chairman.
players: a pitcher, a catcher and an Attest;
A. U MORRISON, Clerk.
tnneiaer. .
nlnven-lnnlnTranta 1avA an
OF CHANGE IN
game with Belen this summer, the CERTIFICATE
ARTICLES OF INCORPORA-- .
contest ending witn a score or z xo
TION OF N. W. PRATT, INIn favor or Belen.
CORPORATED.
rrv.
nt tTn tram will
1.4. V.
allow ampla time for those who The State of New Mexico. County
of Bernalillo, ss.
Wish, to see th world series represident,
turns at the Journal, before the andWe, N. W. Pratt, as
John F. Simms, as secretary,
game starts.
ot N. W. Pratt, Incorporated, a cor.
navmg us principal place
-o business tn Albuquerque, New
JO.lirnal Want adS gCt A1,l4,Poron
X
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THE EXCHANGE

120 West Gold Avenue

"BUY, SELL OR TRADE"

j.

ff

--

Phone 1111

directors of N. W. I'ratt. Incorpounanimously passed a resolution declaring that a change and
alteration in the articles of incorporation of this company was adthat the authorized
visable,
capital stock should be increased
from $10,000.00 to $50,000.00, to be
divided into 500 shares of ths par
value of $100.00 each, and all of
said stock should be common stock,
and that the duration of this cor
should be increased to
poration
fifty year from the 11th day of
March, 1921, the date of its original incorporation, and that the
said Board of Directors by resolution did approve and find said
changes advisable, and did call a
meeting of the stockholders of said
for the hour of 2
corporation
o'clock p. m. on tho 19th day of
September, 1921, to take action
thereon, and that the said special
stockholders'
meeting was duly
held at the office of the said corporation at the hour of 2 o'clock
p. m. on the 19th day of September, 1921, and that all of the stockholders of the said corporation
were present at Said meet,
100 shares of the par value of
$100.00, each, and that all of the
stockholders having voting powers
voted in favor of the amendments
for the
above set forth,
amendments. 100 shares, and that
all of the etockh6lders of said corporation were present either in person or by their duly authorized
agent at said special
proxy an
stockholders' meeting and assented
to tho said change and amendments in the articles of incorporation.
We do further certify that the
location of the principal office of
said corporation Jn the state of
New Mexico is at 205 North Tirst
street, in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and that the name of the agent
in charge thereof, and upon whom
process against this corporation
may be served is N. W. Pratt.
. In Testimony
Whereof we have
hereunto set our hands and the seal
of the corporation on this the 19th
day of September, 1921,
N. W. PRATT,
President.
(Seal)
JOBN F. SIMMS,
.
Secretary.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
(Two or more persons.)
State of New Mexico, County ot
Bernalillo, ss.
On this 19th day of September,
1921, before me personally appeared N. W. Pratt and JOhn F. Simms,
to me known to be the persons described in and who executed the
foregoing
Instrument, and acknowledged that they executed tho
same as their free act and deed,
Witness my hand and seal on
this the day and year first above
written,
JULIA JOHNSON.
(Seal)
Notary Public. Bernalillo County,New Mexico.
My commission expires April 15,
to-w-

to-w- lt:

to-w-
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CAN BE ARRANGED.

n,

Theaters Today

vij

SEE THIS RANGE TODAY AW MAKE US
AN OFFER. ' IT'S A CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME

j Mexico, do heretiy certify that at location of the principal office of
the hour of 10 o'clock a. in., on the the said corporation in the state of
I 19th
day of September, 1921, the New Mexico is at Number 205

At Caldwell, Idaho: Oonzaga university, 36; College of Idaho, 0.
At Lincoln, Neb.: Nebraska
35; Tarkio, Mo., college, 0.
At Oskaloosa, la,: Drake univer42;
Penn college, 0.
sity,
At Austin, Texas: University of
Texas, 60; Austin college, 0.
I

Amarillo, Texas

Albuquerque, N. M.

sJw

) rated,

(.

This evening at 7:30, W. P. McDowell of the Morning Journal,
will open all bids received by us and award the $176.00 MOORES
EANGE to the highest bidder. No bids accepted after 7:30.
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Stove at You

"

Football Results
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Heady-to-We- ar

$25 to $40

ss

Heavy Hitting Is Feature of
the 22 to 7 Trimming
Kiwanis Handed the Ro
tary Team Yesterday.

Tailor-iad- e

$27.50 to $50

i,.

OF ROTARY B

four-base-

Cold Weather
Is Now Due

EXHIBITS

SATURDAY GAMES

8 T0 11 G. P.
Preliminary announcements for
the Baptist state convention which
will be held here on November 8,
9, 10 and 11, indicate that a splendid program of speakers has been
arranged for, and that a large attendance is to be expected. The
union will
Women's Missionary
also hold its meetings in connection with the convention.
Dr. L. R. Scarborough, president
of the Southwestern
seminary at
Fort Worth.and chairman of the
committee
national conservation
of the Baptist church, will be one
of the principal speakers. Other
prominent Baptists who will address the convention are Dr, E. Y.
Mulllns, president of the Southern
seminary at Louisville, Ky., and
former member of the Baptirt
commission to London, who will

IP

II

ELEVENS MEET

GERMANY-'STIL-

OF EDUGAT

PROTECTED FANS
GOVERNMENT lift s
AT FEATHER BOUT,
NOW HE'S PANNED

4 CONFERENCE

MONARCHISTS IN

ON IMPORTANCE

fells

October 8,: 1921.
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1925.

North First street, in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and that the name of
the agent in charge thereof, and
upon whom process against the
corporation may bo served is N. W.

Pratt.

N. W. PRATT,

President.

JOHN

F. SIMMS,
Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 19th day of September, A.

D. 1921.

(Seal)

' JULIA JOHNSON,

My commission
1925.
No.

Notary Public.
expires April 15,

ENDORSED.

11179.
Cor. Kec'd. Vol. 7,
109. Amendment to Certifi-

Page
cate of Incorporation of N. W.
Pratt, Incorporated,
increasing
capital stock from $10,000.00 to
$50,000.00 and extending corporate,
to fifty
existence from twenty-fiv- e

years. Filed in office of State Corporation Commission of Now Mexico October 8, 1921, 11:30 a. m.
A. L. MORRISON,
.
Clerk.
Compared: ICK to JJO.

NOTICE OF SUIT.
No. 12940.
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
J. Gurule, Trustee, and
Felipe
John W. Wilson, Beneficiary,
vs. Crittenden Baty
Plaintiff,
and Leslie Baty, Her Husband,
Defendants.
To the Above Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said Court and County by the
above named plaintiff, in which
the said plaintiff prays for Judg-

ment for

$3,275.25

and interest,

at-

torneys fee and for foreclosure of
deed of trust on certain property
described in plaintiff complaint,
proceeds to be applied on Judgment when obtained and for deficiency Judgment.
Property described as follows:
A certain piece or parcel ot land
situated In the city of Albuquerque,
Bernalillo county, N. M., and measuring seven hundred and fifty feet,
more or less, from north to south,

and three hundred and

fifty-tw- o

feet, more or less, from east to west
and bounded on the north by land
now or formerly of N. T. Armljo,
deceased, on the south by land of.
the Southwestern Brewery and Ice
company, R. W. D. Bryan. Charles
Gas
Mausard, and Albuquerque
company, being part of the land
purchased by J. F. Sulzer by deed
dated June 26th, 1891. and recorded in Book 15, page 691. Records
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico,
on the east by lands of Henrv
Springer, Jesusita Garcia de Kemp
et al, on the west by the land ot
Southwestern
Brewery and Ice
company.
Also the following described real
estate, situate, lying and being In
the County of Torrance and State of
New Mexico,
Lots three
and four and the south half of ths
northwest quarter ot Section five
in Township seven north of Range
9 east ot the New Mexloo Meridian,
New Mexico, containing one hun
dred sixty ana
acres, according to the official plat
oi tne survey or tne said land, returned to tho general land office
by the surveyor general.
Also all of lot number three ($) '
and the west ten (10) feet of lot
number two (2) Block thirty-fou-r
(34) according to town plat recorded; also the east 18 feet of lot
four (4), Block thirty-fo(34), all
In the town of Mcintosh, .Torrance
county, New Mexico.
And you are further notified
that unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said
cause on or before the 10th day of
November, A. D. 1921. Judgement
will be rendered In said cause
against you by default and the relief prayed for will be granted.
The name ot the plaintiff's attorney Is M. C. Ortix, whose
address is Albuquerque, N. M.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT.
Clerk.
By HARRY F, LEE. Deputy.
,
to-w-

The State of New Mexico, County
of Bernalillo, ss
"We, N. W. Pratt, as president,
and John F. Simms, as secretary, of
N. W, Pratt, Incorporated, a corporation having Its principal office
and place of business in Albuquer-

que, New Mexico. , do solemnly
swear that at the meeting of stockholders of said corporation held on
the 19th day of September, 1921,
pursuant to a resolution previously
passed' by the Board of Directors
recommending that a chang in the
articles of incorporation of said
corporation ahonid be made by increasing the .authorised capital
stock to Fifty Thousand Dollars
($60,000.00). to be divided into
shares of the par value of One
Hundred Dollars ($100.00), each,
and ths duration ot the corporato
tion Increased from twenty-fiv- e
fifty years from the date of tts
assent
ot
the
original organization,
all of the stockholders of said corporation was given to such amendment, all of the stockholders being
present, there being only one class
t:
of stockholders,
common
stockholders.
SVo do further
swear that tho
to-wi-

.

slxteen-hundredt-

ur

post-offi-

.

ce

October 8, 1921.
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B7 LAURA A. KIRK.MAN.
THE HOUSEKEEPER'S PERSPECTIVE.
When an artist starts to paint an
object, he must take into consideration the angle trom which he
aees it; this angle he terms "perspective."
Today I ara going to
talk about the angle or "perspective" from which the housekeeper
looks out upon life.
The average housekeeper's perspective is apt to be too stationary.
That Is, she never changes her
never gets a new perperspective
Her housework holds
spective.
her pretty close to the home, and
she has few diversions to lead her
thoughts away from herself or
away from what her neighbors are
thinking!
It is a pathetic fact that the majority of housewives, especially in
small town, live in terror of "what
the neighbors will say."
They
brood over small errors they make
and suffer koenly over public disapproval of some foolish thing
they have done. I have known
women who have actually regretted for years some slight mistake
they have made which has "gone
round
the town."
' Yet If
those same women had
been able to Jaunt off somewhere
on a short trip and get a new "perspective," they would have come
home and laughed at the suggestion that they once brooded of a
mere nothing.
Indeed, I can cite

i

KAHrrS

By JANE PHELPS.

Just such an Instance' from real
life:
A friend of mine who lives In a
small town once made the mistake
of severely criticizing the way one
of her neighbor
brought up her
children; the woman to whom she
made this criticism was false and
promptly told the neighbor what
my friend had Mid of her way of
training children. This started a
little feud between the families
and other women "took sides."
When my friend walked down
street, the neighbor whom she had
criticized would no longer bow to
her.
Naturally, my friend was
very unhappy. She wrote to me
(for she does not live near me)
and asked my advice. I replied,
"Go away for a little while. Things
always blow over."
My friend took my advice and
went to the shore for a month In
the summer. Wlym she returned
to her home, she wrote me the
following paragraph:
"I think I've discovered the secret of getting on with one's
And that is to 6et
neighbors.
away from them for short Internow
then. If one stays
and
vals,
at heme all the time, one gets to
magnifying everything they say
and think. I was keeping too close
to my housework and to my limited little life. I came home with
a smile, and everybody was willing to smile with me. But If I'd
stayed at home I'd never been able
to smile at all, and then nobody

BULLETIN

GROCERY

REMEMBER
You'll Always Bo Better

at

KAHN'S
SELF-SERVIN-

109 North

Firt

lo

s.

s'

half-close-

'"j

GROCETERIA
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Saturday.
Miss Grace Winfrey will enterAND MEASLES
tain bridge club.
HEARTBREAK
luncheon at Alva-rari- o
CHAPTER 107.
at 1 p. m.
A sort of early summer lethargy
Fht Mu rush dance at Tamarisk
Inn at 8 p. m.
seamed to have settled upon me.
Kiwanis club reception at the Even the planning of my party,
Country club at 4 p. m. and dance the first one we had given since
at Elks' club at 8:30 p. m.
our house was finished, failed to
arouse me to interest. Dick wrote
for hours, shut in his study a
would hare amiled with me. Even short story to fill In the time until
the neighbor I criticized likes me he heard from the publisher, to
now."
whom he had submitted his manAll of which boils down to this uscript. So he said, and had added
truth: that It a person wears a that he was too nervous to remain
an air that ays, "My idle, when I urged him to rest.
Jaunty air
little mistakes aren't very bad, aftOften he wandered over to Juan-Ita'er all" then the world is going to
I learned to know the signs.
be convinced; but if a person takes At such time I would sit by the
his faults too seriously, then the window and wait, thinking long,
world is going to take them seri- harrowing thoughts.
Since the
ously too. And one of the best nlfrht when Dick had repulsed me
ways to get that "Jaunty air" is to when I proposed to accompany
get a change of scene and change him on his walks, I had not again
of thought.
offered. That I knew he was with
I believe that housekeeper? Juanlta made the watching, and
should make more visits; should the thoughts, more painful.
vacation each
take a
I had a curious feeling that Dick
year just as the business woman neither wanted me, nor wished me
does, and should frequently man- away. Sometimes I caught him
d
age to spend entire days away watching me under
from the home for the purpose of eyelids, at others with a look I
shopping, going to the theater or could not fathom. Then again he
She, of all women, would look so clean, so sane, so
sightseeing.
needs to "get a new perspective" normal, so much the Dick with
whom I had lived those long
frequently.
months in the. desert, those months
that at times seemed to drag, yet
which I now looked back upon
WOMAN IS MAKER
Dick had belonged
with
OF FIRST AWNING to meregret,
then, he was mine utterly.
Juanlta came over frequently in
I
HOME TOWN those
few days before the party,
always with a question as to my
need of her. It hurt me to Bee Dick
flush with pleasure when he greeted her. At times he appeared almost inarticulate with happiness
or else I Imagined it, he was so
quiet. My mind was chaotic. At
one time I would believe I was
taking the right course, the only
course to hold my husband; at another I would wonder if I asserted
myself, let Dick know that I disliked his intimacy with Juanita, if
it would not, perhaps, prove the
better way.
about
My preparations were
out my Incompleted. I had sent
pieces
vitations on raggFd-edgc- d
of bark, and with a quotation
humorfamous
some
from
author,
ous or otherwise, to lend them interest and oddity. I had engaged
two musicians a surprise for Dick
who had wished one day we could
have something beside the victrola
for dancing;. I had made out my

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Street
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Primrose, Extra Fancy Creamery Butter, lb... 49c
Primrose Butter is sold exclusively by us. in

Albuquerque.

..........

10 tall cans for only
Armour's Very Best Milk.
10 baby cans, for only

Mm. W. D. Separk.
"Even ltotay Ross herself had
no more of a thrill than I did
when I sewed up my first awning,"
is the claim of Mrs. W. D. Separk
of Durham, N. C. Mrs. Separk is
the first woma-- i awning maker in
North Carolina and perhaps in the
entire south. She made the first
awning ever used in her home
town some twenty-fiv- e
years ago.
For about twenty years she carried on the work by herself, but
when her trade grew to such proportions that she hat", to have the
awnings made she continued to
make the measurements and see
to it that the completed job was
all right. Her motto, she asserts,
has . always been, "Satisfactory
service to all," and she always lives-u-

-

tlUL

14c
Empson's Hominy, each can
Mount Cross, Hand Packed Tomatoes, No. 2 can 14c
Mount Cross Hand Packed Tomatoes, No. 2 12 . . 16c
15c
Pinnacle Brand Early June Peas, can

.....17c
Pinnacle Brand Telephone Peas, cajn
14c
Del Monte Fancy Pork and Beansj can
.10c
Grapefruit, each fruit..
40c
Oranges, each dozen.....
36c
Lemons, each dozen . . . .
Morrois Supreme Bacon, pound carton. . . ..... . .47c
.
.27c
Bacon Square, each pound
23c
Crisco, each pound can..
..J.......
can
56c
Crisco, each
$1.14
can...
Crisco, each
can
$1.63
Crisco, each
can
40c
Snowdrift, each b
can......
.......70c
Snowdrift, each
can.
.$1.40
Snowdrift, each
can
90c
Pure Lard, each
v.l.
can
Pure Lard, each 10-l$1.75
31c
Mazola, each pint can
i. . .vi.i;
.61c
Mazola, each quart can. .........
Mazola, each half gallon can. . . ...
.$1.14,
Mazola, each gallon can.
.m.;.. . .(...$1.92
Pinto Beans, 20 pounds. . . . ; . .iV...
.....$1.00
. . .50c
Pinto Beans, each 10 pounds
..
.10c
Onions, good native Bermudas,
. . . . . . . ,25c
Onions, good native Bermudas,
J. S. B. Preserves, your choice
i,I.v..35c
Delicious Jellies, your choice of flavors.
.14c
Supreme Preserves; Blackberries, Loganberries,

to Jt.

Mrs. Separk was one of the first
and possibly the first woman contractor in the state. She now controls the greater pa.t of the awning trade for Durham besldoa shipping to all nearby towns.

3-l- b.

6-l- b.

9-l- b.

' A Good Physic.
,
When you. want a physio that is
mild and gentle In effect, easy to

4-l- b.

8-l- b.

taka'and certain to act, take Cham,
berlain's Tablets. They are

5-- lb

b.

.....
....

magisEngland has a mill-gitrate In the person of Miss Mary
Anna Dews, a
in the
town of Dewsbury, and who has
recently been appointed a Justice
of the peace.
rl

cloth-weav-

.......

er

214-lbs-

10-lb- s..

RESINOL

.....

b.

stone

jars

Soot hte and Healintf

A ids Poor Complexions
Reduces redness

......$1.59

, . .32c
Fancy Brazil Nuts, each pound. . . .m... .
. ,w. . ,v. .L.i.32c
Fancy Almonds, each pound.
32c
Fancy English Walnuts, each pound.
Saturday Special Pillsbury Pancake.'
1f
Flour, each package
We have just received a large shipment of Loose-WilFancy Crackers, Biscuits, and Confections
and will offer them for this Saturday Only at the
following prices:
Animal Crackers, Lemon Snaps, Yum Yum,
Vanity Wafers and Graham Crackers, only.,. . . .5c
Saturday Only Vanilla Wafers, Scottie
Biscuits, Fig Bars, Matinees, Suffolk Biscuits,
Zwiebach, Delito Sandwiches, Afternoon
Teas, Cloverleaf, Graham Crackers, Soda
Crackers, Multi Jr. All regularly 18c pack10c
Saturday Only
ages.
Saturday Only Brandywine, Philopeno,
Large Perfectos, and Large Multi Jr. Reg.....18c
ularly sold at 25c. Saturday Only
Saturday only Frau Frau Imported Sugar
. .80c
Wafer, only.,
..;!
Kaddies Sodas,
.99c
only.
25c
Family size Soda Crackers, each pkg....
.10c
pkg
City Sodas, Takahomas, each
pkg.. . .,...5c
City Sodas, Takahomas, each half-l, Our new arrivals are Minced Smoked Salmon and
Crated Cheese. Ask us about them.

.....

roujhnesssbbtches
anaother eruptions

llV

making the skin

es

6-l-

clearer, fresher

I

and more attractive
Inexpensive

and easy
to use

try it !

PcrfectSknldwi awl ktai
the
NotMttf'emuI
buuHtal toft, pearly
appcumc
walls
Couraud't Oriental
Crawi noAm to ti
sbouUart and am.
Covin tktaMtmkhM.
Willaot ma f. rat

................
b.

b.
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Because It's "Rich and Mellow"
Ve Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

d,

"Oh, some soft white thing, and
a big lacy parasol no hat."
Take
"Well, never mind her.
IIS OWN
your bag upstairs and then come
down and help me. We're having
a big housewarmlng
tonight.
Dancing!"
I never thought
"Huly gee!
III
them fellows getting the measles
would get me such a good time.
You bet I'll help.
Say, mother,
with you'll dance with me, won't you?'interview
An impromptu
in"You bet I will!" I slanglly reLeopold Godows.. was most
plied, comforted. I had my boy's
teresting and threw x many side
lights on the character of the su- love no matter what happened.
As the
perman among pianists.
person assigned to this grateful
task entered the Godowsky apartment, a brief glimpse of the great
artist in the rolo of pedagogue was
obtained as he gave soma concluding words of advice to a youthful aspirant for the honors of the
great muse. And so lucid were his
explanation l and so almost clairvoyant his knowledge of the particular
problems of this pupil, that the
questions of the interviewer was
naturally encerning the person who
had helped Leopold Godowsky
solve his own problems in the early,
days of his musical career.
"My problems," came the witty
answer, "were
personally solved
and dissolved, I consider myself
AND
for a fe'V
practically
o
months at the Berlin
nly served to show me that I could
learn nothing from dull ana conventional schemes of instruction.
The valua of self teaching is of
course obvious. It stimulates the
Appeal strongly to the
working out of probler, j which
otherwise a diploma solves. Many
healthy
appetites created by
students feel that if they hiwe done
vigorous exercise
enough work to receive a diploma,
they are entitled to rest on that
in the open air.
convisible sign of learning and
sequently never develop any real
the
They
individuality. However, it would be
for
unwise to advocate
most satisfactory
all. The gret.t majority need the
of all the food
guidance of a matured mind and
a ripened experience.
It is Interesting to know that
drinks, as they
Godowsky, though undoubtedly an
more
even
have a most deinstinctive musician,
than a pianistio genius, has never
licious flavor and
allowed himself to be guided by
Instinct wholly. With him there
aroma and are
must be a scientific explanation for
Intuitive inspiration
everything.
wholesome.
and
nutritious
and spontanlety are duly recou

B
self-taug-

Mrs. Ireland Permits us to Publish
this Letter for the Benefit of Others
Who Are in Her Condition
Warsaw. Missouri.
"For five years
I was weakly, nervous and in s run- "mu. waiimwd own
condition.
In
t vv ?:i men i naa a nerfi-

r

breakdown
and doctors said I
would never bo
well again. After I
took seven bottles
of Lydia E. Pink-baa Vegetable
Compound I was
ir-VI"! healthier,
stronger
and felt better
than I ever did in
my life before. I
can't prslsa the Compound enough
and will recommend it to all women.
You may publish this letter i you
think it will help others."
Mrs.
Floyd Ireland, R. R.l.Warsaw.Mo.
"Nervous women are both ailing and
wretched, and with a nervous breakdown all joy goes out of a woman's
life. It is said that the ills peculiar to
women act on the nerves like a firebrand.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound is successful in overcoming
such conditions, and a large number of
American women who were once great
sufferers from nerve troubles owe
their present health and comfort to it
and it contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs.
s

j(l vous

m

"

A Keinarkable ltecord.
Chamberlain's
Cough Kemedy
has a remarkable record. It has
been tn use for colds, croup and
whooping cough for almost half a
century and has constantly grown
In favor and popularity as Its good
qualities became better known. It
Is the standard and main reliance
for these diseases In thousands of
homes. The fact that It can always
be depended upon and Is safe and
pleasant to take are greatly in its
favor when it Is wanted for

Pit m Hi f faafii
TUBERCULOSIS
Or, a lew ' Hi positive
root be Is able to core
tuberculoid by inhalation
In any climate.
For further Information
address THB T. F. OLASS
INHALANT CO.. MASON
BUILD1NO,

1.09
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nted but they must be tnroughly
to

MADE ONLY

riltered through the intellect

have true value.

The White Star line has bowed
to the call of the bobbed hair.
Hereafter, on he Olympic, a woman barber will be carried, to car
for the shortened tresses of the
women passengers and to shorten
the locks of those who decide, to
adopt this mode before they land
at New York. She Is Miss Emily
Fish."
This wman barber will also, on
occasion, shave the mere male pasShe got her experience
sengers.
during the war while men barbers
were at the f.ont. She assumed
her new duties recently as the Ylrst
woman barber employed In
service.
liners now carry women
trans-Atlant-

Trans-Atlant-

ic

ic

hair-dress- er

:

JOHNSON BECOMES
EDITOR OF ."OPTIC"
Las Vgas, N. M Oct. 7. M. M.
Padgett, for fifteen years owner
and manager of the Las Vegas Optic, has resign, d and sold his' int-

erests

to a combination of local
business men", who will operate the
paper for the primary pu. poses
of community advancement.
It Is
understood that the new management will Immediately Install new
machinery and other equipment,
and the Optic will become one of
the best papers In the scuthweat.
C, W, Johnston, who came here
last spring from Johnstown, N. Y.,
where he was manager 'of the
Jamestown
Morninc
Post, has
complete charge of the business
and editorial management Mr.
Johnston's experience In newspaper' work has been widely varied.

EtblUfied
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Mr. Arthur Ooore
Tells How Cuticura

Healed Pimples
"I had pimples scattered all over
my face, "they were bard and red,
and later festered and soled

fel

over.

They itched and

burned and disfigured my
bee, besides being painful.
I tried other remedies without success. Then I tried
Cuticura Soa.o and Ointment
and used one cake of Cuticura 8oap
and two boxes of Cuticura Ointment
and I was healed In two weeks."
(Signed) Arthur A. Moore, Oak
Ridge, Mo.
Once clear keep your skin clear
by using Cuticura Soap and Ointtoilet purposes
ment for every-da- y
and Cuticura Talcum to powder and
perfume. Bathe with Cuticura Soap
and hot water. Before bathing, touch
pimples and itching, 4 any, with
Cutkura Ointment, dry and dust
lightly with Cuticura Talcum,- a powder of fascinating fragrance.
AMiwi:'CUfenIk-r.t.rl.i- ,
MlaIukrrbTlUl.
Xw." JoMnry-whr- .
Dipt I. Ihien
Soap 26e. Oin&naet 9 and Me. Taleom 2te.
TMPXattcav Saa ehwee wttbewt enc,

ttaj
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YOUmf TO 5AVE1
24...

Jar
Jar
Jar
Jar
Jar
Jar
Jar
Jar

Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado

...320
.3I0

. .

.!!2c

,,.20c
",0c

38e

23o
19o
$2.43

$I.2J
75e
.40n

...t'i.Vt
,',.$1.35

..$2.15
$1.10
$2.13

$1.85
$1.00

i,.B9o
.55c

2o

,24c.

...17c
124c

,

White
White
White
White

Potatoes
Potatoes
Potatoes.
Potatoes

24o
18r
18o

2p
'...'.Ho

lbs,' for $0.25
lb$. for
.50
lbs. for 1.00
lbs. for 2.75

8
16
35
100

.

3s
24c

These Potatoes are the best we have had this season, and
we feel that they will be no cheaper. You are safe in buying
a sack at this time.

Granulated
Granulated
Granulated
Granulated

Beet Sugar,
Beet Sugar,
Beet Sugar,
Cane Sugar,

15-lb-

for
.$1.00
for.;.,... . .50c

s.

71,4-lb- s.

100-lb- a.
100-lb- s.

for.'. $6.75
for. . . . .$6.90

Graham Crackers, 18c size
12Hc
Krispy Crackers, 18c size
12'c
Afternoon Teas, 18c size
12lc
Matinee Biscuits, 18c size
12'ic
Vanilla "Wafers. 18c size ..
12',c
Cocoanut Dainties, 18c size
Butter Thin Biscuits, 18c size
12!$c
Delito Sandwich, 18c size
Vi'ic
17c
Sunshine Saratoga Flakes, 25o package
,
Sunshine Cheese Sticks, 25c package
17c
L-17c
Soda Crackers, 23c size
Sunshine
Our stock of cakes, crackers and supar wafers Is always
fresh. And when you are buying cakes don't forget SCOTTI The
i
Perfect Short Bread.
18c
Kellog's Toasted Corn Flakes, large size
12c
Kellog's Toasted Corn Flakes, small size
size
15c
Kellog's Shredded Krumblea, standard
22c
Kellog's Krumbled Bran, standard size
19c
Pillsbury's Health Bran, standard size
Armour's Toasted (thick) Corn Flakes, large size
,l(fc
IOC
Armour's Toasted (thick) Corn Flakes, small size
.18c
Post Toastlos, large size
12c
Post Toastlos, small size
.. 43c
Carnation Mush Wheat Flakes, large size
18o
Carnation Mush Wheat Flakes, small size
34c
Solitaire White Rolled Oats, large flize. ..
Solitaire White Rolled Oats, small size....Let the transfer man deliver your order. He will deliver any
where in the city, any sized order, for 25c. Let the Groce-Tot- e and
save you many times the delivery charges on any size order,
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine
Sunshine

..13o

.........

lc

"S. & H. GREEN STAMPS"

You can have
this silk tie for
a dollar. The
design is mighty

attractive.
won't

ecause It's Rich and Mellow
We Sell
CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

It

wrinkle.

Guarantee
Clothing Co,
VCorrcct Clothes for

Me"

The'Higheat Crade Macaroni!
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti andfi

ther Macaroni Products!

LUMBER

GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
as

nok'iu

nasi stufjkt

W0

Ford Owners
.We

Have Been Allotted Exactly

'

X

Eighty-fiv- e
Of the Famous

Non-Ski- d

Black Tread

34x31-- 2

Mason Maximile Tires
Which We Are Going to Sell at

-

$11.65 Each

Ttiese Tires are all "firsts," brand new, fresh stock, with'
the manufacturers name and serial number on every tire.
Every tire carries the full 6,000 mile
guarantee of the man'
ufacturers and ourselves. -

;

won't last long. You may never, get another
opportunity to buy these famous tires at this price.
First Come, First Served Get Yours Now.

85 of these

Sale Starts Saturday Morning, October 8th.

'

.

1

1

13-o- z.
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WALTER BAKER & CO. LTD,

OCEAN LINER HAS
A WOMAN BARBER

a If ft

Brand Yellow Cling Peaches, Xo.
Brand Sliced Cling Peaches. No. 2V4....
Brand Melba Half Peaches No. 2Va
Brand Cling Peaches 'o. 1 ,
Brand Apricots No. 2 'a
Brand Bartlett Pear No. 2 '4
Uranrt Bartlett Pears No. 1
Brand Apricots No. 1..,.
f.
Patent Flour, 48 pounds
,
Patent Flour, 24 pounds
Patent Flour, 13 pounds
,
Patent Flour, 6 pounds
Larabee Best jc'lour, 4S pounds..'
T.arabee's Best Flour, 24 pounds
Wolfe's Premium Flour, 4S pounds
,
Wolfe's Premium Flour, 24 pounds
Diamond M Flour, 4S pounds
Kl Sol Flour, 48 pounds
El Sol Flouiy 24 pounds
Wisconsin Rye" Flour. 10 pounds...
Boss Uraham Flour. 8 pounds
Pel Jfonie Brand Sliced Pineapple, No. 2H
Del Monte Sliced Pineapple, No. 2
Del Monte Brand Sliced Pineapple, No. 1
Del Monte Brand Orated Pineapple. No. 1
Del Monte Brand Bartlett Pears. No.
Del Monte Brand Bartlett Pears, No. 1
Del Monte Brand Tomato Catsup, pints....,
Del Monte Brand Tomato Catsup, half pints
Del Monte Brand California Pimento, No.
i
Del Monte Brand Apricots, No. 1
Del Monte Brand Chinook Salmon, No. ',4...
Del Monte Brand Berry Jam,
glass
Olass
Class
Glass
Olass
Clans
Olass
Olass
Olass
Boss
Boss
Boss
Boss

Baker s Chocolate

are

1

BREAKDOWN

CLIMB

Bakers Cocoa

-

NERVOUS

father.

Hoch-Schul-

2-l-

in

heavy-hearte-

HAD

TEACHER

.50c
Meadow Gold Butter, each pound.
1
...46c
Beachwood Butter, each pound
yan Camps Tomatoes, Vegetables, Pea Soups
...10c
each can
.i
11
Armour's Very Best Milk.
P J-

supper menu. We had decided It
more feasible than a formal dinner because of the size of our dining room. I had bought a new
gown which I knew was becoming.
Yet 'I felt
apprehensive.
Tet of what? Nothing more had
happened to cause me to fear. I
had heard nothing, seen nothing,
save what with perfect propriety
happens between two close friends
such as Dick and Juanlta were
or claimed to be. But intuitively something seemed to tell me
that I was too trusting, too easily
docelved.
Strive as I would, I
could not rid myself of the idea.
Then the night before the party
something happened to put all but
one thing out of my mind. Junior
was coming home.
An epidemic of measles had
broken out at the school, and it
was so severe they were closing
the classes for a week or two. The
boys who lived near were sent
homo for greater precaution,
I was delighted that Junior was
to be at the party, and could
scarcely wait for Dick to come in
from his walk to tell him. To my
astonishment ho grumbled:
"I don't see why he should be
sent home ust because a few of
the boys have mensles?"
"But, Dick! He says the boys
are very 111. And it will be delightful to have him for the party. He
loves to dance."
Dick made no reply, but went
Into the study and closed the door.
I had a great deal to do, and with
a shrug dismissed my disappointment at his lack of enthusiasm
over Junior's coming. But I could
not so easily dismiss the heartbreak that thoughts of Juanlta
brought me thoughts mixed with
a sort of wistful envy.
Junior came the next morning.
I was too busy to go to the station, so asked Dick to meet him:
"He will feel neglected if no one
Is at the train," I said.
In half an hour Junior came
whiMtllng up the walk alone.
"Where's your father? Didn't he
meet you?"
the train."
"Oh, yes, he was-a- t
The boy stopped to give me a hug
and two or three resounding kisses. "But we met Aunt Nita on the
way home and she lugged him off
to look for some book she seemed
Dad seems
awfully keen about.
sort of hippy over Aunt Nita, I
noticed it when I was home before. She's some looker alt right.
Was stunning this morning.''
"What did she have on?" I
asked to cover my emotion at the
boy's frank remark about his

Five-

Page

Quality Tire Co.

Third and Copper St.

Telephone

1S6.

October 8, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
millions must lose and bear burdens through lin
gering years of misfortune and hardship. When
business-lik- e
statesmen, in a cold, dispassionate,
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
way put tho problem upon that basis; when busiJ
Published By
ness and politics are persuaded vthat this contest
J
JOURNAL PUBLISHING tXJMPANY
in armaments and the whole reckless train of proD. A. MACPHEUSON
CARL C. MAGEE.
f
President.
Secretary. cedure that can lead only to war, are no longer In
Business Manager the best interests of the makers of money and the
;D. A. MACPHEKSON
. EditoMn-Chle- r
JCARL C. M A(5EB
holders of public Jobs, the disarmament conference
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marauette Bldg.. Chicago. III. would get results with dizzy suddenness.
E. 426 St.. New fork
Maybe the calm, judicial, methodical mind of
i RALPH R. MUIXIUAN..48
matter at the postoffice Secretary Hughes foreshadows something of this
Entered as second-clas- s
."of Albuquerque,
N. M., under act of Congress of sort. Maybe the president's recent utterances fore.March 17. 1879.
The United States, with
cast some such program.
J
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
bulk of the world's gold and credits in its
the
one
86c;
or
month,
mall,
by
Daily, by carrier
vaults and a dominating commercial
position,
yeajMy,ln advancers. 00.
"The Mornlnz Journal has a higher circulation would be able to give telling emphasis to such
rating than Is accorded to any other paper In New arguments.
Directory.
Newspaper
'Mexico." The American
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day
In analysis of the science of repartee it is dis
In the year.
covered that the most cutting remarks come from
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to barbers.
of all news credited to
the use, for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
AMERICA ABOVE A TITLE.
the local news published herein.
1921
October 8,
SATURDAY
Unlike Little Lord Fauntleroy, who, although he
was ashamed to tell his friend the grocer that he
THE UPWARD TREND.
had to go to England and be a lord, never thought
of refusing, a good American citizen has been found
There is a distinct upward trend of business in Glenn county, Calif., who says he will not answer
There is a house- such a call.
conditions in Albuquerque.
The American who loves his own land better
building movement on, which is decidedly encouraging, although in no wise approaching a boom. than a title Is Benjamin F. Calvert, who has received
All residences are full, with the rent demand
word he is Lord Baltimore, and has been urged to
nlng strong. There is every symptom of a good come to Ireland and claim vast estates waiting him
market for properties this fall.
there. It 'seems there has been no Lord Baltimore
...
Willi a Icll&tt lliwvaau 4ii tuo nwti.wv..
for many years, at least no one recognized as such,
Fe employes at the shops and with
till now some delver in aristocratic lineage has de
at the
everyone has a noperui reeling. clared the California Calvert is he.
The psychology of the situation is certainly favorBut Mr. Calvert declares he does not care to go
able.
to Ireland or any other place and be a lord, even
Albuquerque has suffered much less than has one who Is the descendant of a man whose name is
Every symptom linked with the early history of America, so he has
the east during the depression.
points to the fact that the worst is over, with no not even taken time to answer the letters.

Albuquerque Morning Journal
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RIPPUfiG RHYME
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THE

more than seven miles an hour,
Of course, I blame the other fel
low, and say he should be pinched
and tried; it is a habit, rather yet
abide.
motorists
wherever
low,
And Hiram nits In sllenco solemn,
and knows not I am telling fibs
the surgeon wired his spinal col
umn, and put new washers on his
ribs. The two poor Lizzies are so
mingled, so void of a dividing line,
the tinsmith says he will be jingled
if he can tell me which is mine.
And so, in gloomy retrospection
I think about that ghastly wreck
while surgeons make a close in
spection of sundry fractures in my
neck. The roads are strewn with
wrecks unholy, their number never
can be told; it seems that people
won't drive slowly, however bit
terly I scold.

AT THE CORNERS.

I now recall, with deep dejection, the accident of yesterday; it
happened at tho intersection of
Bunkum road and Hayseed way.
Had I gone slowly, as my pastor
has urged me to, a thousand times.
there would have been no fierce
disnstcr to swell the list of auto
crimes. But I was sending my tin
Lizzie a gnlt no Lizzie ought to
know, and I, alas, was far too busy
to scan the landscape, to and fro.
And so that bus of. Hiram Horner's
came scorching to me all unseen,
and we collided at the corners, and
rolled in burning gasoline.
I'm
full of tin and grease and gravel,
and as I sit here, sick and dour, I
swear that I will never travel at1

sterllng holding its advance, Bel
glan. French and Italian rates eating variably and most of the east
ern European remittances again
weakening on the more disquieting
Ot
conditions in those countries.
the
neutral centers, Span
were
bills
ish, Swiss and Swedish
strong.
Railroad bonds of the minor or
convertible types were active and
4s
higher, Mexican government
and Chile Copper (is were strong
est of the foreign group. Total
sales, par value, $17,650,000.
Closing prices:
27
American Beet Sugar
27
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
36
Tobacco..
American Sumatra
107
American Tel. & Tel
9
American Zino
40
Anaconda Copper
86
Atchison
38
Baltimore & Ohio
55
Bethlehem Steel "B"
14
Butte & Superior
39
California Petroleum
113
Canadian Pacific
27
Central Leather
554
Chesapeake & Ohio
25
&
St. Paul
Chicago, Mil.
26
Chino Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
63
Crucible Steel
6
Cuba Cane Sugar
13
Erie
74
Great Northern pfd
35
Inspiration Copper
47
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
21
Kennecott Copper
93
Mexican Petroleum
22
Miami Copper
20
Missouri Pacific
53
Montana Power
73
New York Central
76
Northern Pacific
36
Pennsylvania
13
Ray Consolidated Copper,...
71
Reading
51
Republic Iron & Steel
21
Sinclair Oil & Refining
79
Southern Pacific
20
Southern Railway
71
Studebaker Corporation
37
Texas Company
61
Tobacco Products
,.
121
Union Pacific
79
United States Steel
52
Utah Copper
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guests.

would be desirable if our whole population
took the same enthusiastic interest in some sport
that is shown by our daily visitors. A nation of
sportsmen and sportswomen would be wholesome.
A good sportsman believes in clean play. He
despises "dirty" work. He admires efficiency, en.These Ideals
thusiasm, daring and good head-worhe has a constant tendency to carry over into his
lifes It makes him a citizen who favors
very-da- y
a square deal and clean competition.
All this, aside from the physical and mental
value of the diversion from the burdens of life.

It

k.

Possibly the reason so many automobllists
drive so fast is because by that method they think
'they will get out of tho way quickly and leave
the road open to others.

THEY'LL

ACT WHEN TOEY KNOW

IT PAYS.

a

good sign that President Harding seems
to have rejected sentiment as a factor In his disarmament movement. Sentiment is a good agitator, but it seldom gets the signatures on the dotted
line. Wncm it comes to putting over the deal,
sentiment has to step back and make room for
business and politics.
For a good many years a lot of people wanted
to get rid of the saloon in this country. They held
meetings and sang songs and gave pathetic recitations and passed resolutions. Meanwhile the politicians winked knowingly and the "boys in the
back room" fixed up the ticket and the barkeeps
got a day off to serve on the election boards.
Then one day business got the notion that
saloons interfered with the prompt and regular
punching of, time clocks and made skilled hands
unsteady. Funds backed sentiment and politicians
saw the light.
There was a vast body of sentiment in favor
of disarmament. There must be no more wars.
Wholesale international murder is abhorrent to all
human sensibilities. But .representatives elected by
the people, who are praying and sentimentalizing
and weeping, calmly sit and discuss "the next
war" and vote .huge appropriations for armies and
navies. The sentiments of the people lack the
reach. They fall just short of getting results.
The reason is that business and politics are
not convinced of the evils of war for themselves.
There are men in influence who get jobs and control Job through the military machine. There
are Interests that make money by making and selling war materials, and there are men who got
fortunes by war conditions and other men who
hope, through a gambler's chance, to make other
fortune If other wars occur.
Now, of course, the truth Is that war
every law of economics. When a few gain,

It

is

man came erround yestidday
aftlrnoon giving out little boxes of
A

shoe polish saying on them You

dont know wat a high shine is till
youve used Dazzello. Being a funny shape man without mutch of a
shine on his own shoes, and I got
Three towns in England claim to he Charlie the box he put in our vestibule,
O, I know wat 111 shine
Chaplin's birthplace, but there is no rush for the thinking,
ma's exter shoes and Gladdlses
honor of being Arbuckle's place of nativity.
oxter shoes and serprlze them and
maybe theyll each give me a dime
Soon it will be time to begin the Christmas or somfthlng maybe.
And I went up in ma's room
shopping early.
and there was 2 pairs of black
shoes under her bed and I shlned
both pairs with the Dazzello, makVERSE OF TODAY
ing sutch a shlney shine 'tho shoes
looked as if they was made of
leather, and then I went up
patten
WALK.
COULD
MY LOVE
In my sister Gladdlses room and
there was ony one pair under her
bed, being a bran new pair withMy Love could walk In richer hues
out eny shine on them before I
of
bird
Than any
paradise,
And no one envy her her dress;
polished 'them with Dazzello, lm
sutch a brite shine afterwerds they
Since in her looks the world would see
looked like 2 different shoes, and
A robin's love and friendliness.
ma and Gladdis came home toAnd she could be the lily fair,
gether on account of having went
out together, and I went down
More richly dressed than all her kind.
stairs holding Gladdlses shoes beAnd no one envy her her gain;
hind my buck, saying, Hay GladSince in her looks the world would see
dis, wat will you give me if I shine
A daisy that was sweet and plain.
your extor shoes under your bed?

Sometimes
Even bankers have their troubles.
we think our bankers grow arrogant and auto
cratic. Perhaps they do. That may become the
natural tendency of those who hold the purse
strings anywhere. However, as a rule, the thing
the banker insists upon Is that which experience
'has taught him to be essential to sound banking.
Many of us have charged the great city banks
Oh, she could sit like any queen
with a tendency to get the rest of the country by
That's nailed by diamonds to a throne,
have
Reactionaries
and
the throat.
standpatters
Her splendor enved by not one;
Since in her looks the world woud see
radicals.
countered that this is the talk of
A queen that's more than half a nun.
Comes now a row in the American Bankers'
.
William Henry Davles.
.association, meeting at Los Angeles, in which state
drive
to
of
national
accuse
bankers
bankers
trying
them out of business through the medium of branch
.banks. We assume that the state bankers will be
'
charged forthwith with having radical tendencies.
QUITE SO!
The weak naturally adhere to a belief that right
The Mexican boll weevil is sufficiently de facto
rrttnan nntvArflll onnnrrh in nverpnmft for Washington's unqualfied
Jioston
mhI.as nlfynt
recognition.
all opposition adopt the policy that might makes Herald.
BRIGHT BOY.
rigni.
The sympathies of the Journal are all with the
Professor in Agronomy to Phil Weinburg: "Name
former theorem. If might is to prevail let us re- - three articles containing starch." "Two cuffs and a
- viivb
v - f. ho rnveman
when the collar." The Lombard Review.
. v. uujk,
'Lulu afc
strongest arm and the biggest stick were the badges
IT STRUCK A ROCKY ROAD.
of authority, i
It is to be hoped that the treaty with Germany
on.
Democracies can 'survive only upon the basis of got into the senate with its
equality of opportunity and the throwing of the Minneapolis Tribune.
cloak of the protection of the law around the weak.
HE CAN DO IT ANY TIME. THEN.
To help, instead of to crush, must become our naSenator Penrose seems to be working toward an3
the tax bill out along about
tional policy.
opportunity to bring
when the rest of the senate is asleep.
The strong, who have caught the spirit of serv- a. m. some day New3.
Indianapolis
ice, will lend their strength to aid in protecting the
weak from the ruthless
JUST SUGGEST SPANKINGS!
The League of Nations Is discussing what penalBill Haywood is all right in Russia, no matter ties It will provide for nations that violate the rules.
It is safe to say that expulsion from the league will
If there Isn't food. If Bill doesn't do any more work not
Detroit
be considered sufficiently exemplary.
ho
have
was
can't
here,
there than he did while he
Free Press.
much of an appetite.
WELL, DON'T PAY THE BILLS!
postage is the moral
Our objection to three-ceCROWDS.
THE WORLD-SERIE- S
time anybody had occasion to
that
every
certainty
are
friends
our
of
Fifteen hundred
gathering send us a bill, which, to judge the future by the
daily to watch the electric score board at the Jour- past, would be pretty often, he would add 25 or 30
nal office. We are dcli?hted to furnish the service cents to it to make up for the Increased cost of the
and enjoy watching the interest shown by our stamp. Ohio State Journal.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
THE PROPER POLICY.
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
The policy of the postmaster general with reference to vacancies in postmastershlps should command the respect and approval of good citizens.
In his estimation the public good Btands first for
He believes In the merit system. In
consideration.
the matter of promotion he recently announced that,
of the 878 appointments sent to the senate for confirmation up to September 10, 426, or close to 60
per cent, were promotions from the classified service. Of the 452 others appointed by nomination,
345 were first on the civil service eligible list, 75
were second and 32 were third.
A total of 4,809 vacancies has been certified to
the civil service commission, according to Mr. Hays,
and as fast as the names of the three highest com- petltors in each case are submitted to the depart
ment appointments will be made. The department
has the right to appoint any one of the first three.
In the old days of "To the victor belongs the
spoils," the matter of the appointment of postmas
ters was a nightmare to president, senators and rep
Deadlocks and factional fights often
resentatives.
threatened to disrupt the parties in these matters.
Then came civil service. Though sometimes the ad
ministration of this system has been called into ques
tion, it has worked a beneficent revolution in the
conduct of the public s business. Mr. Hays' strict
adherence to the policy of promotions from the
ranks promises proper economy and essential con
tinuance of progressive development.

my new dull calf skin
Ehoes, 111 give you something you
dont ixppct If you dare toutch
those shoes, sed Gladdis, and I
sed. Well I got a sample box of
blackening and if you ever saw
the grate shine it makes you'd be
glad to have it on your 2 shoes. G,
I bet you can see it for blocks.
How perfectkly horrible, I dont
think theres onythlng more detes-tibl- e
than a brite shine on shoes,
and the briter it is the more
it is, thats wy I partlckilly
bawt calf skin, sed Gladdis. Her
not having eny idoer wat I was
holding behind my back, and ma
sod, I feel the same way about it,
I like all my shoes dull, cleen but
dull, If theres enything that makes
my blud run cold its highly polished shoes.
Me thinking. Heck, good nite.
holey sinoaks, G. And I went out
of the room backwerds and quick
ran up and put Gladdlses shoes in
her closit under a lot of things so
she wouldent see them till, she
wunted them and even then not
too easy, and then I went in ma's
room and did the same thing to
ber 2 pairs, and I havent herd eny
more about them but I ixpect to
eny minnlt.

one --T&

........

Wat.

THE

markets

(By The Associated Press.)

New York, Oct. 7. The cleavage
between artificial and actual conditions in ' the securities markets
became more clearly defined today. Trading In stocks was rather
the Investment
perfunctory, while more
Impressive
Inquiry assiimed
proportions.
Aside from the extensive transactions in Liberty bonds, and Vic
tory notes, with most of the former
at new hlgn prices ior tne year,
announcement was made of the
successful flotations of two foreign
loans. The Rio de Janeiro and
Queensland (Australia) offerings,
each for $12,000,000, were quickly
absorbed.
In the stock market dealings
were dominated
by speculative
shared, chiefly secondary domestic
one to three
were
lifted
oils. These
points, evidently under professional
propuislon, on the further advance
of prices made by producers of
crude products.
Mexican and European oils also
were better In the absence of pres- rfl although report dealing un
favorably with some of the foreign
owned Mexican properties were
once more actively circulated.
Standard rails and industrials
only moderately in
participated
the general movement and miscelmotor
laneous Issues, excepting
specialties and utilities, were inrelist
The
clined to strengthen.
acted before the. close, however,
call money's rise: to 6
per cent
causing fresh selling of leaders, Including Mexican Petroleum. Sales
amounted to 535,000 shares.
Foreign exchanges were erratic,

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

5SWE

Dec.

Corn

saw-mill- s,

Satisfactory results are said to have been obtained from three cows in Wisconsin that were
fed on sawdust. A satisfactory result from a cow
In the instance of that kind of diet probably is
when it more than pays its board.

Wheat

WALT MASON.

.j--

Now is the time to take heart and to show what
courage, push and reasonable daring can do for a
community.
Albuquerque Is duo for one of the best winters
in her history.

for 1921. In provisions the effect
of tho weakness of grain more
than counter-balance- d
higher quo
unions on nogs.
Closing prices:

(Copyright

LITTU T RltNt) AND
KEC.P THE. OTHER.

1

nj
Boston bull dog. white face, earl
bandaged. Return to 1315 West Tljer&s.
Reward.
L.UST Hlack puppy. Our children'! pet.
Kinder ilcp.'-- notify Mr. Coulston, at
FOR RENT Office Rooms Journal office.
DUN'S REVIEW.
bio.hu LOST A brooch let with one diamond,
ton KiON T Amactimwaterunite,furnished.
four sapphires and several pearls; reand
heat, light
New York, Oct. 7. Dun'a to WrlKht
ward. Call 1179-building:, opposite pnatufflce,
morrow will say:
RENT Office rooms; heat ana LOST LaiKe prey cat; liberal reward
With recognition of the unfavor FOR
for return or Information leading to
water; above Motion's etore. ( entrai
able features which still prevail. venue.
Room 18, Whiting building,
Inquire J. Korber a Aiitn de recovery.
the fact Is nevertheless
or phnne 774-lear that partment.
business
is reviving
A
man
gradually.
who
will cry all
FOR SALE OR TRA
Some of the current improvement
HOUSE FUll.NmjHE SALES for FIVI3
is seasonal, a sudden turn to lower WILL trade ihiee
PKR CENT COMMISSION.
WILL ALSO
n Cy iui.
lots
Sutherland.
retail Hprlngs and some cash fur clear resi BUY FURNITURE. C. W.
temperature
quickening
944-City
Auctioneer,
phone
825
First.
South
also
dence
here.
appear.
trading, but gains
1

which plainly
are not due to
Dried fiffs are, weight for weight,
weather influences. The Pacific
northwest reports nn enlargenlng more nourishing than broad.
demand for lumber from the east,
while iron and steel output at lead
ing centers is rising above the
point of extreme depression of last
summer. Weekly bank clearings,
EVERYBODY

E

road.

7.
New
York. Oct.
Liberty
bonds at noon:
$89.14; first
4s. $91.80 bid:
second 4s. $91.60
bid; first
$92.00 bid; second

Shep-pard- 's
SALE Ancunti cockerels,
strain, 91 each. J. M. Easter,
Boulevard roft'T. Old Albuquer iue, N. M.
11.
S. C.
I.
FOR SALE
Reds, eighteen hens, twenty young pule
old
twenty-fivand
of
months
four
lets,
Whtt
late hatch; fifteen
Leghorns, hens. Mrs. J. F. Summers,

4s. third
4s, $95.00:
$92.36; Victory 3s,
4s,
$99.10; Victory 4s, $99.38.

CHICAGO PRODUCT:.
Chicago, Oct. 7. Butter Mar
ket lower. Creamery extras, 44 c;
standards, 38c; firsts, 3443c;
seconds, 30 32c.
Re
Eggs Market unchanged.
ceipts 4,819 cases.
Poultry Alive, unsettled. Fowls,
13(fD22c; springs, 21c.
Potatoes Market weak. Receipts
83
cars. Total U. S. shipments
1,601.
South Dakota early Ohios,
$1,250)1.75 cwt.: North Dakota
Rod river Ohios. $1.85 1.95 cwt.;
Minnesota white, sacked, $2.00
2.10 cwt.; Wisconsin, $2.102.25
cwt.; Idaho, $2.152.20 cwt.

Went T?d.
iSALE Harred Rock and R. I. Red
fryers and hens. 38c a pound; White

417

VOSi

114 W.CCNTR413S4W W.

and Brown Leghorn hens, 1.5 each;
Brown Leghorn pullets, I1.4B each; expert nice Jlarred Bock pullets soon, 88o
915 North Seca pound, rhone 1815--

CENTRAL

ond.

nFWSALE
Foil

BALK

Twenty-fiv-

Real Estate
foot

e

lot,

142

feet deep, between Second and Third,
Frank Trotter.
on Lead avenue. tl.ROO.
FOR SALE Three lots In Monkhrldne,
each t0x?!0 feet; one corner lot and
two adjolnlns- lots; will ell for $400t
Cash or terms. Phone 19C8-- J.

16799

NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Oct. 7. The cotton
market closed Btoady at a net de
cline of 30 to 64 points.

MONEY TO LOAN

'

watch esTTa"
TO LOAN-- On
monds, guns and everything valuable.
B. Marcus, 213 South First.
MOXtiY TO LOAN un diamonds, watcnes
and gold jewelry: liberal, reliable. en
tdnttal. rtottlleb Beer, 105 North First,
MONEY TO LOAN on Furnltur?, Real
Estate, Automobiles. Lowest rate of
Interest.
Address Mr. Jay cara Morn-- 1
MON E Y
Mr.

New York City alone from kid
ney trouble last year. Don't allow
Chicago Livestock.
to become a victiir
Oct. 7. Cattle Re yourself
Chicago,
ceipts 5,000. Mostly steady, few by neglecting pains and achea
good and choice prime fed cattle Guard against trouble by taking
available. Top yearlings, $10.75;
In

several loads very good heavy
weights, $9.75; choice heavies bid,
$9.25; receipts mostly- short fed
natives and southwestern grassers,
selling mostly from $6.008.60;
good and choice light vealers more
active around $11.00.
Market
Hogs Receipts 20,000.
opened mostly 10c to 15c higher;
ater active, 15c to 25c higher than
yesterday's average. Top. $8.60;
bulk lights and light butcher'.,
bulk packing sows,
$8.25
8.55;
$6.85
7.25;
pigs steady to 25c
higher; bulk desirable, $7.60

Lend

West

FOR

jsi.au;

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

UotiV?

Rhode island Red hens. 612
Onrfleld.
FOH SALE Snunbs and fancy pigeons.
1902 Houfh High.
FOR SALE Twelve White Leghorn hens
and rooster. 1122 South Broadway.
FOH SALE Bucks, does and frying rabbits; hens and frying chickens. 710

3s,

fourth

Fryer

FOH SALE

UX THEIR
mitZ muxmm

LIBERTY BONDS.

PoultiT-Eg- g

fOff-AL-

FOH SALE

SWT

$6,528,249,000.

-

Jtnrnal.

CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, diamonds, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates, Rothman's,
117 South First.
Ponded to the stat.

SEWING MACHINES
The world's standard remedy for kidney
liver, bladder and uric acid trembler'
Holland's national remedy sine 169b
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed,
Voek for the name Cold Medal oa erer
box wad accept no imitation

MA c: H 1 N ES
SEWING
rt pal red and
cleaned; parts and supplies for sill
work
all
C H.
makes;
guaranteed.
Morehesd. phnne 718. 420 West Lead.

WANTED

Room

WOMAN
I'OUNli BUSINESS
want.
team or furnace treated room In good
location, lowlands. Permanent: no alclc
Address "E." care Journal.

8.00.

Loans

3

Buy a Homo
Build a Home
Improve Iteal Kstate.
Pay Off a Mortgage
U Go In Business

TO

Let Us Know Your Needs

AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS
111 South

Inrorpori 'n.
WESTEKX AGENCY
Fourth Street

Phone

83S--

J

Time

OH

3o

V

4c

lc

'

one-ten- th

One-tent-

al

at

Dovoo

Adams

9TH

No. 2
No. 9
No. 3
Nft 7i

WILL LEAVE FOR
Santa Fe ' Las Vegas
Kansas City
Chicago
San Francisco

2:40 p. m.
1:00 a. m.

San Diego
San Francisco

11:00 a.m.

Winslow

11:20 a.m.

Phoenix

Los

Angeles

Los Angeles

Gallup
Phoenix

Los

Angeles

For Information, Rates, or Reservations, Call

R. W. HOYT, Agent,

PLAN YOUR
WINTER
VACATION
NOW

Phone 204
ALBUQUERQUE,

Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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-

-

111

'
in.

LOHT

ivvrlia.iin'U
flikV itlj h.113 All UiuK.-- l
Bj
chine.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
Ribbons for every
and repaired
Fourth
J
Knulh
901-122
phon.
'i

,

no.

I

3-

cHccse. which

l

VroUTe--

-

I
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f
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By Gene Byrnes

'

out-gag- es

LOST AND FOUND

TYPEWRITERS

c; May, 54 c,
Dec,
uais uec, 33c; May. 38c.
Pork Jan.. J15.00.
Lard Jan., $8.80; March, $9.00
itios Jan.. 7.6Z; May, $8.00,

Change

twe.

ffcKC

May,

48

Nearly
Sheep Receipts 8,000.
all packer direct. Supply on sale
all
native
lambs,
selling
practically
BOSTON WOOL.
steady to strong, spots 25c higher.
deck of prime fed natives to
Boston, Oct. 7. The Commercial One
Dackers. $9.00: few decks to ship
Bulletin tomorrow will say:
"The demand for wool privately pers, $8.758.85; balance to pack-- I
down;
prime native
this week has not been heavy but ers, $8.50
$5.50
6.00; few short ewes.
prices have been well maintained. lambs,
down.
$4.50
At the government auction, Thursday, although the offering was a
Kansas City livestock.
very ordinary one for the most
Kansas City, Oct. 7. Cattl- eshowed an advance
part, prices
over the September sale of 5 to 10 Receipts 1,300. Beef steers steady
per to strontr. Top, $8.25 ; other sales,
per cent with less than 2
cent of the offerings withdrawn $4.25(8.00; other classes steady;
beand competition general, showing few heifers, $6.00; most cows
odd vealers, $9.50
$4.00;
that the trade is more confident low,
with regr.rd to the future market." 10.00.
1,800.
Receipts
Hogs
Fairly
Scoured basis:
active and around steady with yes
Texas Fire 12 months. 65
terday s average. Best lights and
76c; fine 8 months, 5055c.
to packers and shippers,
Territory Fine staple choice,68 80 mediums
weights,
$8.15; prime
85c; half blood combing,
blood combing, $8.00; bulk mixed droves. $7.50
72c;
of sales, $7.25 8.10;
50
55c; quarter blood combing, 7.90: bulk few
at $8.40.
fine medium pigs steady,
3842c; 60fine65c;and fine
few
4,000.
Kecelpts
Sheep
and fine
clothing,
sheep steady. Lambs weak
medium French combine. 65 70c. sales
to
10c lower. Early top westerns,
80 82c; AA,
Pullpd Delaine,
$8.40.
A supers, 6070c,
7075c;
27
Mohairs Best combing,30c; best carding, 22 25c.
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTIC
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Albuquerque, N. M Oct. 6, 1921.
To
Stockholders
the
of the Long
Chicago, Oct. 7. Urgent sellfellow Copper Company.
ing based largely on reports of eleYou and each of you are hereby
vator congestion here and In the notified
that a meeting of the
south and southwest had a depressof the "Longfellow
stockholders
ing effect on the wheat market to- Copper
Is here'jy xllec!
Company,
day. Closing quotations were heavy and to be held at Rooms
4 and 6
to
net lower, with De- In
the Cromwell Building.- In the
to $1.09
and
cember $1.09
N.
of
at 3
M.,
Albuquerque,Corn lost city
to $1.14.
May $1.13
to o'clock p. m. on the 18th day of
c to
c to lc and oats
2c.
In provisions the outcome October, 1921, for the purpose of
varied from unchanged figures to electing directors of said company,
and for the transaction of such
35c decline.
other business that may properly
It was during the last half of the come
before said meeting.
session that the setback in the
Said meeting Is called undir and
value of wheat took place. Earlier
provisions of Sec.
the tendency was chiefly In favor by virtue for the
52 of Chapter 79. Laws of 1905, by
of h(gher prices, scattered speculative buying having developed on the undersigned, who are the ownaccount of a halt in liquidation ers and holders of more than
of the capital stock (having
and short selling. Later, however,
power) of said Longfellow
support was lacking, and with per- voting
sistent offerings, especially from Copper Company, now issued and
houses with northwestern connec- outstanding. A.
CORA
TATLOR,
tions the market rapidly gave way.
FLORENCE W. MOHR,
The bearish gossip current at this
h
of the Cap-tof
Owners
Juncture included assertions that
Stock of the Longfellow
unless clearances from New OrIssued
Now
Copper Company,
leans soon Increased it would be
and Outstanding.
necessary to put a railroad emHow Better Than Pills?
bargo against that port because of
The question has been asked. In
probable exhaustion of available
what way are Chamberlain's Tabstorage room there. Elevators here
and In the southwest were also re- lets superior to the ordinary ca;
ported as about filled. Under such thartic and liver pills? Our answer
circumstances the finish was at the is, they are easier and more pleasant to take and their effect is so
lowest prices yet this season.
Corn and oats declined with gentle that one hardly realizes that
was
It Is produced by a medicine. Then,
sqjne-whWet weather
wheat.
of a check on the downward they not only move the bowels but
slide of corn, but oats followed Improve the appetite and strengthwheat to a new low price record en the digestion.

1921 by George Matthew
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
DON'T THINK For ONE MOMENT
THAT VOJ ARC ,OlN, TO CE.T OUT
I HA.VE.
As 5JARD TO WATCH TOVJ
CliOSE IX, IN TIIE
HIGHLANDS
Six room brick house, modern;
large clothes closets; large
porches; small basement; garage; good walks, shade and full
size lot. This property Is located
Just two blocks from Central
avenue on one of the best
streets In the highlands. Price Is
only $4,750.

By George McManut

Copyright

(CANT

l

think;
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THINK D BE ALE ToiT
OUT (UT ILL BE WITH
yOU 'N A L'TTUE, WHILE

ILU
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CURD THAJ i5CONNJ
KtEP ME IN"
u

anQ

HOPE

i

f

Cy
AN

KEEN HOME
in the very best residential section of the Fourth
ward; contains seven rooms;
steam heat; servant's room;
laundry room; hardwood floors
throughout; shades and draperies
Included; good electrical fixtures; good walks and lawn;
large double garage. This Is one
of the finest homes in Albuquerque and can be bought at a
real bargain, with exceptionally
good terms. A look will convince you,

the wm tErsO

M

bO CLAO

THAT
HAnEN
--

AMBULANCE.

thousand-mil-

S
OU
T CONE

OUT TET

LiP

MAJESTIC
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by us.

Oversize-an-

THE.
ArADOLANCE
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e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

ViTV

d

Ovsrservics
The best tire for the least
money in the state.
Tire Repairing and
Retreading.
HIGHLAND TIRE & RCBBEB
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone 230

A

Located

GOOD BUT
Four rooms, modern; close In.
In Fourth ward; good sized lot.
Price Is only $2,760, and can
make some terms.

3-

- Room

apartment,
tiOM
furnished X
apartment, with
$45.00
furnished
porch,

4 - Room
5-

FO RENT.
Uiithlands.

Lowlands,

apartment,
$70.00
furnished
furnished house. $60.0?
apartment,
....$32.50
furnished .

- Room

'

WANTED
$8,000 oo good first mortgage.
Tell ui what you want we may

have it.

S10

D, T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE,
Loans and Insurance.
W. Gold.
Phone 90T-.

LEVERETT-ZAP-

1921

IDEAL HOME,
Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
porches,
porch, large screened

feasteam heating plant built-itures, garage, lawn, shade. 1'ricc
and location very attractive. Bee
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 S. 4th.
n

LARGE BRICK
large rooms, porches,
built-i- n
features, splendid location
in Fourth ward. Garage, chicken
lot, shade, lawn, and priced to sell
J. P. GILL,
Real Estate.
115 S. Second.
Phone 723-Five extra

J.

8CDDEN SERVICE.
Tb Btd Arrow (all over th West) renders sudden service on Kodak flashing
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before II a. m. mailed earn
day
Work In before. 8 p. m. mailed noon next
to
work
Address
day,
THH BBS ARROW,
B. Lai Vegas
Albuquerque .
(We want a representative in TO'JH
territory.)

WHY PAY RENT
When you can buy a four-roobrick with 'sleeping
modern
In; fine
porch, 60 lot; close BOO,
$500
location for only $3,
down, ?50 per month.
Hurry! Hurry I Hurry!

When $4,500 will buy you a
property that will bring $110.00
per month, this is In a good

n
location. You will only
need a fair payment to handlo
this, balance on easy payments.
$G00 will start you on a dandy
four-roohome In the highlands. Start now.

close-I-

m

450--

BALE

bath,

2 porches,

A

SEE THIS HOME

REAL HOME

Luna boulevard, paved street,
brlclc and sleeping porch,
hardwood floors, built-i- n
features,
(ire place, furnace, garage, lawn,
trees; all for J6.300. Can you beat
On

base,

Gas, Oak
floorsLot 50x150, Ideal neighWe have the excluborhood.
sive agency for this property
and it Is priced to sell.
ment,

THE REBUILT FORD
MARKET
We sell completely overhauled
and mechanically perfect Fords.
Look them over before buying
elsewhere. Satisfaction guaranteed. Positively the cheapest
and best bargains In town.
..$185.00
Speedster., .
$225.00
Speedster . :.
$250.00
Touring .
Touring, 1921, starter. . .$450.00

WANTED, LIVE WIRE
Energetio man to act as exclusive representative of a large
Eastern concern. The man we
want must have $1,000 to $2,000
to carry suficient merchandis
on hand to supply local service
stations and salesmen. We have
the right proposition. Now is the
right time. Wo want the righl
man. Our article has been endorsed by all leading authorities

(ive-roo- m

it.

R. McCLTTGHAW,
204 W. Gold.
rhone 442

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 W. Gold Ave. Phone 670

and officials. Local officiali
highly recommend it. Big prospects for the man to whom thii
territory will be allotted. All details of our proposition and
standing will be submitted and
the closest investigation invited
Please call on

ALFRED KAMS,
Room 45 Alvarado Hotel,

The Square Deal Garage

413 W. Copper Ave.

Tel.

Albuquerque.

S46-- J

FOR RENT
WANTED

Misceaneout

WA'ftijlilJ To rent a private garage.
close In. Phone 2i.
WANTED Washing and ironing; reason
able prices. Phone S18-WANTED Washing end ironing to take
home. 1314 8outh Walter, phone 3173-IF YOU WANT anything hauled, call
Mitchell Transfer, phone 2058-WANTED Your garbage. Phone 240H-Ror write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
HAULING of all klnde. Bcaveugerlng
722 Eait Iron, phone
and transfering.
2S99--

WANTED Watches, crocks and jewelry
to repair. 117 South First, phone 017-- J
Braasfleld, the Watch Man.
WANTED LOAN Will pay
fat cent.
4,000; first mortgage.
2,000,
$1,500,
1570-Phone
estate.
New real
WELDING AND CUTTING Ot metals;
also welders' supplies and carbide for
sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-home and
WANTED In Protestant
mother's care near high school for
useful school girl. Address L. M., care
Journal.
MAX BARGAIN STORK, at lit South
First, will pay the highest prices for
clothing, shoes and
your second-han- d
furniture. Phone eel.
RUG CLEANERS
MATTRESSES renovated. 18.60 and op.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Bedding Co., phone 471.
FINISHING It Is
BKTTEH KODAK
better. Return postage paid on mall
order. The Barnum Studio, iliVa West
Central, Albuquerque, N. It.
FURNIsTURE
repairing, upholstering, bed
and picture frames, bronslng,
ball cushions. Satiscar
cushions,
Ing,
J. H. Austin, 120$
faction guaranteed.
Norm First, pnone izio-k- ,
Careful Kodak finishing
WANTED
Twice dally service. Remember,
guaranteed. Bend your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Hanna
Master Pnsitngrapher.

SAljLivestyjt
SALE Frying size and large rab- -

fjXR

FOR
blts. 215 West Grand
FOR SALE Buckg, dors and frying else
.
2S riouth Third.
rabbits
FOR SALE Two tresn milk cows. 1422
South Broadway.
George Blake.
FOR SALE Carload cheapest and best
e load horses ever shipped here.
Bell's
. Livery.
"
FOR SALE Two fresh cows, giving four
and five gallons dally; also sprlnjs
and hens. 1800 South Elm.
WANTED To buy 1,"00 young ewes;
must be good stock; state lowest price
for cash. Address Box 6, care Journal.
. JTOR SALE
Hoga 60 to 100 pounds at
Hicks' Ranch, O to New Water tank,
East side of university 'Heights, then
four mile south.
ot all purpose
FOR BALE Carload
horses at 101 ' 'est Mountain road and
First street; the cheapest load that has
ever come to Albuquerque,
J, F.
of all purpose
FOR SALE Car-loa- d
horse at 10 West Mountain road and
First street The cheapest load that has
ever come to Albucuo. u. J. F.

WAITED Two mtoot fcalilshescen"t"
to work with on ot largest and llveat
sales organisation
In the country; opportunity is knocking at your door. Fuller Brush Co., 114 North High.
WANTED W have a splendid position
open (or a man ot good appearance and
over
must b
pleasing personality;
twenty-fiv- e
years of are sad should
have at least' a high school education.
Previous selling experience desirable but
not necessaryi must be of good charaeter
and unquestioned integrity
references
required; pleasant outdoor work. Any
inquiry will be held strictly confidential.
Address B. F. T.. car Journal.

CARPENTERING

n
"pi? iwOH D T H S ODD JOB " M AN
An kind of work.
Phone 187J-- J.
WANTED Odd job carpentering, paint
ing and root repairing. Phone 145H-FOR HOU8B OR ROOF PAINTING
tint-cla- w
reasonable price.
work;
,v
t. nenrg T. Brown, lozo Gouth Bniadwav.
BKKOUB
BUILDING or having yuur
our figures
house repaired, call D54-msy Interest you; no Job too large or too
WtUs ,

Dwellings

FOR RJlNT Five-roomudern house.
Dr. Burton, sulto 9, Barnett building.
FOR RENT Seven-roofurnished, two
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches. 118 North
Maple, phone 2272-FOR RENT Furnished house in highlands; two rooms and sleeping porch.
Phone 1451-FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern
home, in best residence section, close
in. Phone 147-J- .
FOR RENT Cottage, 'three rooms and
porch; near the shops. Inquire 1213
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two .room eouage wltn
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. In
quire 822 South Walter.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, furnished. In Highlands. A. B. MUner,
81s 1 West Central ave.
FOR RENT Two-romodern furnished house; sleeping porchs $30.
No
children. Call 708 East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Modern furnished house,
four rooms two sleeping porches. 114
North Edith.
FOR RENT Attractive new unfurnished
house; three rooms and sleeping porch.
Owner, 1600 North Second.
FOR RENT Modern furnished four-roo- m
house; one room occupied; clos
In; reasonable.
Apply 817 South Arno.
FOR RENT Nlc four-roocottage, 307
West Haseldlne, $25 per month. Broad
Bicycle Co.. 320 South Second, phone 730.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern furnished house with deeping porch, 304
South Walter.
Inquire 614 East Santa
Fe.
FOR RENT Modern four-roohouse,
furnished; two large porches; highlands; will give long lease. Fhone
1478--

modFOR RENT Furnished three-rooern cottage with two screened porches
at 18 South Arno, Inquire loot South
Edith.
FOR RENT Small modern, furnished,
glassed-i- n
bungalow with
sleeping
porch, In Highlands. Apply (23 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five
and six room houses and apartments;
some furnished.
W. H. McMlUlon, 20
West Oold.
FOR RENT Unfurnished halt of house;
rooms light and airy; clos in, lowlands; no sick; no children, ill West
Atlantic.
FOR RENT Four and five-roohouse,
furnished; bargains
highlands; free
electrioity, phone, water. Phone 2129-1 60S
South Elm.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern bungalow, furnished,
with sleeping porch;
will take board and room for rent. Apply 314 South Sixth.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern bungalow, clos
in, unfurnished; $10; water
paid; might consider a long leas. Ap-pl- y
800 South Walter.
OR RENT Five-roobrick house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; can be arranged for apartments with congenial
621 East Central.
people.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow,
very modern, 'as, t'octirity a.il hot
water, larg gliMed In sleeping p.tcb;
fine location In southern
hlbhlsnd;
adults. Inquire 801 South Edith.
FOR RENT We have aeveral houses
and apartments to rent.
OWNERS,
list your properties with us. We can
rent them and save you trouble. Qober,
Short
Gober, 220 West Oold. phone 6S8.
FOR RENT New house in highlands;
three room and glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch; also two other large screened
porches) furbished: water paid, $45 per
no children.
Small family;
month.
Phen llla-J- .

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOR RENT

--

Of five large, airy rooms, two
sceened porches, In Ideal neighborhood of Fourth ward. Five
minutes walk from center of
town. Moderate cash payment
and easy terms.

J

Rollin E, Guthridge,
Real Estate.
814 W. Gold.
Fhone 1023.

J.
FOR SALE

Room

FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
!14 North Welter.
FOR KENT Several unfurnished rooms.
124 South Edith.
rooms for light
FOR RENT Furnlshe
822 4 North Third.
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Nice front room, furnace
heat. 202 South High.
FOR RENT
Furnlsneo rooms. jTJ
South Walter, phune 1667-FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR KENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth.
uMSHSU rooms; hot water heat; no
sick; ni. children. 414 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat; no sick. If7 South Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished room; gentle-ma- n
preferred. 415 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms fur
Housekeeping. Apply C17 West Silver.
FOR RENT Neatly rurnlehed
room;
tgnro uem; close in. glY south Third
FOR RENT Four large furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. 60 South
FOR RENT Two furnished housekeeping rooms; no children. 1102 South
Edith.
FOR RENT Very desirable furnished
room, convenient to meals. 204 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; no sick. (01 South
Fourth.
FOR RENT Moslem
furnished room,
with larva Bleeuine- norch. 41 2 Rut
Sliver, phone 1983-FOR RENT One room nicely furnished;
no sick, gentleman
400
preferred.
North Arno, phone 192S-FOR REN T Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
children. 110 8., h Walnut.
FOR RENT Large, airy front bed room.
first floor, $3.E0 per week, use of
kitchen, two block from depot. 110 East
Sliver.
FORRENT Nicely furnished room, ouF-sld-e
entrance; also garage; no sick.
1110 North Second.
FOR RENT- - Well ventilated front room,
furnished, convenient to meals, garage.
No sick. 108 South Arno,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well
ventilated room, convenient to bath;
furnace heat; no sick. Phone 119S-IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central.
Theater, 811
FOR RENT Clean, nicely furnished
with or without
rooms; reasonable,
board. 413 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms.
Board
across the street, Within one block ot
two sans. 114 North Maple.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms la modern horn. Apply to Mr.
Fred Ham, 628 North Second.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private entrance; adjoining bath; to employed
men; no sick. 316 South Seventh.
FOR RENT One or two elegantly furnished rooms, bath connecting In new
modern home; private porch entrance;
no sick; reasonable. Phone 1949-ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
502 H West Central.
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
tor housekeeping;
ge sleeping porch,
electric lights and gas. 410 East Central.
FOR RENT Three rooms and large
No
Bleeping
porch, well furnished.
children or very sick (35. 1201 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Newly furnished room, with
private entrance to bath; gentleman
employed preferred; no sick. 415 South,

'

FOR RENT Furnished room or room
with sleeping porch adjoining: bath.
Us of piano; so sick. 710 East Central
Phnne 887-FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
rooms, large glassed sleeping porch,
bath; private entrance. No sick. 1004
Forrester.
LARGE front furnished light
LOOK;
housekeeping or sleeping room; clean,
comfortable; no sick; close in. 211 West
Marquette.
FOR IiENT-New- ly
furnished
with private screened porch; hot bath;
no sick or child n; call after ( p. m.
506 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Nl-- j airy furnished loom,
with twin bedn. suitable for two
with best of board. 713 South
Walter, phone 1S88-FOR RENT To gentleman In good
health and employed; furnished front
room,
South Edith, a short distance
from Central. Prion 1451-room,
FOR RENT High-clas- s
north,
south and east exposure; south sleephome in beat presing porch; prlvat
idential district. Phone 370.
WtidB WORTH
furnished, mcu
Newly
and housekeeping apart-mentclean room
by day. week or month. Reduced
aummer ratea 811 South Third.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished tront
bed room, adjoining bath, prlvat home,
furnaca beat, to gentleman employed.
Not sick. . 30 West Marquette. Phone

FOR SALE Country bonis, stucco house,
seven rooms, steam heated,, electric
e
ranoh; in alfalfa and
lights; on
orchard. Address Postotflc box 277, or
2407-Rphone
FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and
one-ha- lf
miles west of Barelaa bridge,
new
adob
oa main ditch,
house and
..
mil 15S4-garage, water In house,
.
rom school house.! Phone 2404-JI- .,
FOR RENT One large room with six
windows and larg closet, completely
SPECIAL NOTICE
furnished for, g lit housekeeping; modern
waf can" aa'v you money ,.u eieuVnuai conveniences; " desirable location, (13
West Coal.
ervlce. Call up and get our estimate
room
FOR RENT Larg
with small
OIf.DERSl.EBVB SLECTRIO CO.
room adjoining, bath, larg aoreened
'
sleeping porch, prlvat ' entrance; suitBNGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
able for two gantlemen, Phon Mrs. A.
ISoida yhoas S2?JvW,
yzo wpt Central, paont i,V)-J- t
S, H.411. Hi

4t

,

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Oood location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMOHH
214 W. Gold
Phone 442--

BEAUTIFUL LITTLE HOME
ON WEST ROMA

FOR

Houses

SALE
bnok nous, on
North Edith. Phon 3401-RCan be utilized by purchasing FOR SALE Coxy modern bungalow.
iwiv rorreater; inquire wnnin.
frame houses
one of these
FOR SALE
house, completely
with bath, lavatory and electric
rurnianeo; large lot, nzi west central
lights installed. Only five blocks FOR
SALE
Modern furnished bungalow,
from postoffice. Price $2,650;
garage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South
S6S0 down, balance as rent.
Walter.
FOR SALE Four-rooCITYBEALTY CO.
house, partly
furnished; hot and cold water; near
207 V. Gold.
rhone 667. shops.
Address Box 92, care Journal.
FOR SALE Three-roohouse, sleeping
porch, large front poroh, practically
FOR RENT Rooms
modern and furnished. 601 East Orand.
FOR SALE Four-rooframe
houe
i RENT front room, furnished, prl
vat entrance, connecting bath,
233
with sleeping porch; city water In
North Hlglr, phone 870-house; good repair; terms. 1224 South
High.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooframe
bookoase
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n
china closet, lawn and tree; Third waid
Phone 1808-FOR KENT Furnished apartment.
Call
FOR SALE By owner, modern eight-rooafternoon. 401 West Lead Ave.
bouse. Fourth ward; a good buy
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished mod- for home or Investment;
priced right;
ern aiartment, with piano. 313 North terma 1027 Forrester.
Second.
SALE
new
FOR
By owner,
house,
FOR RENT Small furnished apartment,
corner lot; shade itees, outbuildsteam heated. 1216 West Roma, Inings; ideal for cows, chickens, rabbits;
quire Apartment S.
terms. 1600 ' uth Elm.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, tour
FOR SALE Five-roomodern stucco
rooms; modern; no sick; adults. 3104
house, screned-l- n
sleeping porch, back
North Second.
and front porches, bath, lights and gas.
FOR RENT Two rurnumed looms tor By owner, 828 South Arno.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick FOR SALE
modern house, very
724 South Second.
best location, West Central, In excelFOR RENT Nice three-roofurnished lent condition; terms it desired. Adapartment with sleeping porch and dress Box 5S, care Journal.
.
bath. 310 South Walter.
FOR SALE Nearly new
house
In lowlands; glassed in porch, turnace
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchenette and glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 608 heat, one block from Robinson park,
west iron, phone 2880-$8,000; easy terms. Phon 1825-mod-er- n
FOR RENT Desirable three-rooFOR SALE New four-roomodern furfurnished apartment;
nished cottage, on South Walter, $300
best residence section. Phone 8A5-- J.
down and monthly payments.
J. A.
FOR
RENT
Furnished apartment; Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1522.R.
rooms
FOR
SALE
thre
with bath. Albuquerque
$3,600 will buy this mod21 8 H
ern tour-rooNorth Second.
Hotel,
home; two large porches
and garage and store-roolot (0x142,
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeepon
east
car line, at No. 0i
street
Lfacing
ing rooms with kitchenette, ground Nortn
Twelfth,
Realty Co., 307
city
floor; no children. 415 West Lead.
West Oold. phon ssr
FOR feBNT Two-roomodern, furnishFour-roomodern brick
ed apartment with garage, hot and FOR SALE
bungalow; canvassed In sleeping porch,
cold water.
421 South Broadway.
and acreened tront porch; lot 60x290; ail
FOR RENT Bright, sunny apartment, In ftrst-clacondition; Immediate poslarge glassed sleeping porch; private session. Call
er evenings, after
bath and entrance. 1114 West Central. six, 918 North Sunday
Eleventh.
A three-rooFOR KENT
a
and
BY OWNER,
modern house in
furnished
apartment, modern,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireot South First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy place, large screened
porches, three
office.
light airy bed rooms with extra large
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apart-men- t, closets, fronts east on large lot with
15 2 - month; also rabbits for lawn, trees, etc.; everything la excellent
it desired, Phon
sale; very reasonrble. Inquire 517 South condition; term
I977-Broadway.
Three-roocan
FOR RENT
apartment, fur- FOR SALE Immediate possession tout-larbe had of an exceptionally clean
nished complete; October 5: can be
room house, three closets, bath an6
seen now; no sick and no children. 112
South Ninth.
sleeping porch; full size lot ot rich gar-desoil, part In alfalfa; new concrete
FOR RENT Apartment
consisting of
two rooms, sleepln porch, bath, closet walks, garage, chicken house and run; in
condition
and well worth inspecting.
good
In
a
and pantry; :ccly furnished, and
Inquire 825 North Sixth, phone 1308-good location. 524 West Coal.
FOR
A
SALE
real bungalow, price and
FOR RENT One
and
large room
place worth investigating; hard wood
glassed Bleeping torch, modern, furfir place, buffet, window seat,
nished for light housekeeping, clean and floors,
n
feature of an
1223 linen closet; every built-iairy; car stops In front of house.
Ideal kitchen;
large front and rear
South Edith.
extra
number
tubs,
porches; stationary
FOR RENT Apartment Three rooms ot
windows; larg lot; three larg outand bath, also one. of two rooms, and buildings;
business or garsuitable
for
bath, both c mpleteiy-- t furnished, ateam age; can arrange terms. Fhone 1968-- J
heat.
Private entrance, call mornings
FOR SALE By owner, new stucco bun402 Wft Silver.
galow. Just finished; hns combined
living and dining room; two bed rooms,
batK, kitchen, breakfast room, cozy fireFOR SALE Chummy roadster, cheap. place, oak floors throughout, all woodwork done In enamel, many built-i- n
Phone 1473-features; this house has been built by
BulcW touring
FOR SALE
car;
built right from the
first-cla- n
condition. Bond-Dlilc- o
Co., day labor and
ground up. Large lot with flv beautielty.
ful shade trees. See It at 006 North
FOR SALE Dodge car, cheap for cash, Eighth,
phone 1389-until Sunday night. 322 South Broad
FOR SALE 880 Income property, two
way,
smell furnished houses, located on one'
FORD FOR RENT Drlv it yourself ot the best corners in southern highlands.
1073-300 South Broadway, phon
Lot 60x142, Live in one and let the
driver's license required.
rent pay for the balance. Price Is only
FOR SALE Some extra goo
usea oar, $3,750. One half cash, balanoe to suit.
easv terms. Mclntoeh Auto Co. 60S This Is a big snap for someon who wants
West Central.
a home and a small income, for it will
FOR SALE 191 Hudson sport model. pay you 26 per cent on your Inveetment
worth 12,300.
will sell tor 11,850. Ton must see this to appreciateor It. Inphone
quire at 601 South Edith
Phone 490-1676-FOR SALE OR TRADE For smaller
A-car five passenger Hupfnoblle In
l
FORSALE BT OWNER Extra well built
c...dltlon. Phne 868-brick house of 6 rooms and glassed in
porch. Located In Fourth ward, two
FOR SALE Or will trade
blocks
from car line near school. House
car for light truck or Ford runIs in perfect repair. Will make fin home
about. 317 South Arno,
and is well arranged for renting as two
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes,
to yield
apartments. Csn be rented
models, $730 and $850; Ford truck, 20 per cent, Large lot, fin shade, douFord truck, worm drlv. ble garage,
$200; one-to- n
will accept well located
$400; Ford speedster, $200; Dodge tour- building lot In Fourth ward a
part
ing car, $450. 116 West Oold.
payment. Terms can be arranged. Phone
STOLEN
List your 1333-AUTOMOBILES
tolen automobile with Th National
5
CHANCES
Stolen Automobile Registry,
Okemab,
Okie. Full particulars on request.
FOR bAI.E tisrafte, best 'liicaunn
WE WANT your used, burned, wrecked
town. Phone 879.
ear. Highest prices paid. He iiave parts FOR SALE Small transfer
ln doing
for most every car wheels, springs, maggood business. Address Transfer, care
netos, electrical parts and som real bar Journal.
gains In slightly used tires, all sises.
WANTED To buy established business;
Viaduct Garage, 600 South Second.
Insurance preferred.
Address
fir
WANTED Houses
Prospect, care Journal,
-FOR SALE Building business, with mill
Xo rent four or five-rooWANTED
on building.
leas
machinery and
furnished house: family of four: oer- Phone 410.
manent. Box 60, care Journal.
'0.'t SALE Small grocery store, doing
with
WANTED By ooupl
business;
cheap . rent, 1303
good
child, two or thre rooms and NorthArno,
or
furnished
unfurnished,
sleeping porch,
for housekeeping; no sick; quo I prlc. FOR SALE On of th but business
Address A. H., car Journal,
properties In Albuquerqua
tit Booth
WANTED w want property to sell; if First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
worth th money, w can tnove It
See our advertisement under Real Estate WILL FURNISH two thirds of money
to build small home. Can pay la.lt
column; If your property were thu advertised,. It would move, wouldn't Itf rent. If Interested call !0$ South
.r L. Phillips, Real Estate, lit South
Third, phone 864-FOR' SALE Photograpblo studio, good
will sacrifice
FOR RENT Miscellaneous forlocation In Albuquerque;
quick sale; reasons for selling, have
other business. Address
plenty light; very desirable tor school,
loOl at Slab tWAs
.WM SWIflh
FOR

llt
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SPECIAL BARGAIN

S

Martin Co,, Realtors,
Eeal Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
rhone 156,
223 W. Gold.

216 W. Gold.

J.

rAlUIl'St.VICi

A. L.

Shelley Realty Co,'

Phono

INT (.

A HOME

WHY WORK

RENT MONEY

USED FORDS,

& CO,

F

REALTOUS.

For a

Real Good Bay Look
At 'Ibis.
Four rooms and glassed in
sleeping porch. Completely furnished with exceptionally good
furniture. Located close In, In
the Fourth ward. Ready to move
into
3,250
D, KELEHER I
811 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

J,

PRETTY NEW HOMES'

NEW BUNGALOW

.

In Heights, four rooms two sleeping porches; also back and front
porch, bath, oak floors, fire place
and steam heat, east front, $4,600.
Terms, or 7 per cent off for cash.
924

J, A, HAMMOND,
Phono 1522-R- .
East Silver.

P

"A BARGAIN"
Adobe plastered and pebble dashed
two large rooms, front and back
porches, water and lights, on corner lot Fourth ward. Only $1,600.
Easy terms.

McDONALTJ & WORSnAM.
Eeal Estate and Insurance.
If you want a nice, small, modPhone 966-108 S. Third.
ern home, $2200.00, easy payments,
let us show you. We also have
modern 4, 5, , 7, 9, up to date.
FOR SALE
W, H. M'MILLION
house, modern and
206 W. Gold
Lot 60x142. A good
location. $5,000 terms.
Six-roo-

For

PLAIN board and room for $10 week.
1980 South Second.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and ooatd.
1207 East Central.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping purcu,
with board. 1636 East Central.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board
and room, garage. 628 South High.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board,
in private family. 1411 South Walter.
GOOD HOME COOKING, aleepiug porcu,
front room; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
BOARD AND ROOM lor two. In walking
distance to shops, $42.60 per month.
923 South Walter, phone 1428-FOR RENT Front room, adjoining bath,
board If desired; gentleman preferred.
606 South High, phone 157 J.
wan
an&
FOR RENT Room
board. 410
sleeping porch; tirst-cluEast Central,
MIHAMONTKH
ON THE MKSA
PRIVATE HOTEL, for tubecular persona
pnone 2400-JFOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
618 West
board.
Lady , preferred.
Fruit. Phone 1472. W.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location Mr
now
few reservation
healthseekera;
available. Phone 32.18-FOR RENT In the highlands, steam
heated
also room and
apartment;
board. 103 South Walter.
GRAND

J.

with Board

Rent-Room- s

VIEW

RANCH

plac to recuperate; modern accommodation.
Phone 2407-RFOR RENT Nice sleeping porch with
twin bee", and room adjoining bath,
with meals; p lvate home, rhone 2325-FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch.
with board for convalescents; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 2H8-rooms
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
with steam heat and first-clas- s
table
board. 110 Bouth Arno, phono 1327-FOR HEALTH8EEKERS Modern
nurse service.
with
Caea do Oro, 818 West Oold, phone 614-FOR RENT
Nice rooms with sleeping
porchee with board, for convalescents.
Mrs. Reed, 613 South Broadway, phnne
THE!

526.

HOME SANITORIUM for convalescents.
mild winters, best of food, ideal surroundings, $36 per month.
Tularosa,
N. M.

DELIGHTFUL BLEEPINO PORCH and
bedroom, with board, in furnace-heate- d
home; reasonable; also table board.
1420 East Sliver.
Phone 1422-FOR RENT Nlcet) rurnlshod rooms,
with or without bath; lust across from
th postoffice; hot water heat for winter; best of home cooking, served family
and board $45 to $55 per
styl; room
month; board by meal, week or ticket;
CO
cents. 410 West Gold, phone
meals,
819-V-

HELP WANTETT
Malo.
WANTED Tailor rot bushelman work.
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
WANTED Experienced machinist helper.
City Electrlo Car Barn.
WANTED Mexican aawmill men and
some loggers.
The Santa Barbara Tie
and Pole Co., Tree Rltos, N. M.
Femnle
WANTED Experienced collar girl. Excelsior Laundry.
WANTED Maid for general housework.
Apply 1101 West Tijeras.
WANTED Woman for general house
work. Call at 1524 North Second.
WANTED Experienced cook; also second girl. Apply Mrs. D, Weinman, 708
West Copper.
WANTED Girl for cooking and general
housework. Mrs. N. T. Armljo, 623
West Copper.
WANTED American girl for general
housework; good home for right party.
Call 114H West Central, 11 to 6.
WANTED Elderly lady who needs a
home; light housekeeping for elderly
widower. Address Home, care Journal.
WANTED Woman, or girl to do cooking
No washing
and light housework.
Small family. Apply 718 South Arno.
EARN HOARD Room and $10 a month
wnil attending school; catalogu free,
Mackay Business College, 306 hi South
Main Street, Los Angeles.

Male and Female.
HELP WANTED
We want one or two
men or women to write fire and auto
Insurance) standard, old line companies;
nons but qroducera can be used. Gober,
Short
Gober, 220 West Gold.
flrst-gra- d
WANTED School
teacher,
certificate preferred, for Peco Mines
Ranch
N.
M. Three,
school. Valley
P. 0
room furnished
bungalow free, near
or
school
board and room $30 per month.
State salary in application. A. H. Hook,
secretary. Valley Ranch, P. O., N. M.

PERSONAL
FOR BARBER, ptm1e3307-w- 7
V1S1TINO
BARBER. Phone 2010-BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-- j.
DO tOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH?
SEE J. C. ESPINOSA, No. I, Whiting
building. Phon 466,
PRACTICAL NURSE can take confinement cases during November and December, city or out of town. . Phon
1383?f.
Write 1308 South Edith,

CLOSE IN HIGHLANDS ON
NORTH WALTER STREET
Good five room brick, bath,
closets, screened front and back
porches, stone foundation, basement, gas; lot 50x142 feet, all
fenced, lawn, sidewalks,
east front; all on very
easy payments.
EXTRA WELL BUILT HOME
Five rooms, bath, porch, hot air
furnace, garage, lot 75x142 feet,
all fenced. Nicely located in
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS. Can
be bought st cost on GOOC
TERMS. WHY PAY RENT.
BUY THIS TODAY. Its vacant.
Owner has left town. It's a good
home,
NOTICE, YOU SHOPMAN
If you want a BANG-Ubrick, stone foundation,
fine large porches garage, large
lot with shade trees, lawn, sidewalks, etc., located nicely in
lowlands do not fail to see this.
IT'S PRICED
TO SELL TODAY.
We Are Exclusive Agents on All
Above Homes.
Several furnished and unfurnished houses to rent.
Do not forgot that we are general agents for all of UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Live above tha smoke and dust.
Enjoy the beautiful sun ups and
sun sets.
If you cannot move up there at
once pick your lot now. No better place for a SAVING ACCOUNT. You will never miss
$10.00 down and $10.00 per.
We're selling 'em daily.
Let's tell you all about our
BUDGET PLAN and buiid you a
home.

FOR

L PHILLIPS

SALEMisceIlaneous

FOR

SALE
Threstima machln, $76.
P. O. Box 412, City.
'RY RODDY'S MILj. BEST IN TOWN.

m

Phone 2418-RFOR SALE Almost new baby sulky,
Second Street and Oold Avenue.
cneap. oil west Iron,
Phono 640.
FOR SALE Water moiw,
Jnqulr at
jnorning journal otctce,
FOR SALE Good Singer sewing ma- come.
622 Boutn High.
DENVER POST delivered U your door,
oi'c per montn. l'tron 1949-FOR SALE Three kitchen chairs and
Cash buys a three-roo- m
double
two rugs. i west ltazeldlne.
apartment Iioubo on South Edith.
FOR SALE Second-na- n
Balance less than rent or will
wagons and
I'gnt rigs, cheap. 1203 North Arno.
trade for ranch.
FOR SALE Barrels; also good cider
J, H, PEAK,
vinegar, cnesp. ;oi East Lewis
FOR KALB Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new,
sa.so eacn. southwestern Junk Co.
FOR SALE One medium sized base bur- PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ner In fine condition. B23 North Third.
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no
spots try the Manzano Company Bluing. JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney,
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 60c per
Cromwell Building.
dozen, at Ely s Poultry Yards, 623 South Koom It, 17 ana 19,
Phone 1153-.- I.
Eighth, phone 116$.
PHYSICIANS ANO BPMiJt5i7
CLa
il
BOlt SAt.K ailrhtlv
T.. .....
with high oven and broiler, rhone DB, 8. I- - UliRTONi
Diseases of tn Stomach.
Bull. . Barnett Building.
vfa-- V
Aa-- A.
FOR KAI.R r'.flrA
also German roller canaries. 624 West DJK. S. C. CLARKE,
(jnal.
Eye, Kar. Noso and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Fhone 83$.
FOR SALE Full set of "The Now
's
Office Hours
Referenc Works." 814 Weet
to 11 a. m., and J to I p. m.
Rnma.
FOR SALE Five-foaheet a'.jjl baih I)H. MARGARET CAKIVVKIOHt,
Orant Hldg.. Room 18. Phon
7$
tub. enameled: good aa
814 Offlc
Wftat Pnm,
Residence 112 East Central,
571.
Phone
U-fo
FOR SALE Used tractor,
and
witn gang plows.
Hardwar
Depart
DB. ALFRED T THELIN,
.
ment.
.o.
ryumei
Dentist,
FOR SALE 16,319 worth of land con
rhon 62.
llSft South Third.
tracts; will sell for $5,000 cash. See Open
Dental
Evening.
E. H Prlchard, phone
t5,
FOR SALE Navajo rugs, direct from
"
reservation; beautiful designs; at a
W. M. SHERIDAN, M,
nargain. zos Routh Arno.
IrflPflr-tAmtitA in
BUY YOUR GUN
before the season
msRASCrQ.
opens; fifty shotguns and rifle
to fiEXITO. irilIV4ltV
AND DISEASES OF THE SIUX
select from. 116 West Gold.
wasnerman
la
Connection.
Laboratory
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- tag cheese; also fresh milk In gallon Cltliens tin nk Bldg. Phone 886.
lota Swayne'a Dairy. Phone 1915-CHIROPRACTORS
FOR SALECook stove, good condition.
$20, dresser, good as ne , $10,' bed
Chlroisrtetor.
springs and mattress, $12. Fhone 1342-W.
It nd SO Armljo Building.
,
FOR Sale Cabinet
phon utruph with M. S. E.VOE, D. C,
thirty records; also new Klnuer sew- 70S I nironructor. rbona Connections.
West Central.
Ueoms 13 and 83.
117'A
ing machine; very reasoaaOl),
West Oold.
WANTED -- Position
YOU WILL, find our Navajo rut,'a, the
cneapest ana best, 223 North Elm, VVANTisD Volition oursliig. in "wist
212S-and lit North Mulberry,
phone
Santa r, '
,
phone 1730-WANTED Stenograph,
and
clerical
FOR SALE Flowers; account of going
work. Call 1S85-.
away, will sell cheap cut flowers, slips,
Light o.flce work, or cash.
plants and bulbs; Saturjay and Sunday WAITED
ter; references. Phone 142i-only. 1122 South Broadway.
LADY
wl;h
boy $ years old, desires poei- FOR SALE A few selected Navajo rugs
uon ee nouseKeeper. fnone tos-K- J.
and Germantown pillow tops direct
from reservation; good designs; bargains. TOUNG LAD"' would like position, gen
eral office work, experienced. Phon
105 East Central, phone 1419-1SS0-- J.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
or house cleaning
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all font WANTED J anno,
work, floor waxing. J. W. Low, phon
troubles, $1. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
1972-Co.. 408 West Central. Phnne 1067-- J.
FOR SALE Ithaca double barrel, 16- - WANTED Position as salesman; experienced In gents' furnishings. Address
gaug shotgun. New condition, $30.
Also
single barrel, good condi H. B. O., care Journal.
tlon, $10. Hunter's Garage, 807 Weat WIS AUDIT, CHBi:K, OPEN, CLOSU and
Mountain Road.
WILLIAMS
keep books.
ZANU,
room I Melint building. Phone 701-ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all klnda of roofs, $1 per gal
Part-tim- e
WANTED
or
work
clerical
Ion.
Manxano . Co., 110 South
Th
typing, employed but hv five hours
Walnut, phon 1884-Try a built op available for
Mrs. Pnrker.
work.
extra
roof, will last a long a th bulldlp;.
phone 424.
MIDDLE-AGELADY
would like to
car for a sick man or woman'e home;
FOR SALE Flv hundred shares of City best of reference. Address
Z, R., car
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. It. Journal.
L. HusU N. T. Armljo building.
COMPETENT physician would like a
Locum Tenans for a few months or
would
Address 27, car
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT. Journal, buy practice.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.
PUACTICAL,
NUIidK
wants
private nursMohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottsge
ing or hospital work. Apply 419 South)
Paint; Valtpar Enamels, for automobiles; Edith.
Homestead
Floor Paint
Satisfaction
assured. Trios. F. Keleher Leather Co,
406 West Central
MATTRESS RENOVATING
bo 1067-- J.
MATTItESS RENOVATING. 13.50 and Up.
FOR SALE Furniture
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furBedFOR SALE Second-han- d
doors, win niture packing. Phone 471, Ervin
dows, furnaces, screens and mantles. ding Company.
305 West Tl.leras.
FOR SALE Household furniture, includ
mil
ing piano, at a sacrifice. One-ha- lf
nrv.n or uarr static.:, Bolan Ranch.
FOR SALE Furniture, bedstead, springs,
chiffonier, table, chairs, rocker, settee,
TIME CARDS
refrigerator, kitchen utensil, fruit Jars
and other articles. 616 South Edith. No

$1,000

hr.

nr.

'

0,

ICR.

'
hat.it. trn,,- - rn,.. ni V.'..nit..-- A
condition. Majestlo rang, dining
good
...
...
, -- 1. mo
rnn
..1....
cabinet, chiffercb. 104 Columbia, phon

uv.

FOR SALE China cabinets, chiffoniers.
child's
chlfferobe,
Wirdrooe,
bed.
three-quartbeds, violins, banjo, mandolins,
riflis, $.1.69 up; every
uso.l furniture,
tning in nign grada
priced to sell right 2;r South First.

DRESSMAKING"

PHRENOLOGIST
RIDE TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, 11!
South Cornell avenue, have your head, HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' MilW
nnery, 3io Bouth Broadway, ph. 1073
face and hand head. Sara M. Jones,
'""nut aiilra u meolaltv
DREMSMAK1NO
phon 3166-J- .
1203 North
econd.
Mrs. L. J. Man
flile
I.AD1H3 THINK
A COAT tailored
to your individual DRESSMAKING Ladles' tailoring; even.
ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
messure In th latest styles and fabrics, the $40.00 and $;0.00 kind, only Phon 1826-PLEATJNrt. accordion, side ano box:
$30.0 and 24.60,
N. Crsne.
mail order
THB UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP
tl8 North
ve.oht Crass, ABWmaaUi Ebm UL
Vg ft fllghVaiWuQlwOrJA Bldf. Sx j;0,00.

Train.

WliSTBOUND

Dally.

Arm.

Depart

Scout..,. 7:30 pa t:30 pro
Llmrud.J0:4 am 11:10 am
(Calif,
7 Fargo fast. .11:10 am 11:41 am

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

Th

Th

Navajo.. 13:40 am
SOUTHBOUND.

1:10 am

10:10 m
11:10 am

Mo, 37

El Paso Exp.
El Paso Exp.

No. 1
No. 4
No. I
No. 10

Th Navajo.. 3:15 pro 1:41 pm
Calif. Limited 1:00 pm 1:40 urn
S. F. Eight.. 1:16 pm 1:00 pm
Tbe Scout ... 1:30 am 7:50 as

No. J

EASTBOUND.

FROM BOUTH.
No.
El Paso (:3S pm
No. to From El Paso
am
Nu. SS connects at Belea with No,

((From

10

it

for Clovi, peo valley, Kansas City tad
Oulf Oast.
from Clovi and points east and oi'V
Kn. t connect at Helen
No, 11
... with
at Clovis.

'

OfiLY

WILL YOU HAVE SWEET
POTATOES OR YAMS?

bome-Krow-

H, WARS!
SIB Marble Arena

.....

Tha Highest Grada Macaroni
Egg Noodle; Spaghetti and
L.a MaKaVAril PfAfiiafr-a- i

Phone

First St.

117 8.

676

917--

AJH COOLED.

William Fox presents

RUGS

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM.

EAT AT

Monday Night,
Oct. 10, 3:30

KlfiD

First Concert In Series
Under Auspices ol

WORLD

I

Postoffice.

BRACY'S

CAFETERIA
Special Chicken Dinner Sunday.
Corner Fourth null central.

"THE NIGHT

WANTED

waiter or waitress
at the Commercial Cafe. Write
or wire.
COMMERCIAL CAFE,
Holnrook, Ariz.
first-cla-

HORSEMEN"
A sequel to "The

Geese" by Max

Brandt

h1

Also a
Sunshine Comedy
"THE HAYSEEDS"

J

1

fe

WILLIAM

$5.00

for

Regular Admission

PRODUCTION.

Four-rooand bath,
house.
Furnished, now
for
$42.50.
rented
$3,600 cash.
No terms. Address
Investment Cnro Journal

brick

401 North First.

We Are on the Job

SECURE

Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

Best Training In All
Commercial Subjects.
School for Private
Western
Phone 901-- J
Secretaries.
Half-da- y
and Evening
Day.
Sessions.

The

Transfer

Call Albuquerque
Phono Ma.

Co.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

15-lb- s-

Phone

1957--

South Eighth.

Granulated Sugar.

$1.00

FANCY WHITE COLORADO POTATOES
25c
100 lbs. Potatoes. .$2.80 8 lbs. Potatoes
50c
35 lbs. Potatoes. . .$1.00 16 lbs. Potatoes

We offer you any of the following canned Fruit,
3 cans for
$1.00
No limit to quantity and you may assort them to
suit yourself.
Gold Bar Sliced Peaches.
Gold Bar Blackberries.
Gold Bar Black Cherries.
Del Monte White Cherries.
Del Monte Sliced Pineapple.
Del Monte Grated Pineapple.
Puyallup Pears.
Sunbeam Apple Sauce.

5c
Polar White Laundry Soap, per bar
Polar White Laundry Soap, 22 bars.
$1.00
This is a dandy Soap for hard water.
19c
Cape Cod Cranberries, quart
.....5c
Bradley Yams, lb
$2.85
Bradley Yams, crate.
4c
Golden Hubbard Squash, lb
18c
Fresh Salted Peanuts, lb
Little Sunmaid Kaisins, 2 for
w.'vwiv9c4c
Gum, per package
After Dinner Mints
n.19c
After Dinner Mints.
... .46c
55c
Crystallized Ginger, per tin
..44c
Chase and Sanborn's Seal Coffee, per lb
Chase and Sanborn's Peaberry Coffee, per lb.... 31c
Our Fruit and Vegetable Department is complete.
can Skookum Jam, assorted flavors, can $1.15

003--

Made as desired, by experienced
milliner. Reasonable prices.
LOVIE RAINS,
1122 E. Central. Phone 2106--

Package Bacon
Armour's pkg..
52c
Swift's pkg..
.52c

......

Cactus Butter,

lb... 49c

$2.00

15

4th St.

122 S.

J.

&-N-

CHOCOLATE

FOR SAJLK BY OWNER
modern
Just finished
press brick end new
modern except heat. Both In
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
at
completing. Call
821 W. Silver.
l'hono 11M9-live-roo-

ACTS

Brasfield, the Watch Man
Join the club. When you bring in
two watches at one time I fix
one free of charge. This offer
Is for two weeks only. American
Swiss and English makes.
117 S. First St.
rhonc 917-J.

A

feiJCH

AVY

STORE
OFFERS

Two nicely furnished rooms foi
light housekeeping. City watei
and electric lights. $18 pei
month.
1000 EAST COPPER.

DANCE TONIGHT
ALAMEDA

Sand Storm Jazz
Back from the coast
New Music

New Songs

YOTJ

m

THE

FOLLOWING:

.

Army Tents; first
class condition. Specially
$19.50
priced
New Navy
Regulation
J
8.50
Hospital Blankets
Reclaimed O. D. Wool
J
2.75
Blankets
O. D. Wool Riding Breech2.00
B
es; Class
3.00
Class A
O. D.
Wool Shirts, Re1.00
claimed; Class B
2.00
Class A
O.
D.
New
Regulation
3.73
Shirts
Reclaimed Wool Under75
wear, as good as new
A Garment)
Second Hand Russet
1.50
Shoes
(And Up)
Woolen
Men's
Socks...... .25

ClTTLE-JOUEE-

and

50

We Also C'nrry New Russet and
Hob Nail Shoes, Puttees, Etc.

ARMY & NAVY
STORE

MILLINERY

323 South First Street.

Lady Lyda Shoppe
New Hats made to order
Old material utilized
Mrs. Geo. Wilmering
Over Dollar Store, Room
Phone 629-- J

HUIIIIIG MER-

CANTILE GO.

3

Los Lunas,

N.--

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AW
ALFALFA

DANCE TONIGHT
COLOMBO HALL
Always best for
dancing.

This

Step Lively
Syncopators

means

ADDED ATTRACTION
Today, Candy Day, is the sweetest day in the
year, but not only is today sweet, but every day is
sweet for our patrons. Quality is our first consideration, and only the best extracts, certified
colors, and choicest of ingredients are used in making our candies.
Candy is largely composed of sugar. Sugar is

highly concentrated food; its pleasant flavor and
high nutritive value make it one of the most popular
daily foods. The natural craving for "something
sweet" i3 common to all classes.
Try our Home-MadBlack Walnut Molasses Taffy
:i
Panoche (made with Pecans and
Vermont Maple Sugar)
Salted Almonds, Cream Wafers (for
parties and other social gatherings)
Chocolates (with Cream Fruit and
solid centers.)
Of if you wish to send your mother, sweetheart,
or sister a box of candy, we have the following
nationally known lines for you to select from:
Crane's
Bunte's
e:

Wiseman's Watch Shop

Last Episode of

"THE

TARZAIi"

OF

SOU

PRICES

REGULAR

um

ooNTnnjors1 to ii p.

Sell

CREAM COFFEE

m,

LAST TIME TODAY
The wonders of the mighty deep revealed
on water and under the surface of the sea.
A human drama that takes place on land,
in a thrilling drama of human desire.

Chocolate Shop Chocolates.

Take Advantage of Our 10 Cash
Discount Today
;
B If You Want the Best, Be Sure It's ,

VILLIATJOri

FEE'S

you

For a limited time only we will
clean your watch for $1.60.
Expert workmanship guaranteed.

"Such a Little Queen"

A Comedy of Youth and Love in Arcady, Where
Every Lass is a Queen
j

16x18

A Smashing
Drama of
Sunken Treasure
at tbo Bottom
ot tbo Sea

.

Phone

304 West Central Avenue

'

435-- W

HALPH IUCB
PROOUCSO

Sell

Tha Highest Grada Macaroni
Erg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

sv

SUBMARINE FILM
CORPORATION

COAL

GALLUP

The Family Shoe Store

Unexcelled for kitchen range.

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER GO.
4

Let our

PHONES

5

trucks give you service.

AUTO TRUCKS FOR SALE

Having purchased a much heavier type of equipment for our
motor transport lines, we will sell TWO of our

OLDSMOBILE ONE TON TRUCKS
In good condition
take your pick from
we own. Price $1000 each. Easy terms.

Guaranteed

any truck

Each Truck Has Run From Three to Four Thousand Miles Only.

Sugarite

Swastika

values.
$3.00,

$3.50,

$4.00,

$4.50,

.

$5.00

Then we have Shoes for those who are looking
for style luxury, and who want the finest looking
v
footwear that money can buy.
$6.00,

$7.00,

$7.50,

$10.00

$8.00,

Again our shoes for boys', misses' and children
are the best values at any stated price. Splendid

School Shoes.
$1.50, $2.00,

GUARANTEED COAL
Gallup

We want you to make this store your family
headquarters for shoes the place yo'u will be sure
to think of first when Fall and Winter Shoes are
needed.
This requires on our part Better Shoes and
Better Values for the money than you are apt to
get at other stores. We claim we have them and
we ask you to come and see how well we can care
for the whole family.
We have shoes lor the man or woman, who
counts the Dollars and wants the best possible

y

"

..

$3.00,
according to size.
No Profiteering Prices

oirraituTioBV'

ADDED ATTRACTION

"HOLY SKOKE"
A Two Part Mermaid Comedy.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

f

Regular Prices.
2
GENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
Skinner's, Ideal and Tappo's. Price
70 cents.
i

158

Taxi & Baggage

Grand Mask Ball
Armory Hall,

158

Thursday Evening, October 18.
Hid Cash Prizes.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOTJRNAt. OFFICE

Let Us Send a Manl

To replace that broken window I
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.. I
423 North First I
Phone 421.
-

$3.50,

$2.50,

.

GALLUP

LUMP-ANTHRA- CITE

Cerrillos Lump

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

GOLDWYNi.

!Hg

Gas House Coke.

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy
- CERRIMOS EGG

TJsa

, FACTORY WOOD

'

.

Tlrst Come Jfot Only First Served, But Ilcst Served
Order Today.
.''
,

We

Y

DIRICTSO

215 South Second

205 South First Street

We

VAUDEVILLE

THE ARMY

City Electric

Because It's Rich and Mellow

fL.

J

R

WILLY-NILL- Y
A. Skinner

4

-

We Deliver Your Orders for 10c.
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
.
Twenty-si- x
years high quality and low prices.

J.

STREET

..,..$5.00

,

3f Kt

WITCH FORTME

5-l- b.

Sunbeam Mayonnaise
35c
per bottle
Ferndell Tartar Sauce,
42c
per bottle
Ferndell Thousand Island Dressing btle 38c

Orchestra
'J

4

XOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
YOUR WINTER GOODS

LADIES HATS

....
.-

ii

c

Rates for Students.
Reserved Scnts at Matron's.

Phono

For Sale

Month.

ii

IN THE

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

Carnean Squabs.

612

Season Tickets
Single Ticket

lift

a

OPIT

FOGG, The Jeweler

INVESTMENT

WANT
Automobiles for Storage.

Fortnightly-Musi-

FOR RENT

'THE NIGHT HORSE.ME.H!
FOX

ss

FOR SALE

Un-

tamed" adapted from
the story "Wild

BEAUTIFUL

SHOW

Club
A

in

PRESENTING

Leopold Godowsky
Master Pianist

PostWRIfiHT'STrdll,K
India n BuUding

MIX

TOM

tejaums
GEODGIA

14

CURIOS
NAVAJO

Opposite

JL

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

J

-

PASTIME

THEAT.

Night, $1.65-- $ 1.1
SEATS ON BALK AT MATSON'S

static

Moccasins. Baskets,
Jewelry, Ocras, Laces.

in

i

iiiiiifMmiii

9

OCTOBER

0.

Easy Payments If Ton Wish.
Sq Interest Charged.

Music and Jewelry Store

VS

ISell

SFASON

in n

Matinee and Night

THftry

Cool and Booth Walter

Kt?(fka

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

f

TAX INCLUDE!)

ROBERT JONES

.........

,

,

Prices: Matinee,

ROTHMAN'S

Phone

,

.,

SUNDAY,

CRESCENT GROCERY

HOMER

-

x

HllII

n

WARD'S STORE

HOW

$85

f

5?

25o
Our price todny Is 5 pounds for
(Almost as chpap ns Irish Potatoes.)
Be
Hubbard Squash, to bake, it's Rood, pound
is in; 2 lbs. .4."io
Cranberry Sauce. A shipment of nice Cranberries
A. side dish of Monarch Brand Sugar Corn will bo enjoyed
-- "'c
by any guest. Can.
The Staff of life bread JEVNE.
our
prreen.
large
Olives always appreciated, and especially
50(5
quart, 6(c or ripe at, quart
celery.
head
lettuce;
California
Goins to bake a Cake? Swansdown flour, lbregular and instant.50c
Express shipment Kippered Salmon,

Phone

October 8, 1921.
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.

.

